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I.

INTRODUCTION

In 1995, Warren County purchased the forty-mile right-of-way for the former Adirondack Branch of the
Delaware and Hudson Railroad, extending from the town of Corinth in Saratoga County to the hamlet of
North Creek in the Warren County town of Johnsburg. Since the 1860s, that rail line has played a central role
in various aspects of Adirondack life. Its original passenger service fostered the proliferation of great camps
at the turn of the last century. Its freight operations supported the growth of the wood and paper industries,
and served as a vital link for mining operations in Tahawus. In the aftermath of the 1932 Lake Placid
Olympics, it transported the first generation of downhill skiers from points south to Gore Mountain.
Following its acquisition by the County, the former Adirondack Branch is taking on a new role in the region.
The line remains available to provide freight service to local industry. It has also become the focus of
tourism development activities along the Northern Hudson River. Beginning last spring, a tourism railroad
began operating on an eight-mile segment featuring twice daily roundtrips from North Creek to Riparius.
Warren County is seeking ways to use the tourism potential of the right-of-way as a springboard to enhance
tourism development along the entire Northern Hudson Corridor from Corinth to North Creek.
Warren County's initial investment, combined with key sources of federal support, have revived the
potential for passenger and freight service extending as far south as Saratoga Springs. Retiring U.S. Rep.
Jerry Solomon was instrumental in accessing federal funds through the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Enhancement Act (ISTEA). Five million dollars is to be allocated to improvements of the rail line
between Saratoga and North Creek. An additional $5 million has been earmarked for the Saratoga
Springs rail station renovation reconstruction project, and another $6 million is currently set aside for the
planning and implementation of a commuter train Demonstration Project between Saratoga Springs and
Albany.
This report outlines an action plan by which local community, recreational, cultural, and historic resources
can be coordinated to encourage the creation of a fully integrated tourist promotion effort along the Northern
Hudson Corridor. Through an intermunicipal agreement the Warren County towns of Johnsburg, Thurman,
Stony Creek, Warrensburg, and Lake Luzerne are joining with the towns of Hadley and Corinth in Saratoga
County to create a corridor long revitalization plan under the aegis of the New York State Department of
State's Local Waterfront Revitalization Program.
The New York State Department of State's Local Waterfront Revitalization Program
The Department of State's Local Waterfront Revitalization Program promotes the creation of Local
Waterfront Revitalization Plans (LWRPs) by local municipalities. Each LWRP formulates waterfront
development objectives by adapting statewide legislation and policies to the unique and individual
requirements of each municipality. The LWRP also outlines strategies that are used to meet the
municipality's objectives.
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The LWRP process involves cooperation with State, County, local, and private agencies as well as an
appointed LWRP Advisory Committee that included local businesses as well as village and town residents.
The LWRP outlines specific projects and policies to encourage environmental protection, foster economic
development, protect valuable water resources, and improve public waterfront access. Once enacted into law,
the LWRP will ensure that State and local actions proposed within the waterfront area are conducted in a
manner consistent with the policies of the LWRP.
One of the components of the LWRP is the identification of long-term uses and specific projects along the
waterfront and related lands. These uses and projects, in conjunction with an established management
program, can significantly increase a community’s ability to attract and manage development activities that
complement the unique cultural and natural characteristics of its waterfront.
Once completed and approved by the New York State Secretary of State, the LWRP provides a community
with the local controls to guide waterfront development. More importantly, a distinct benefit of the LWRP is
the legal ability to ensure that all actions proposed for its waterfront only occurs in a fashion prescribed by the
LWRP. This “consistency” provision is a strong tool that assures that State and local governments work in
unison, and not at cross purposes, to build a stronger economy and a healthier waterfront environment.
Project Approach: The First Wilderness - Enhancing Economic Opportunities by Creating a
Corridor-wide Tourism Experience
The development of a tourism railroad is the first step in revitalizing the Northern Hudson Corridor. The
first season of operations of the Upper Hudson Railroad have met or exceeded expectations. However,
tourism railroads become sustainable only if they are developed as one component of a larger tourism
experience. Consequently, the challenge and the opportunity presented by the tourism railroad is to use it
as a catalyst for integrating the smaller scale attractions found throughout the corridor into a single
experience for visitors.
This report identifies and defines such an experience: The First Wilderness. As described in the
inventory, the Adirondacks were the first place where Americans realized that wilderness was going to be
a distinguishing and permanent feature of their civilization. By the 1880s, more had been written about
the Adirondacks than any other wilderness area in America. By the 1890s, the Adirondack Park was
created as the largest protected wilderness area east of the Mississippi. Since then, the Adirondack Park
has challenged each generation to define the role of wilderness in our increasingly urbanized civilization.
As illustrated in the Inventory and Analysis section, the Saratoga-to-North Creek corridor was
instrumental in establishing the Adirondacks as the First Wilderness.
The thrust of this study will be to define the First Wilderness as the consistent tourist experience for the
corridor that can serve as the basis for attracting and retaining tourism activity throughout the corridor.
This will involve a comprehensive inventory and assessment of community resources; a definition of the
tourism market opportunities accessible from the corridor; and development of a tourist experience which
integrates existing and potential tourist attractions into a "critical mass", which strengthens the corridor's
NORTHERN HUDSON RIVER INTER-MUNICIPAL REDEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
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name recognition and attractiveness in the tourist market place. The report concludes with a plan of
action to implement the experience and thereby realize the as yet untapped market opportunities available
to communities in the study corridor.
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II.

INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS

Consistent with the requirements of the Local Waterfront Revitalization Program, this planning process
begins with an inventory and assessment of local resources that may present opportunities and constraints
for the subsequent LWRP. The topics addressed in this inventory have included:
The Regional Setting
The Environmental Setting
Existing Land Uses
Transportation Resources
Historic and Cultural Resources
Recreation and Tourism Facilities
Summary of the Results of the Inventory: Defining Characteristics of the Northern Hudson
Corridor.
Through the inventory process, three defining characteristics of the Northern Hudson corridor emerged:
The climate and terrain have kept Nature as a compelling presence in every day life. Since the time
of the Iroquois Confederacy, the climate and terrain have made it difficult to secure a livelihood in the
Adirondacks. Unlike elsewhere in the Northeast, these conditions have prevented natural forces from
being subdued by an increasing presence of agriculture, industry and suburbanization. Consequently,
much of the landscape is characterized by undeveloped, uncultivated open space, many residents still
depend upon primary industries related to forestry and mining for their livelihoods, and outdoor
recreation remains a primary attraction for both residents and tourists.
Much of the region's history remains visible in the landscape and closely linked to the railroad and
the Hudson River. Since the creation of the Adirondack Park, and its subsequent reforestation, much
of the region's landscape has remained unchanged for the better part of this century. Given its rural
nature, there are only a limited set of historical structures in the corridor. However, important natural
features and representative ways of life are still visible in the landscape and in the day-to-day life of
each of the towns. Given the importance of both the railroad and the river to the area's history, the
Northern Hudson corridor can serve as an organizing principle for a coordinated approach for
interpreting and promoting the historic/cultural resources of the region.
The corridor is also marked by the small scale of institutional life set amid large land holdings. In
almost every case, the communities, enterprises and institutions that have shaped the quality of life in
the Adirondacks have been small in scale and localized in nature. The singular exception has been in
the area of land ownership. The timber companies, railroad, mines, and great camps all amassed
sizeable private landholdings. Over the last century, they have been complemented (and in some
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cases supplanted) by another large landholder--the State of New York. These ownership patterns
have left a legacy of large tracts of open space that provide the setting for the small scale institutions
that comprise both community life and the tourism experience in the corridor. This combination of
small institutions amid large stretches of open space reinforces the wilderness character of the
corridor.
These three characteristics combine to create a region where neither one particular landscape feature, nor
one kind of activity serves as the primary attraction for tourists. This suggests that tourist development in
this corridor is much more likely to succeed based upon an approach that creates a single fabric of
interpretation and promotion to establish a larger sense of significance and relationship among a series of
small-scale, fine-grained experiences set against a backdrop of wilderness. The inventory that follows
below provides a detailed documentation of these distinguishing characteristics of the Northern Hudson
Corridor. As such, it provides the material basis for designing such an integrated tourism experience.

Inventory Results
A.

Regional Setting, History and Community Characteristics

From its origin at Lake Tear of the Clouds, to its outlet in New York City, the Hudson River flows over
300 miles. The waters of the Hudson pass through a diverse landscape shaped by human interaction. The
Upper Hudson in Warren and Northern Saratoga Counties, although not untouched, has a beauty that is
relatively well preserved. Much of the lands adjacent to the river are state owned and therefore protected
from development. The Nature Conservancy, The Open Space Institute, and their affiliates have
purchased several properties along the Hudson as well as set up conservation easements to protect the
riparian areas from further development. The scenic qualities of the corridor have been preserved,
providing an aesthetically pleasing landscape of churning rapids, steep slopes, spectacular mountains, and
broad scenic vistas.

Figure 1
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The Warren and Northern Saratoga County hamlets through which the Hudson flows are mostly small
developments, structured around a tourism economy. What was once a river providing power for mills
and for transporting logs, is now mainly a recreational and tourism resource. The Hudson, north of
Hadley and Lake Luzerne to the Warren County line, is designated as a recreational river by the
Adirondack Park Agency. Several whitewater rafting, canoeing, and kayaking outfitters provide guide
services along these waters. Unguided canoeists, kayakers, and tubers are often seen floating
downstream. Anglers try their luck catching a variety of warm water fish species. Portions of the
Hudson, south of Lake Luzerne and Hadley, offer opportunities for boating, water skiing, and jet skiing.
Recently, the old ‘Adirondack Railroad’ rail lines were put back into working order, providing another
recreational and tourism opportunity.

Figure 2. The historic North Creek Railway Depot.

The new tourism rail line called the ‘Upper Hudson River Railroad’ began running a scenic trip between
North Creek and Riparius in June 1999. The 8.5-mile section of the former Adirondack Branch of the
D&H Railroad is traveled seasonally. The historic North Creek Depot is the starting point of the scenic
ride, where Vice President Theodore Roosevelt stood on the platform and was told he was the president of
the United States, before boarding the train south in 1901. A railroad museum, gift shop, refreshments,
and restrooms are provided for the riders at the station. The train departs from the North Creek Station
twice daily at 10 am and 1 pm, carrying passengers along the picturesque Hudson for a 1-hour journey to
the Riverside Rail Station. At the refurbished Riverside Depot, travelers enjoy a 20-minute layover to
browse the museum room and gift shop and grab a drink at the vintage caboose refreshment stand. Upon
arrival back in the village of North Creek, passengers can explore the wonderful restaurants and unique
shops that supply the village with small-town charm.
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Figure 3. Riverside Station along the Upper Hudson River Railroad.

Along the banks of the Upper Hudson River in Warren and Saratoga Counties are located The towns of
Johnsburg, Chester, Thurman, Warrensburg, Stony Creek, Lake Luzerne, Hadley, and Corinth. Six of
these eight towns, rich in extensive forests, water bodies, glacially sculptured mountains, and diverse
wildlife, rest within the southern Adirondack Park. Lake Luzerne and Corinth, while not completely
within the Adirondack Park, share similar characteristics to the other six towns. Abundant in the history
of the early industrial years, when the white man first settled the region and only then continued to be
attracted to this land for its scenic beauty and serenity, Warren County and Northern Saratoga County
have a vision to promote their resources to enhance the diversity of the Hudson River Corridor.

B.

Natural Resources
1.

Topography

The mountains of Warren and Northern Saratoga Counties shape a diverse topography that lend to the
scenic views of the Upper Hudson River Corridor. From the valley through which the Hudson flows to
the highest summit, the elevation climbs from 425 feet to 3,500 feet above sea level. The highest peaks
can be found in the town of Johnsburg, at Puffer and Gore Mountains, and the lowest land abuts the
Hudson in Corinth. For many tourists, the mountains are what attract them to the region. Thousands of
people are drawn to the area; some come just to witness the beauty of the mountains while others hike the
trails up and around the peaks. Still others are drawn to ski and bike Gore Mountain’s groomed trails.
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Associated with the mountainous topography are steep slopes. Steep slopes are important for three
reasons.
1. The high costs associated with development along steep slopes make them undesirable for
development.
2. These areas are prone to erosion and instability. When not covered by vegetation, steep slopes
can produce high erosive and runoff levels that carry large sediment and nutrient loads into
downstream waterways.
3. Moreover, these features often provide scenic value to a region.
It is important to look closely at the topography along the corridor to highlight areas that may be
inappropriate for development and identify the areas where the steep slopes help to define the scenic
character of the corridor. MAP 1 – NATURAL RESOURCES/ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES
illustrates the topography of the corridor and differentiates it according to its development potential.
The only portion of the corridor that displays slopes too steep for most development is the area near the
former Stony Creek Station. To the north of the station, the ridge of Deer Leap Mountain provides the
western boundary of the corridor, and to the south the Hudson bends east around a steep slope.
It is important to note that either a distance of ¼ mile from the Hudson's shores, or the distance to the
nearest ridge defined most of the study corridor, whichever was closer. The exceptions were the hamlet
areas and any other potential development nodes. Because of the corridor definition, many of the steep
slopes were eliminated from the corridor. At the same time, it is worth noting that these steep slopes help
create the strong sense of natural forces at work that is found all along the corridor.
2.

Floodplains

Before the creation of the Sacandaga Reservoir and Conklingville dam in 1930, annual spring floods
rampaged the communities along the Hudson River. The industries of the early 1900s in Corinth, Glens
Falls, Albany, and Troy often had to shut down for more than a week to wait for the waters to subside and
then allow for cleanup of the debris. The construction of the dam has since held back the spring flow and
thus altered the flood zones.
It is important to identify the flood zones within the study corridor to avoid complications to development
endeavors. Unfortunately, digital floodplain information is currently unavailable for Warren County, and
therefore no maps will accompany the text description. Map 1 displays the Federal Emergency
Management Agency’s Q3 flood data for the towns of Hadley and Corinth in Saratoga County. The data
is organized into two categories, the 100-year flood zone and the 500-year flood zone. The 100-year
flood zone is defined as an area inundated by 1% annual chance flooding, while the 500-year flood zone
is defined as an area inundated by 0.2% annual chance flooding. The floodway, which is defined as ‘an
area that includes the channel of a river or other watercourse and the adjacent land areas that must be
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reserved in order to discharge the base flood without cumulatively increasing the water-surface more than
a designated height’, is normally included as part of the 100-year flood zone. Regulations to development
may apply within these boundaries.
Table 1 below lists the acreage that is covered by the floodplain in Hadley and Corinth.
Table 1

Hadley
Corinth

Floodway
83
129

Floodplain Acreage
100-year Flood Zone
697
208

500-year Flood Zone Total
5
780
17
337

Within the study corridor in Hadley, the largest portion of land covered by the floodplain is concentrated
around the junction of Wolf Creek and the Hudson. The large bends at this part of the Hudson make
these areas prone to flooding. In this area, the 100-year flood zone, for the most part, stays east of the
railroad tracks and Stony Creek Road with the exception of a few fingers that extend beyond, including
the one that follows Wolf Creek. Farther south along the corridor, both the land along the Sacandaga
River, near the confluence with the Hudson, and the area of Riverview and Millart Roads are subject to
1% annual chance flooding each year. A narrow strip of land adjacent to the Riverview and Millart
Road’s 100-year flood zone is classified as a 500-year flood zone. The potential project site at the
intersection of Rockwell Road and the railroad corridor is not in the floodplain.
The largest floodplain areas in the Corinth portion of the study corridor are primarily found around the
four creeks that flow into the Hudson. The northern most portion of the flood zone is centered around
Barber Brook and is a relatively narrow stretch of 100-year flood zone. A larger extension of 100-year
flood zone follows a small watercourse just south of Anton Mountain Road. The largest of the 100-year
flood zone areas in Corinth is located farther south, where Hickok Brook and Sturdevant Creek meet the
Hudson River. Narrow strips of land zoned as being subject to .2% annual chance flooding are located
adjacent to the west side of the 100-year flood zone in various spots. These areas include just north and
south of Barber Brook, as well as portions of land just beyond the extent of the 100-year flood zone in the
area that includes Hickok Brook and Sturdevant Creek. The historic railroad depot off Hamilton Road,
one mile west of the Village of Corinth, is not within the floodplain.
Two locations along the Hudson in the town of Stony Creek are characterized by a floodplain that extends
farther than 150 feet from the shoreline. At the junction of Stony Creek (the waterway) and the Hudson,
the 100-year floodplain is nearly 750 feet at its widest point. Another location upriver, just south of the
Stony Creek/Thurman town line, the floodplain stretches to a width of approximately 600 feet. The
proposed project site at the 1,000 Acres Ranch Resort is not within the floodplain.
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The town of Thurman’s 100-year floodplain remains, for the most part, to the east of the railroad tracks.
There are three locations along the Hudson and within Thurman where the floodplain extends beyond the
tracks, causing potential development concerns. The most southern location is where Nine Brook
converges with the Hudson, a spot where the floodplain covers the majority of land between the river and
River Road. Further to the north, where the potential project site for the town of Thurman has been
located, is another area prone to periodic flooding. At this location, where NY 418 meets River Road, the
100-year floodplain extends out from the Hudson nearly 1000 feet to the railroad, and reaches River Road
along a 3000-foot stretch. The final flood prone area beyond the rail line is located along Patterson Brook
where the brook winds down toward the Hudson. At this location, the 100-year floodplain runs parallel
and within 300 feet of Patterson Brook.
Johnsburg’s 100-year floodplain maintains a consistent width of less than 400 feet throughout most of the
length of the Hudson, as well as along both Mill Creek and North Creek. One location where the
floodplain extends beyond 400 feet of the shoreline is an area east of the junction of Hudson River Road
and Vacar Road (extending just past the railroad tracks). The floodplain within the vicinity of the
proposed project site near the existing North Creek Station does not extend beyond the rail line and thus
does not cause much development concern.
The majority of the Hudson River that flows through the town of Lake Luzerne has 100-year floodplain
boundaries that do not exceed 400 feet beyond the shoreline. The areas where the floodplain covers a
large amount of land are generally located at the convergence of the Hudson with other waterways, or at
large bends in the river. A 600-foot wide floodplain exists near the junction of Schaeffer Brook with the
Hudson. A large amount of land just south of Lake Luzerne Village is located in the 100- and 500-foot
flood zone where the river bends sharply to the left. North of the village, the Hudson takes a sharp turn
back to the right, resulting in another large zone of land that is prone to flooding. Even farther north, just
past the intersection of Scofield and River Roads, the Hudson bends again to the right, creating a 100-foot
flood zone that extends over 800 feet from the shoreline. One more significantly sized area of floodplain
is located just north of the Thomas Road/Buttermilk Road junction, where the flood zone’s width reaches
650 feet as it crosses Buttermilk Road.
The Hudson’s floodplain in the town of Warrensburg is very narrow along most of the river. There are
only two spots where the floodplain covers a large portion of land. One location is on the north side of
the convergence of the Hudson River and the Schroon River, where a number of wetlands exist. These
wetlands contribute to the 800-foot wide flood zone. The other area where the floodplain extends far
from the shoreline is along the Cronin Golf Course property. The width of the flood zone at this location
is approximately 400 feet wide.
The width of the Hudson’s floodplain in the town of Chester remains very consistent. Very rarely does
the flood zone extend beyond 300 feet in width. It tends to widen at the areas where the Hudson meets its
tributaries as the floodplain follows the banks of the tributaries.
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3.

Wetlands

Wetlands are among the most productive ecosystems in the world. They are characterized by hydric soils,
diverse hydrophytic vegetation, and numerous species of fauna. These water-laden lowlands yield high
plant biomass that in turn provides food, habitat, and protection for many species of vertebrates and
invertebrates. In addition, wetlands are valued for their ability to improve water quality by filtering
nutrients and sediments, and detoxifying chemicals. Because of their valuable contribution to the
diversity and productivity of our land, wetlands should be protected.
There exist upwards of 40,000 acres of wetlands scattered throughout the Warren and Northern Saratoga
County towns. The Adirondack Park Agency (APA), under the Freshwater Wetlands Act and the APA
Act, manages the wetlands located within the Adirondack Park. The APA defines wetlands as:
Any land which is annually subject to periodic or continual inundation by water and
commonly referred to as a bog, swamp, or marsh which are either (a) one acre or more
in size or (b) located adjacent to a body of water, including a permanent stream, with
which there is free interchange of water at the surface, in which case there is no size
limitation.
In compliance with the State’s Freshwater Wetlands Act, the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) identifies and regulates wetlands outside of the Adirondack
Park, greater than 12.4 acres or which display unique qualities. Once identified, these wetlands are
classified into one of four categories by NYSDEC according to their diversity, inventory, and regulatory
need. A Class 1 wetland is the highest rating and affords the greatest diversity and distinct qualities.
Construction, as well as other disturbances to wetlands and their adjacent areas, is affected by a variety of
federal, state, and local regulations. A case-by-case review of the type, size, and location of wetlands is
needed as regulations vary based on these factors. Agencies involved in project development include
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, Adirondack Park Agency, U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and local government.
Map 1 displays both the APA regulated wetlands within the Adirondack Park, as well as the NYSDEC
regulated wetlands outside the Adirondack Park. Within the study corridor, wetlands are scattered about,
similar to the rest of the region. Associated with many of the wetlands are a number of rare, threatened,
and endangered species of plants as well as some rare plant communities. Special attention and
consideration should be paid to these areas during any project development.
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4.

Open Space

As a result of the establishment of the Adirondack Park in 1892, much of the land within the park has
been protected from development and habitat destruction. The Adirondack Park presently consists of 2.5
million acres of public land, a resource that attracts millions of dollars in revenue to the region annually.
Because the towns along the Upper Hudson River are all or partially within the Adirondack Park, a major
component of their lands are open space. Table 2 below lists the total acreage and the proportion of open
space for each of the towns along the study corridor.
Table 2
Open Space
Town
Open Space Acreage % Of Total
Johnsburg
99,568
76%
Chester
22,860
44%
Thurman
31,980
56%
Warrensburg
21,757
54%
Stony Creek
40,379
76%
Lake Luzerne
14,698
51%
Hadley
13,163
44%
Corinth
19,483
54%
* Acreage estimated from GIS database of 1995 Tax Parcel’s Property Classification
for Wild, Forested, Conservation Lands and Public Parks.
Although all the towns within the study region have a high percentage of open space, Johnsburg and
Stony Creek share the highest percentage. One reason for the large proportion of open space in these two
towns is that Johnsburg encloses the eastern portion of the Siamese Ponds Wilderness, while the Wilcox
Lake Wild Forest covers much of the western section of Stony Creek. Both of these named regions are
essentially one large tract of forest that unites, covering the territory of the western half of Thurman.
Much of the study corridor consists of open space as well. As discussed in the previous section on land
use, a large percentage of open space exists along the corridor. Many of the opportunities associated with
the undeveloped lands along the Upper Hudson River have been realized. One of these is the importance
of how the scenic quality within the corridor contributes to the success of the many tourism-based
businesses. The scenery that the open space contributes to the corridor enhances the water-based
recreation, such as rafting, canoeing, and kayaking. The open space itself in turn provides a recreational
setting that is currently being used for camping, cross-country skiing, and hiking.
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Additional opportunities that the open space may provide along the corridor include the development of
interpretive trails describing the history, and/or ecology of the area, or picnic areas for visitors to enjoy
the scenery of the outdoors while eating.

C.

Other Environmentally Sensitive Features

Environmentally sensitive features can be categorized as having the potential to affect the environment
either positively or negatively. Both kinds of sensitive features exist in the Warren and Northern Saratoga
Counties.
Because of the rural nature of the towns along the Upper Hudson River, and the establishment of the
Adirondack Park that has limited development, few sites exist that pose a negative affect to the
environment. Five sites within the region have been identified as posing a potential threat to the
environment. Three of the sites are solid waste landfills. One site is located in the town of Warrensburg
on State Route 28, another along Stony Creek Road in the town of Hadley, while the other is located in
the town of Corinth along Heath Road. The fourth, a recycling center, located in Stony Creek has also
been noted as a sensitive site. The fifth site, a sewage treatment plant, can be found just off State Route
418 in the town of Warrensburg. None of these sites are located within the study corridor.
Several areas within the Upper Hudson region are deemed environmentally sensitive sites of a positive
nature. These sites contain plant and invertebrate species as well as communities that have been
classified by New York State’s Natural Heritage Program as of special concern, rare, threatened, or
endangered. It is important to note that these locations are sites where the environmentally sensitive
species or communities have been found however their range may not be limited to the point locations. A
more detailed discussion of the natural heritage data can be found in the following section ‘The
Ecological Community’.
The Ice Meadows
One community in particular deserves to be described more in depth due to its proximal relationship to
the Hudson River and the railroad corridor. The Ice Meadows are described as ‘a meadow that occurs on
gently sloping cobble shores and rock outcrops along large rivers in areas where winter ice floes are
pushed up onto shore, scouring the shores during spring runoff and forming an ice pack that remains until
late spring’. The scouring from the ice floes prohibits natural succession, keeping the shoreline free of
woody stems.
Between The Glen and Warrensburg much of the shoreline is characterized as ice meadows. An
estimated 115 acres of this natural community exists along the river. One of the few natural grasslands in
New York State, the ice meadows provide habitats for eight rare plant species.
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D.

The Ecological Community

For many individuals that are attracted to the Adirondacks, they are not only attracted to the woods,
mountains, and water, but to what these resources support – wildlife. From plants, to insects, fish,
mammals, and all other organisms, each plays a role in the web of life and the diversity of the landscape.
Water is the fundamental building block of life and therefore needs to be protected from the side effects
of modern technology (i.e. acid rain) and human population pressure. The clean waters of the Upper
Hudson, combined with the multitude of living organisms that they support, attract thousands of tourists
to the region each year. With an increase in the number of species being added to the state endangered
species list, it is imperative to protect the habitat vital to the survival of these organisms.
According to New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) Natural Heritage
Program database, there are several species of plants and invertebrates, as well as ecological
communities, and sensitive sites that need to be protected from any further disturbance. Table 3 below
lists of all known communities and ecological sites. Following the table is a definition of each column
heading.
Table 3
Ecological Communities
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

ELEMTYPE SPROTDEF
GRANK SRANK
P
THREATENED G5
S2
SENSI
ENDANGERED G3
S1
I
UNPROTECTED G3
S1
I
UNPROTECTED G5
S1
C
UNPROTECTED G2G3 S1
C
UNPROTECTED G4G5 S4
P
UNPROTECTED G5
S1
I
UNPROTECTED G3G4 S3
I
UNPROTECTED G3
S1
P
RARE
G5
S2
SENSI
ENDANGERED G4
S3B,SZN
P
RARE
G4?
S2S3
P
RARE
G4
S1
I
UNPROTECTED G3G4 S2
SENSI
RARE
G4
S2
P
ENDANGERED G5
S1
P
RARE
G5
S2S3
SENSI
THREATENED G5
S1

COUNTYNAME
EORANK
WARREN
E
WARREN
B
WARREN
E
WARREN
E
WARREN
A
WARREN
A
WARREN
H
WARREN
E
WARREN, SARATOGA A
WARREN
A
WARREN, ESSEX
H
WARREN
H
WARREN
B
WARREN, SARATOGA BC
WARREN
B
WARREN
E
WARREN
E
WARREN
D
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ID
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

ELEMTYPE SPROTDEF
GRANK SRANK
COUNTYNAME
EORANK
C
UNPROTECTED G4G5 S4
WARREN
B
C
UNPROTECTED G4G5 S3
WARREN
B
C
UNPROTECTED G4
S3S4
WARREN
A
P
THREATENED G5
S2
WARREN
D
P
RARE
G4?
S2S3
WARREN
F
P
UNPROTECTED G5
S1
WARREN
D
P
RARE
G4?
S2S3
WARREN
H
P
ENDANGERED G5
S1
WARREN
B
C
UNPROTECTED G5
S5
WARREN
B
C
UNPROTECTED G4
S3
WARREN
A
SENSI
ENDANGERED G4Q
S1
WARREN
B
P
THREATENED G3
S2
WARREN
D
P
UNPROTECTED G4?
S1
WARREN
F
I
UNPROTECTED G3G4 S3S4
WARREN, SARATOGA E
P
RARE
G5
S2
WARREN
B
C
UNPROTECTED G5
S4
WARREN
A
I
UNPROTECTED G3
S1
WARREN, SARATOGA B
P
UNPROTECTED G5
S1
WARREN
H
I
UNPROTECTED G3G4 S1S2
WARREN, SARATOGA E
P
RARE
G5
S2
WARREN
B
P
ENDANGERED G4
S1
WARREN
A
C
UNPROTECTED G4
S3
WARREN
AB
I
UNPROTECTED G5
S2S3
WARREN, SARATOGA E
P
RARE
G5T5 S2
WARREN
A
SENSI
THREATENED G4
S2S3B,S2N SARATOGA
B

Table Definitions:
ID – Identification Number that corresponds to Map 1.
ELEMTYPE – The type of element: C for Community, I for Invertebrate, P for plant, SENSI for
Sensitive Site
SPROTDEF – Level of state legal protection.
GRANK – The global rank of the element.
G1 = Critically imperiled globally because of extreme rarity (5 or fewer occurrences, or very few
remaining acres, or miles of stream), or especially vulnerable to extinction because of some factor
of its biology.
G2 = Imperiled globally because of rarity (6-20 occurrences, or few remaining acres or miles of
stream), or very vulnerable to extinction throughout its range because of other factors.
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G3 = Either rare and local throughout its range (21 to 100 occurrences), or found locally (even
abundantly at some of its locations) in a restricted range (e.g. a physiographic region), or
vulnerable to extinction throughout its range because of other factors.
G4 = Apparently secure globally, though it may be quite rare in parts of its range, especially at
the periphery.
G5 = Demonstrably secure globally, though it may be quite rare.
GH = Historically known, with the expectation that it might be rediscovered.
GX = Species believed to be extinct.
SRANK – The state rank of the element.
S1 = Typically 5 or fewer occurrences, very few remaining individuals, acres, or miles of stream,
or some factor of its biology making at especially vulnerable in New York State.
S2 = Typically 6 to 20 occurrences, few remaining individuals, acres, or miles of stream, or
factors demonstrably making it very vulnerable in New York State.
S3 = Typically 21 to 100 occurrences, limited acreage, or miles of stream in New York State.
S4 = Apparently secure in New York State.
S5 = Demonstrably secure in New York State.
SH = Historically known from New York State, but not seen in the past 15 years.
SX = Apparently extirpated from New York State.
TAXON (T) RANK – The T-ranks (T1-T5) are defined the same way the Global ranks
(G1-G5) are but the T-rank only refers to the rarity of the subspecific taxon of the species
as a whole.
Q = Indicates a question exists whether or not the taxon is a good taxonomic entity.
COUNTYNAME – The name of the counties in which the element of occurrence is found.
EORANK – A letter code for the quality of the element’s occurrence. A = excellent, B = Good, C =
marginal, D = poor, E = extant with insufficient information to rank A-D, F = failed to find based on a
limited search, X = extirpated, H = Historical with no recent information, ? = unknown or may be used as
a modifier to other letters.
The Upper Hudson River Corridor supports populations of many of the common species native to the
Adirondacks. Although it is not within the scope of this report to document all the species within the
Upper Hudson River Corridor, on the following page is a list of the mammals common to the area.
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Table 4
Mammals Less Common to the Region
Scientific Name
Common Name
Canis latrans
Coyote
Castor canadensis
Beaver
Erethizon dorsatum
Porcupine
Lepus americanus
Varying Hare
Lutra canadensis
Otter
Mustela vison
Mink
Odicoileus virginianus
White-tailed Deer
Procyon lotor
Raccoon
Tamiascurius hudsonicus
Eastern Chipmunk
Scurius niger
Red Squirrel
Ursus americanus
Black Bear
Table 5
Mammals Less Common to the Region
Scientific Name
Lynx rufus
Martes pennanti
Ondatra zibethicus
Urocyon cinereoargenteus
Vulpes vulpes

Common Name
Bobcat
Fisher
Muskrat
Gray fox
Red Fox

The Hudson and its tributaries support a number of fish species, in addition to the many trout species that
are stocked annually in many of the tributaries. Fishing is popular along these waterways and it is
expected that the species listed in the following table, can be found along the Upper Hudson River
Corridor.
Table 6
Fish Common to Tributaries in the Region
Black-nose dace
Brown trout
Pumpkinseed sunfish
Slimy sculpin
White sucker

Brook trout
Creek chub
Rainbow trout
Small mouth bass
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Table 7
Fish Common to the Hudson River
Largemouth bass
Brown trout
Perch
Common shiner
Northern pike

E.

Pickerel
Rainbow trout
Small mouth bass
Rock bass

Existing Land Use
1.

Corridor

Understanding land use patterns can provide insight into opportunities and constraints in terms of the
preservation of key open space and potential future development that is in keeping with its surroundings.
To help focus this discussion to the defined corridor, tax parcels within the 1/4-mile corridor were clipped
and assigned to their appropriate land use category and Map 2 illustrates the result. Land use was broken
down into general categories including agriculture, residential, vacant, commercial,
recreation/entertainment, community service, industrial, public service, wild/forested/conservation lands,
and pubic parks.
Table 8 following page II-20 illustrates the breakdown of land use acreage for each community in the
study area. It is important to note that the parcel boundaries were clipped; therefore, the numbers
presented in the table do not reflect the acreage of the entire parcel, only the portion of the parcel within
the 1/4-mile boundary.
As expected, much of the land use within the corridor is considered wild, forested, conservation lands and
public parks. In fact, of the eight towns in the study area, six of them have the highest percentage of land
in this category. These towns include Hadley, Lake Luzerne, Warrensburg, Chester, Stony Creek, and
Johnsburg. Each town has well over 40 percent of their lands within this land use category with
Warrensburg, Chester, and Johnsburg at 80, 70, and 59 percent respectively. The town and village of
Corinth and the town of Thurman have vacant lands as the highest land use category. Some of these lands
can play a significant role in the future of the corridor. A more detailed discussion of ownership can be
found below.
With the exception of Stony Creek Station, residential land use is the second highest category. The
exception in Stony Creek is due to the location of the 1,000 Acres Ranch Resort. In examining the table,
one can see that the second highest percentage of land in Stony Creek is recreation and entertainment,
which includes the 1,000 Acres Ranch Resort.
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The third highest percentage of land use varies from town to town. Hadley, Lake Luzerne, Chester, and
Johnsburg have vacant lands as the third highest land use category. A more detailed description of these
lands can be found below. Commercial land use is the third highest category in the town and village of
Corinth. A closer examination of land use data on the GIS system reveals; however, that much of the
commercial land use is a result of the commercial assessment coding of mobile home parks. Although
considered a commercial land use in the NYS Property Type Classification Code and therefore shaded in
red, these areas can be thought of as residential.
Commercial land use within the corridor is limited to the developed areas of the village of Corinth; the
town of Lake Luzerne; and the town of Johnsburg, primarily within the hamlet of North Creek. The other
communities have less than one percent of the land as commercial. With regard to industrial land use,
only the village of Corinth has a significant amount of land in this category. This is attributed primarily
to International Paper Company.

2.

Nodes

To Focus more directly on the land use patterns at the potential project sites within the study corridor, the
GIS was used to ‘zoom in’ on the specific sites. Understanding the land use patterns at these sites will
provide a better conception of the limitations and opportunities for development. While generating
project ideas for each of the potential project sites, it is important to consider the context of the specific
site location as well as the overall land use patterns of the study corridor, in order to create designs that
reflect the nature and history of the corridor in addition to the project site.
The study node for the Village of Corinth is located at the historic train station off Hamilton Road,
approximately one mile west of the Village of Corinth. The project site is situated within the rail right-ofway and therefore classified as public service land, as is the rail corridor. The majority of the land
immediately surrounding the site is classified as either vacant or residential land. Adjacent to the east of
the project site is a 109-acre vacant parcel that occupies the majority of the land between the railroad and
NY 9N. Another vacant parcel of just less than three acres, lies to the northwest of the historic station,
beyond which is a residential parcel of about 4 acres. Beyond the 4 acre residential site is located another
sizable vacant parcel of 28 acres. A small commercial parcel (0.54 acres) is located to the west of the
project site and to the south, a 2.24 acre community service site owned by United Pentecostal.
The Hadley project site, located near the historic Hadley Rail Depot at the intersection of Rockwell Road
and the rail line, is surrounded immediately by mostly commercial and residential land. The site is within
walking distance to several shops, services and recreational opportunities in the Hamlets of Hadley and
Lake Luzerne. The block of parcels that front Rockwell Road between Stony Creek Road and First Street
are all classified as commercial property. The frontage properties between First and Second Street are
classified entirely as residential land. To the south of Rockwell Road between the rail line and Stony
Creek Road, sits one residential parcel that is abutted to the east and west by two vacant parcels. Another
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vacant parcel that is in close proximity to the project site and is important in terms of access to the
Sacandaga waterfront, is a 45 acre site situated to the west of the railroad, behind the commercial and
residential parcels fronting Rockwell Road.
The proposed project site in the town of Stony Creek is located at the junction of the rail line and 1,000
Acres Ranch Resort. This 102-acre rural site is classified as recreational land. It is bordered to the east
by the Hudson River, and on all other sides by State land. The 1,000 Acres Ranch Resort is an allinclusive facility that consists of several lodging accommodations, a restaurant/bar, and many recreational
activities including horseback riding and an eighteen-hole golf course.
In the town of Thurman, the proposed project site is situated near the junction of NY 418 and Athol Road.
The setting of this site is very rural, containing a low frequency of buildings, many of which are
associated with an existing tree farm. Most of the land directly bordering this intersection is classified as
either residential or agricultural land, minus the rail corridor itself, which is listed as community service
land.
One of the project sites within the town of Johnsburg is located at The Glen. This location is another very
rural site, containing few existing buildings. The proposed land to be used for the project is a portion of
the railroad’s 100-foot right-of-way near the intersection of NY 28 and the rail line. Surrounding this
junction are mostly commercial and residential properties, beyond which are state owned lands. A vacant
parcel is situated along the Hudson, between two commercial properties and a road right-of-way that
borders the land to the west.
The Riparius train depot is the second project location in the town of Johnsburg, located at the
intersection of Riverside Station Road and NY 8. Three commercial properties are situated in close
proximity to the intersection, including an antique shop. A seven-acre parcel, classified as community
service land sits to the west of the train station and fronts both Riverside Station Road and NY 8. A small
parcel of state owned land rests between the rail corridor and the Hudson, providing access to the
waterfront. Some residential parcels exist north of the depot, along NY 8, as well as one residential lot
that fronts Riverside Station Road to the west of the depot. The remainder of the land immediately
surrounding the project site is classified as vacant. These properties include a group of four parcels to the
west of the station, and two parcels that are situated between the rail corridor and the Hudson - one to the
north of the access site and one to the south.
The final project site in the town of Johnsburg is located in the Village of North Creek, near the existing
North Creek Railway Depot. The majority of the parcels around the project location are classified as
commercial property, as would be expected in a village setting. A few residential parcels are interspersed
among the commercial lands. The D.E. Mundy property that sits just south of the rail station is a
proposed project site.
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F.

Ownership patterns
1.

Corridor

As stated above, generally the three highest land use categories for each community include wild and
forested lands, vacant lands, and residential uses. In terms of corridor advancement, the wild and forested
lands and vacant lands have the highest potential to play a critical role in the preservation of key features.
Open space, sensitive natural areas, and habitats on these lands provide for proposed land and water based
projects. Understanding the location of these lands within the corridor is important. However,
understanding the location and ownership patterns (i.e., public versus private) can provide valuable
insight in terms of the availability and accessibility of the lands for development. Following is a
discussion of location and ownership patterns for wild and forested lands and vacant lands in the corridor.

a)

Wild, Forested, Conservation Lands and Public Parks

As mentioned above, much of the lands in each community are classified as wild, forested, conservation
lands and public parks. In examining MAP 2 – LAND USE/TOURISM RESOURCES, one can see the
abundance of the lands in this category lining both sides of the Hudson River and railroad. Studying the
ownership patterns of these lands can help determine where public lands versus private lands are located,
which can be important in examining potential future uses of the corridor.
Ownership was examined for private holdings, public lands, and semi-public land such as lands owned by
the Nature Conservancy. After examining the database it was found that the majority of lands in this
category in the study area are under private ownership and classified as private wild and forestlands
except for private hunting and fishing clubs.
Generally, the majority of the private lands can be found in the northern portion of the study area in the
towns of Johnsburg and Chestertown. Continuing south, the ownership patterns begin to change as more
lands can be found under public, rather than private, ownership. These parcels include small parcels in
the developed areas of North Creek, Hadley, Lake Luzerne, and Corinth, and large parcels in the less
developed areas along the corridor. For the most part, New York State owns the majority of the public
lands along the corridor. The other major landholder is Warren County, which recently purchased lands
to create the Hudson River Recreation Area located in the towns of Warrensburg and Lake Luzerne.
The exception on the west side of the river is lands that are semi-public, including lands owned by the
Nature Conservancy. Although they do not own as many acres as New York State, the Nature
Conservancy owns linear parcels primarily along the west side of the river including the Ice Meadows
that run from approximately The Glen to Warrensburg. Some of these parcels may help play a critical
role in the future of the corridor in terms of preservation of open space, access to the river, and water
quality protection.
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South of Lake Luzerne and Hadley there are very little lands within the wild and forested category. Of
the parcels in this category, they are privately held and along the west side of the railroad and south side
of the confluence of the Sacandaga and Hudson Rivers in Hadley. Moving into the town of Corinth, one
can see that there are very few parcels, either private or public, that can found in the wild and forested
category.
b)

Vacant Lands

Other lands that can play a critical role in the future of the corridor are vacant lands at or near the study
nodes in each community. Utilizing the GIS, a more thorough review of vacant lands was made.
Beginning in North Creek, except for various vacant parcels throughout the hamlet, there are very few
vacant parcels that can be considered for strategic redevelopment. However, it was recently reported that
the town of Johnsburg and Warren County are purchasing a key property on Main Street in North Creek.
The idea is to demolish an older building to create a "gateway" to the train station and Hudson River.
This development idea will be further discussed in the projects chapter.
Across from North Creek, the town of Chester has a small cluster of vacant parcels along the river
directly on the north side of the NY 28N bridge. There is another parcel on the south side of the bridge
that also has good proximity to the river. Both of these clusters of vacant parcels are in private
ownership.
Continuing south, there is a seven-acre tract of land near the Riparius train station along the west side of
the river. This is the only significant vacant tract of land in this node and it is in private ownership.
Moving toward The Glen area, there is a large 81-acre cluster of vacant parcels just over the Johnsburg
town line in the town of Thurman. These parcels can provide the location for potential future
development of The Glen area. It should be noted, however that these parcels are in private ownership.
Thurman Station and Warrensburg have interesting opportunities in terms of potentially available vacant
parcels. There is a cluster of parcels, 181 acres in total, in Thurman that straddle the railroad near the old
railroad spur coming from Warrensburg. Although these parcels are in private ownership, they are in
close proximity to the historic location of the old train station and a relatively short distance from the NY
418 Bridge. Directly across the river is a vacant tract of land that was subdivided for residential lots.
These lots are also in close proximity to the abandoned railroad bridge. There is an additional cluster of
two vacant parcels directly on the north side of the NY 418 Bridge. All of the vacant parcels in the
Warrensburg node are in private ownership.
It is important to note that the land use information being used for this section of the report was based on
1995 data. At that time, Niagara Mohawk Corporation (NIMO) was completing a study of their lands
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along the Hudson River to determine the highest and best use of their lands prior to disposition. Since the
completion of the study, a majority of their lands were sold to both private individuals and non-profit
agencies such as the Open Space Institute (OSI), and the Nature Conservancy. Although the 1995 GIS
database indicates that many of the NIMO properties are still in their ownership and are classified as
vacant, additional research was conducted to determine the extent to which the NIMO lands have been
sold and if they have been sold to private or public individuals.
With the exception of a large tract of land in the town of Thurman being purchased by the town, all of the
former NIMO lands between Thurman Station and 1,000 Acres were sold to private individuals typically
for residential development. Continuing toward Stony Creek Station, a key cluster of NIMO parcels near
Stony Creek are being examined by NIMO as a potential residential development. The subdivision plans
are currently undergoing review by the APA. It is important to note that as part of the subdivision, NIMO
agreed to keep a large tract of land on the south side of Stony Creek as forever green by donating the land
to the town. This particular parcel straddles the railroad and abuts the river. In the 1993 NIMO study,
these lands were examined for development as mixed-use areas including a park, low-density residential
area, and summer camp.
In Hadley, many of the NIMO properties were located between the railroad and the river but have been
sold to private interests for residential development. Other strategic NIMO properties included those that
border the Sacandaga River below the railroad trestle. The properties were located on the north and south
sides of the Sacandaga River at the confluence with the Hudson River. This is a very scenic area and
these lands can play a critical role in preserving the open space and offering low impact access to the
rapids that are created with the confluence with the Hudson. The Open Space Institute recently purchased
the vacant property on the north side of the Sacandaga River. OSI is also under current negotiations to
purchase the lands on the south side of the river. This is a key event, as the lands will remain forever
green, thus protecting an important viewshed.
In Lake Luzerne, OSI purchased three parcels from Niagara Mohawk behind the Lake Luzerne Town
Hall. These are all critical parcels as they can provide direct access to the Hudson River in a very scenic
area. Hadley and Lake Luzerne form the southern boundary of the NIMO holdings in the study area.
Continuing south to the town and village of Corinth, there are vacant parcels in private ownership near the
old train station on Antone Mountain Road. There is another cluster of vacant parcels just north of
Hamilton Road that spans the distance between the railroad and the river.
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Corinth
Total
% of

Hadley
Total

% of

Lake Luzerne
Total
% of

Warrensburg
Total
% of

Chester
Total
% of

Stony Creek
Total
% of

Thurman
Total
% of

Johnsburg
Total
% of

Land Use
Category

Acreage

Total

Acreage

Total

Acreage Total

Acreage

Total

Acreage Total

Acreage

Total

Acreage Total

Acreage Total

Agriculture

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0

0.0%

0

0

0.0%

58.15

0

Residential

433.59

22.9%

1,632.05

32.3%

1,174.98 29.6%

495.59

9.5%

1,061.50 17.1%

183.78

13.1%

1,046.09 29.6%

1,660.27 26.4%

Vacant

529.66

28.0%

755.80

15.0%

747.69

18.9%

140.83

2.7%

710.57

11.4%

167.71

11.9%

1,898.97 53.8%

507.17

8.0%

Commercial

369.88

19.5%

44.11

0.9%

84.07

2.1%

-

0.0%

21.92

0.4%

-

0.0%

4.16

0.1%

155.21

2.5%

Recreation &
Entertainment

45.99

2.4%

116.25

2.3%

2.01

0.1%

363.77

7.0%

-

0.0%

212.90

15.2%

7.78

0.2%

223.15

3.5%

Community
Service

73.16

3.9%

23.42

0.5%

38.02

1.0%

2.78

0.1%

0.55

0.0%

0

0.0%

118.39

3.4%

25.30

0.4%

Industrial

79.94

4.2%

21.74

0.4%

0

0.0%

12.29

0.2%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

1.25

0.0%

Public Services

102.39

5.4%

175.24

3.5%

179.45

4.5%

0

0.0%

105.69

1.7%

237.14

16.9%

31.47

0.9%

17.66

0.3%

Wild, Forested,
Conservation
Lands & Public
Parks

257.98

13.6%

2,280.11

45.2%

1,736.94 43.8%

4,193.08

80.5%

4,305.98 69.4%

602.53

42.9%

367.91

10.4%

3,710.82 58.9%

TOTAL
ACREAGE

1,892.59

3,963.16

5,208.34

6,206.21

1,404.06

5,048.72

0.0%

0.0%

SOURCE: Warren County Planning and Community Development, 1995.
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3,532.92

1.6%

6,300.83

0.0%

G.

APA Land Classifications

The Adirondack Park Agency (APA) is the regulatory agency for the Adirondack Park. The Agency has
developed two plans for lands within the Adirondack Park. The State Land Master Plan guides the
management of the 2.5 million acres of public lands, while the Adirondack Park Land Use and
Development Plan regulates the 3.5 million acres of private land. Development on private lands is
authorized by the APA, based on a set of laws aimed at protecting the character of the park as a wild,
natural, and diverse habitat, as well as allowing for economic development. The projects that are
proposed as a result of this inventory, in addition to any future development, will have to comply with the
regulations of the development plan.
The Adirondack Park Land Use and Development Plan adopted by the 1973 Adirondack Park Agency
Act is a sophisticated and historic instrument. The Plan divides the private land within the Park into six
classes, termed land use areas. Each land use area has an associated list of permitted land uses and a
density guideline, expressed in principal buildings per square mile, applicable to new construction. In
addition, the Plan sets certain standards for new shoreline development, mandating specified minimum lot
widths and building setbacks according to the land use area in which the proposed development lies. It
also provides that specified types and sizes of projects, those deemed to be of more than purely local
significance and accordingly regional projects, require special approvals in order to be undertaken. In the
case of regional projects of relatively great environmental significance termed Class A Regional Projects,
the Adirondack Park Agency is the government body with approval authority, though the provisions of
any local zoning ordinance will also apply. In the case of regional projects of relatively lesser
environmental significance, termed Class B Regional Projects, the Adirondack Park Agency is superseded
by the local government where the local government has adopted a zoning ordinance and other land use
controls which have been found by the Adirondack Park Agency to meet the standards set forth in the
Act.
Table 9 lists the allowable uses, densities, and shoreline restrictions for some land uses within the
different land use classifications in the study area. For a complete listing of proposed uses refer to the
APA.
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Table 9
Selected APA Land Uses
APA ACT LAND USE AREAS
MODERATE LOW
INTENSITY INTENSITY
USE
HAMLET USE

CRITICAL

WETLANDS
Within 1/4 Mile
Navigable Study River

of

REVIEW AUTHORITY BY TYPE OF LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT
Commercial/Industrial/Recreational
Public/Open
Space/Forestry/Agric.

NEED FOR PERMIT BY LOCATION
ENVIRONMENTAL AREAS

Elev. Of 2500' or higher

NJ
NJ

Within 1/8
mile of
Wilderness, Primitive, or
NJ
Canoe Area

RURAL
USE

RESOURCE INDUSTRIAL
MGMT.
USE

Any new land use or subdivision within a Critical
Environmental Area is a Class A Regional Project, except for NJ
agricultural uses, public utilities, non-clearcut forestry uses,
open space recreation uses, and except that a single family NJ
dwellings a Class B Regional Project if located within 1/8 mile
of a Wilderness, Primitive or Canoe Area, within 150 feet of
the right-of-way of a Federal or State highway in a Rural Use
Area or within 300 feet of the right-of-way of a Federal or
NJ
State highway in a Resource

Within 150 of R.O.W. of
State or Federal Highway NJ

NJ

NJ

Within 300 Ft. of R.O.W.
of State or Federal
Highway
NJ

NJ

NJ

NJ

Open Space Recreation

NJ

NJ

NJ

NJ

Forestry Use

NJ

NJ/A
NJ/A if clearcut NJ/A if clearcut clearcut

Forestry Use Structure

NJ

NJ

Public/Semi
Building

NJ

B

B

NJ

B

B

NJ

B/A if 10,000
B/A
if
B/A if 5,000 SF+ 2,500 SF+ IC-B
SF+

Municipal Road
Commercial Use

Management Area.

NJ

NJ

NJ
NJ
if NJ/A
clearcut

NJ
if
NJ

B

NJ

B

IC-B

B

B

B

B

Public

NJ/A if 100
or
more
B
Tourist Accommodation units
Tourist Attraction

NJ

NJ

A

B

B

A

IC-B/A if ski
ctr.
IC-B

A

IC-B

IC-B

IC-B

Marina, Boat Launching
NJ
Site

B

B

B

IC-B

IC-B

NJ

B

B

B

B

IC-B

Golf Course
Campground

NJ

B

B

B

B/A if
sites+

Accessory
Uses/Structures

NJ

NJ

NJ

NJ

NJ
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50
IC-B
NJ

An additional body of regulation to be administered in the study area by the Adirondack Park Agency is
that arising under the State Wild, Scenic, and Recreational Rivers Act. The Hudson River from North
Creek to Hadley and Lake Luzerne is classified as a Recreational River. For lands within ¼ mile of the
Hudson River, any development will need an Agency permit. Specific regulations relate to:
Minimum lot widths and building setbacks,
Vegetative cutting restrictions
Prohibit certain “non-compatible” uses

1.

Towns

In Table 10 below, the land classifications that rank as the top three highest percentage classifications are
listed.
Table 10
Low Intensity Resource Management
19.80%
Corinth
7.80%
Hadley
23%
Lake Luzerne
22.10%
Stony Creek
18.90%
Warrensburg 35.50%
Thurman
Johnsburg
32.50%
Chester

2.

Rural Use Water
52.90%
12.80%
21.50%
34%
18%
14.60%
27.80%
16.30%
15.90%
33.50%

Wild Forest Wilderness
61.50%
55.40%
39.10%
43.50%
14.80%

30.20%
27.40%

APA Classification by Node

Maps 3 illustrates the APA Land Classification categories along the corridor. Following is a discussion
of each node.
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Corinth
The proposed project site in the town of Corinth is located at the historic railroad station off of Hamilton
Avenue. The project site appears to fall on the land classified as Hamlet, although this area is situated
where three APA zones adjoin. The two other zones, Low Intensity and Moderate Intensity, converge
with the Hamlet zone from the west. The rail line would form a logical boundary at this location,
although further investigation is necessary.
Hadley
Once the location of the rail station for the ‘Adirondack Railroad’, the land that sits at the rail line and
Conklingville Road crossing is the proposed project site. The APA has classified this land under its
Hamlet designation, therefore eliminating the need for an APA permit.
Stony Creek
The 1,000 Acres Ranch Resort is the proposed project site for the town of Stony Creek. The Resort is
classified by the APA as a Resource Management zone. Development within a Resource Management
zone requires a permit from the APA.
Thurman
The proposed project site in the town of Thurman is located at the junction of NY 418 and Stony Creek
Road. To the south of Stony Creek Road, in close proximity to the project site, the land is classified as
Rural Use, while on the north side, the land is designated Moderate Intensity. Permits are required for
development within both Rural Use and Moderate Intensity zones at this location. This site is also
positioned partially within the flood plain and therefore construction of flood proof structures would be
required within the flood plain.
The Glen
Near the junction of the rail line and NY 28 is located one of the proposed project sites in the town of
Johnsburg. This site is situated in a Rural Use land designation and therefore will require a permit issued
by the APA.
Riparius
The Riparius node is located at the existing Riparius Station. This site appears to be within the Hamlet
designation, although the boundary of the Hamlet and Low Intensity zones are in close proximity to the
project site. Further investigation into the proper designation is recommended. A permit will be required
for construction if the project site is located in the Low Intensity zone.
North Creek
The North Creek project site, located at the existing North Creek Station, is situated on land classified as
Hamlet. No permit is required for Hamlet designated areas.
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H.

Transportation Resources

Transportation in the study area consists primarily of vehicular travel along state and county roads many
of which parallel the rail corridor and the Hudson River. Other than bus service to Warrensburg, there are
no additional forms of motorized travel available. Although not typically used as a primary source of
transportation, non-motorized travel such as on-road biking and water travel by canoes, kayaks, and rafts
is also used. Following is a discussion of transportation in the study area.
Existing System
MAP 4 - TRANSPORTATION RESOURCES illustrates the existing roadways and designated scenic
byways in the study area. Primary access to the study area occurs via Interstate 87, which links New
York City to Montreal, Canada. Exits 15, 18, 21, 22, 23, and 25 provide the most direct access the nine
communities within the study area. Typically, access is gained via New York State Routes including:
NYS Rt. 9N out of Saratoga Springs, NYS Routes 9 and 28 from Warrensburg, and NYS Route 418 from
Warrensburg to Thurman Station. Interconnecting these roadways is a series of county roads. Road
locations are often dictated by topography as most roads follow the valleys and streambeds.
The primary travel route in the corridor is along NYS Rt. 28 from Warrensburg to North Creek. Travel
between Corinth, Hadley, and Lake Luzerne on the southern end to Stony Creek, Thurman, and
Warrensburg in the central portion of the study area can be accomplished almost completely on county
roads. County Routes 1 and 4 in Saratoga County, and County Routes 2, 3, and 12 in Warren County
parallel the rail corridor and Hudson River and link the southern to middle communities. The exception is
travel between Corinth and Lake Luzerne, which is accomplished via NYS Rt. 9N.
Traffic Counts
Vehicular traffic counts provide a means to document the amount of traffic flow along road segments and
are used to monitor fluctuations in road use by time, day, and season. Traffic counts were collected for
the road system within the study area with the intent of providing an index that can be used to estimate the
potential population that can be drawn to the study area.
Table 11 presents Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) counts for state and county roads in the study
area. The data were obtained from New York State Department of Transportation (DOT) and the
Adirondack-Glens Falls Transportation Council (A/GFTC).
Traffic counts are obtained over a several day period then annualized using an algorithm. The intent is to
derive numbers that describe traffic volumes for an average day in the year, regardless of the month and
season. Because it is important to note seasonal fluctuations for this study, DOT provided a Factor Group
(FG) number. Each road segment is classified with an FG number to indicate the level of fluctuation that
can result from tourists or other factors. Factor Group numbers include:
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FG 30 - Mostly Urban - Minimal Seasonal Variation
FG 40 - Mostly Rural - Moderate Seasonal Variation
FG 60 - Mostly Rural - Significant Seasonal Variation
With the exception of NY Rt. 9N in the City of Saratoga Springs, all of the road segments have an FG of
40 or 60 thus indicating a moderate to significant seasonal variation in traffic counts. For example, NY
Rt. 28 has an FG of 60 indicating a significant seasonal variation. Based on data provided by NYSDOT,
traffic volumes can increase by almost 30 percent during July and August and decrease by 20 percent in
December and January. For NY Rt. 418, the variation can increase by approximately 15 percent in July
and August and decrease by 15 - 10 percent in December and January thus indicating less of a variation in
traffic volumes.
Table 11
Average Annual Daily Traffic Counts
WARREN COUNTY
Route
Route Section
28
NY 9 - CR 40
28
CR 40 - The Glen (CR 8)
28
The Glen (CR 8) - Weavertown (NY 8)
28
Weavertown (NY 8) - North Creek (NY 28N)
28
North Creek (NY 28N) - Warren County Line
9
I 87 (Warrensburg) - NY 418
9
NY 418 - CR 9
9
CR 9 - NY 28
9
NY 28 - NY 8
28N
North Creek Hamlet (NY 28 - Old NY 28)
28N
North Creek (Old NY 28) - Warren County Line
I 87
Warren County Line - Exit 18
I 87
Exit 18 - Exit 19
I 87
Exit 19 - Exit 20
I 87
Exit 20 - Exit 21
I 87
Exit 21 - Exit 22
I 87
Exit 22 - Exit 23
I 87
Exit 23 - Exit 24
I 87
Exit 24 - Exit 25
418
Warrensburg (NY 9) - Alden Ave.
418
Warrensburg (Alden Ave.) - Thurman (CR 4 )

FG
60
60
60
60
60
40
40
60
60
60
60
40
40
40
60
60
60
60
60
40
40

AADT
2,700
3,350
3,350
3,650
2,050
12,340
11,300
5,300
2,350
1,600
780
39,300
38,500
40,795
25,600
24,100
19,800
10,100
10,200
4,610
2,700
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CR 2
CR 3
CR 3
CR 3
9N
9N

Cameron Rd (CR 67) - Athol Rd. (CR 4)
Harrisburg Rd. (CR 22) - Hadley Rd. (CR 12)
Hadley Rd. (CR 12) - 1,000 Acres
1,000 Acres - Thurman Twp.
Warren County Line - CR 16
CR 16 - Exit 21 (I 87)

SARATOGA COUNTY
9N
NY 50 (Broadway) - West Ave.
West Ave. - Daniels Road
Daniels Road - CR 36
9N
Greenfield Center (CR 36) - CR 25
CR 25 - CR 10
CR 10 - River Street (Corinth)
9N
Corinth - Warren County Line
I 87
Exit 15 - Exit 16
I 87
Exit 16 - Exit 17
I 87
Exit 17 - Warren County Line

1.

40
40
40
40
40
40

2,417
1,392
511
932
4,950
4,950

30
30
30
30
40
40
40
40
40
40

13,278
12,068
7,500
5,600
4,550
7,000
4,500
37,600
33,800
39,300

Interpreting the Data

By the very nature of an Interstate, I-87 is designed for a higher capacity than state roads and, as a result,
has the highest travel volumes of all the road segments listed in the table. Although this can be expected,
a deeper review of the numbers lends some additional insight.
Travel along I-87 is close to 40,000 from Exit 15 to Exit 20. At that point, traffic drops by almost half
down to 25,600. Another considerable drop in traffic volume occurs at Exit 23, down to 10,100 vehicles.
The data suggest that a large amount of vehicles are traveling north on I-87 and exiting at Exit 20 to travel
along NY 149 towards eastern New York and Vermont. The second major drop in traffic volume occurs
at Exit 23, which is the Warrensburg Exit. This could suggest that vehicles are exiting to travel along NY
28, which is the primary route into the corridor.
Other areas with higher traffic volumes include NY 9 in Warrensburg and NY 9N in Saratoga Springs.
With regard to NY 9 in Warrensburg, volumes continue to be fairly heavy north on NY 9 to NY 28,
where they begin to drop. Beginning at the intersection of County Route 9 and NY 418 volumes decrease
from 11,300 to 5,300 at the intersection of NY 9 and NY 28. Continuing north on NY 28, traffic volumes
drop to 2,700 and continuing north on NY 9 the volume drops to 2,350. The intersection of NY 28 and
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NY 9 is significant in that two major Adirondack routes split providing access to the western and northern
Adirondacks respectively. The traffic volumes support this fact in that almost one-half of the vehicular
traffic travels along NY 28 and the other on NY 9. Traffic volumes are only slightly higher on NY 28
than on NY 9.
In Saratoga County, NY 9N is the main access road to the southern end of the corridor. Traffic volumes
are heavy from Broadway in Saratoga Springs to Daniels Road, which is just over the city's boundary in
the town of Greenfield. From this point, traffic continues to be somewhat heavy until County Route 25
where it drops slightly until the town of Corinth. This travel pattern may suggest a higher amount of
traffic surrounding the populated areas of Saratoga Springs and the town and village of Corinth. NY 9N
continues from Corinth to Lake Luzerne. Traffic volumes are just under 5,000 vehicles indicating a
moderate amount of traffic traveling between Corinth and the Lake Luzerne and Hadley area.
In summary, main access to the corridor is provided via Exit 23 off of I-87 and through Warrensburg.
Traffic volumes on I-87 indicate that Exits 20 and 23 are major destinations providing access to Vermont
and the western Adirondacks via NY 28 respectively.

2.

Scenic Byway

The New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) has been sponsoring the designation of
Scenic Byways throughout the state. With regard to the northern portion of NYS, the Adirondack North
Country Association (ANCA) has been an advocate and supporter of Byway travel routes that traverse the
Adirondack North Country region. Currently there is a scenic highway system of 11 auto 'byways' which
connect the region along themes of local and historical significance.
A Scenic Byway is a road corridor that has regionally outstanding scenic, natural, recreational, cultural,
historic, or archaeological significance. These corridors offer an alternative travel route to our major
highways and daily travel patterns, while telling a story about the Adirondack North Country's heritage,
recreational activities, or beauty. In addition, a scenic byway corridor is managed to protect this
outstanding character and to encourage economic development through tourism and recreation.
The Central Adirondack Trail and the Dude Ranch Trail are designated Scenic Byways that traverse the
study area. The third Scenic Byway in the study area is the Roosevelt-Mt. Marcy Trail that is anchored
on the south in North Creek and depicts Roosevelt's stagecoach ride to the North Creek train station.
Each of these Byways are important to note in that they can provide additional activities and linkages to
help expand upon the tourism rail experience.
The Central Adirondack Trail begins in the City of Rome and connects to Lake George. In particular, it
bisects the study area along NY 28 from North Creek to Warrensburg. Figure 4 on the following page
highlights the entire length of the route.
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Figure 4
Central Adirondack Trail Scenic Byway

The Byway directory as published by ANCA highlights certain features that may be of interest to
travelers and tourists. Along the Central Adirondack Trail, they point visitors to North Creek and suggest
taking a scenic chairlift ride at Gore Mountain Ski Center, attending the gem and mineral show in August,
attend the Oktoberfest at Gore Mountain in September, and watch the annual Hudson River White Water
Derby each May. For Warrensburg, they highlight the World's Largest Garage Sale and note that the
Central Adirondack Trail links to the Dude Ranch Trail.
The Dude Ranch Trail caters to horse enthusiasts, adventure seekers, and families on vacation within a
40-mile trail. This circular route begins and ends in Lake George.
Figure 5
Dude Ranch Scenic Byway
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The Byway begins in the Village of Lake George, which offers scenic vistas of the lake, an amusement
park, and many other activities including historic steamboat rides. The trail continues along Route 9N
with a first stop in Warrensburg. The Byways directory suggests a visit to the downtown section where
you can experience the town's history while viewing the19th Century architecture and the Centennial
Mural on Main Street. They also highlight recreational opportunities including canoeing, fishing,
whitewater rafting, and the 20-mile Hudson River bike loop.
In Stony Creek the directory suggests swimming in the popular Old Swimmin' Hole or listening to music
at the Mountain Days Festival in August. They also suggest visiting the Wilcox Lake Forest Area west of
the village.
In Hadley they suggest viewing the Conklingville Dam that controls the water flow from the Great
Sacandaga Lake as it flows into the Hudson River. There are also known bald eagle sitings at certain
times of the year in this area.
In Lake Luzerne they suggest visiting one or all of the several museums that chronicle the town's rich
industrial heritage, viewing Rockwell Falls where the Sacandaga River meets the Hudson, listening to a
concert at the Luzerne Music Center, summer home for some members of the Philadelphia and New York
City symphonies.
From there, the Byway leaves the study area as it follows Route 9N between Lake Luzerne and Lake
George. As another destination, they suggest stopping by the Adirondack Mountain Club's headquarters
for information about hiking throughout the Adirondacks, and driving up Prospect Mountain Memorial
Highway to the 2,030-foot summit.

3.

Bus Service

The only commercial bus service provided in the area is from Adirondack Trailways, which has a stop in
Warrensburg. The current bus station is at LD Pharmacy located at 149 Main Street and there are
approximately 3 stops a day. The bus route arrives in Warrensburg via NY 9 and continues north on NY
9 to Schroon Lake, Tupper Lake, and Canton.

4.

Air Service

Air service is provided at general aviation facilities in Queensbury, North Creek, and Schroon Lake in
Warren County and Edinburgh, and Milton in Saratoga County. Following is a brief summary of the
airport amenities.
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Warren County
Warren County Airport
The Warren County Airport is the closest full-service airport to the study area. It is located in
Queensbury, just three miles from Glens Falls. There are two paved runways with the first being 5,000
feet and the second is 4,000 feet. Services include navigational aids for the runways, jet fuel, 50
tiedowns, 12 T-hangars, 6 hangar spaces, maintenance services, instrument flight training, and charter
flights.
Schroon Lake
This airport is located in on NY 9 in the town of Schroon, Essex County. It has a 3,150 foot paved
runway and six spaces for tiedowns and one hangar space. There are no other facilities available such as
fuel, maintenance, or charters.
Saratoga County
Plateau Sky Ranch Airport
This airport is located on the west side of Sacandaga Lake near the Batchellerville Bridge. There are two
turf runways with the first being 2,400 feet long and the second at 2,000 feet. There are no navigational
aids, no fuel service, one hangar space, and eight tiedowns.
Saratoga County Airport
The Saratoga County Airport is the second full-service airport near the study area. Like Warren County,
there are two paved runways with the first being 4,700 feet and the second at 4,000 feet. Services include
navigational aids for the runways, jet fuel, 70 tiedowns, 13 T-hangars, 20 hangar spaces, maintenance
services, instrument flight training, and charter flights.
Although not close to the study area, it is worth mentioning the Albany County International Airport.
This is a full service facility that provides access to the Capital District and the Adirondack Region.
Visitors can obtain rental cars or charter small flights to access the North Country.

5.

On-Road Bicycle Routes

In 1997 the Adirondack North Country Association (ANCA) published a "Bikeways of the Adirondack
North Country Region" map. The map identifies primary bicycle routes throughout the region such as
Scenic Byways, Champlain Bikeway, secondary and other routes, and includes information about
conveniences important to bicycle enthusiasts such as bike shops, chambers of commerce, tourism
offices, and reservation numbers for accommodations and campgrounds.
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Currently, there are no state designated highway routes in the study area. However, Adirondack/Glens
Falls Transportation Council (A/GFTC) is in the process of updating their Long Range Plan and the
Bicycle section in particular. The only formally designated bike route near the study area is NY 28 in
Hamilton County. The A/GFTC plan is looking to designate all state routes in rural Warren County as
potential bike routes and to assign a bicycle Level of Service (LOS) to each segment as appropriate.
A/GFTC is hoping to have the draft plan ready for public comment some time in the fall of 1999. A
review of the ANCA maps indicates that they shown NY 28 from North Creek to Warrensburg as a
proposed state route.
In addition to state highway bicycle routes, ANCA highlights "Locally Preferred Alternate Routes."
Because of the relatively high traffic volumes during the summer and fall on the primary state routes,
ANCA suggests that bicyclists use the less traveled roadways. Near the study area this includes NY 8
from NY 30 in Wells, NY through the hamlets of Johnsburg, Riparius, and eventually connecting to NY
9. Other less traveled roads include NY 9N from Corinth to Lake Luzerne and Hadley, then following
Saratoga County Route 1 north to Stony Creek. From there the suggested bike route follows Warren
County Route 3 to Thurman Station where it connects with NY 418 to Warrensburg.
In addition to the bike routes designated on the ANCA map, Warren County is considering continuing the
county bike path that currently runs from Glens Falls to the Village of Lake George. The proposal would
extend the bike path from the village north through the towns of Lake George and Warrensburg for a
possible connection to the rail line. Warren County also has a policy whereby when a county road is repaved, a minimum of four feet will be set aside along the shoulder as a bicycle lane. This will allow
secondary roads to become bicycle friendly thus offering an alternative to the main thoroughfares that can
be very busy in the summer months.

I.

Historic and Cultural Resources

For nearly two hundred years the primeval wilderness region, including Warren and Saratoga Counties,
was traveled by the Iroquois Nation and their adversaries, the Algonquins. Both tribes once occupied the
lands along the St. Lawrence River; however, following an unsuccessful uprising, the Mohawks fled to
the central New York region. The vast, rugged, forested landscape that separated these two nations was
an inhospitable and daunting region, not inviting for settlement. This country was primarily used for the
occasional hunting and fishing expedition and for a hideout for traveling war parties. According to
legend, the Iroquois nation referred to their northern neighbors, the Algonquins, as ‘Ratirondacks’ (or
Adirondacks), meaning “those who eat bark”. This was an insult to the Algonquins who were supposed
to have resorted to eating the inner layer of tree bark to keep from starving. It was not until 1837 that the
chief of the first natural history survey, Professor Ebenezer Emmons, first named the High Peaks district
the ‘Adirondack Group’, in honor of the Algonquins.
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The first white men to settle this region did not arrive in numbers until after the end of the Revolutionary
War in 1783. Following the Revolution, land was cheap in this region of New York State. Settlement
required very little capital, as land could be obtained for a few cents an acre. In 1791, Saratoga County
was named after the Iroquois’ prolific hunting ground, Sarach-togue, a term translated as “hillside of the
great river, “place of swift water”. Not until 1813 was Warren County formed, taking its name from
Joseph Warren, a Revolutionary patriot who died a hero’s death at Bunker Hill. Most of the towns that
compose these counties doubled in size in the early 1800s. By 1820, nearly all of the public acreage in
the Adirondacks had been passed on to private owners.

1.

Logging

One of the most obvious natural resources of this immense mountainous region were the acres upon acres
of trees. Tall stands of white pine, interspersed with beech, maple, oak, and hemlock groves stood within
this virgin forest. Of the earliest settlers to harvest the Adirondack trees were two brothers named Jessup.
These men had acquired 13,750 acres in grants and patents between 1767 and 1768. These tracts of land
comprised the present day village of Lake Luzerne plus much of the surrounding area, including 2,100
acres to the north of the village and the territory adjoining the boundaries of what is now Lake George
and Warrensburg. The Jessups built some of the first saw mills in the area. The felled trees were dragged
along skid ways, tied up and rafted down the Hudson, Sacandaga, and Schroon Rivers. Timbers
transported down the Hudson, up river of Corinth, had to be landed, and hauled by teams of horses to just
below the Palmer Falls (Jessup’s Great Falls) where they were once again rafted down river to the mill.
This landing was referred to as Jessup’s Landing.

Figure 6 Log drive on the Hudson.

As more people settled the region, saw mills sprang up along nearly every free flowing stream and river.
North Creek boasted a sawmill along the banks of the stream from where it derived its name, where the
Hudson and North Creek join. Several saw mills were built in (the town) and along Stony Creek (the
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stream), enough to meet the local needs. The first saw mill in Lake Luzerne was built and operated by the
Jessups along Wells Creek, the outlet of Lake Luzerne - many others followed. Warrensburg supported
numerous saw mills along the Schroon River, and in 1804, the power of Corinth’s Palmer Falls was
harnessed for the sawing of timbers.
The technique of rafting logs was soon substituted by a new practice of sending free-floating timbers
down the rivers. Lumbermen housed in "lumber camps", deep in the forest, felled the timbers during the
winter months. Skid ways were used to drag the logs down hill to the waterway. Each stem was then
stacked and stamped on the end to identify the owner. Upon the arrival of spring, and the high waters that
accompany it, the logs were sent down river to the distant mills. During their journey, log drivers
attended to the timbers in an effort to prevent logjams that could back up for miles along the river. As the
logs reached the mill, they were sorted by owner and sawed for use in a variety of ways.

Figure 7 Logjam at Rockwell Falls, along the Hudson River
near the villages of Lake Luzerne and Hadley.

2.

Tanning

Along with the logging industry evolved the tanning industry. Well before the middle of the nineteenth
century, small tanneries were becoming established in Warren and Saratoga Counties. By the late 1800s,
tanning was a large component of the manufacturing industry for the region. Relatively large
establishments existed in Lake Luzerne, Hadley, Stony Creek, Warrensburg, Johnsburg, Chestertown,
North Creek, and Corinth. The bark of the Hemlock was used as a source of tannin to produce leather
that could be worked on, shaped for a desired purpose, and provide lasting qualities.
Hides were first brought to the tanneries from surrounding farms. Often services were provided in return
for a share of the product, a practice similar to that of gristmills and saw mills. Later, as the business
developed, hides were delivered by wagons and eventually by rail. The railroad extension from Saratoga
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to North Creek, completed in 1871, greatly increased the supply of hides to the area. Large quantities
were shipped to tanneries in Lake Luzerne and Stony Creek.
The demise of the tanning industry reflected that of the logging business. Over-harvesting left the
population of Hemlocks diminished after 53 years, and eventually the technology of the industry was
improved by the use of chemicals, rendering the old bark process obsolete.
3.

Potash

The making of potash was one of the earliest of the backcountry industries. As settlers cleared their lands
of the abundance of trees, they burned the trees in a controlled manner that resulted in a residue of ashes
from which potash could be extracted. Piles of wood were burned, kindled by leaves, chips and small
branches. The resultant ashes were then leached of their lye and boiled down to “black salts”, a solid
mass containing carbonized materials and impurities. These black salts were either processed on the
home farm with animal fats or taken to the local “ashery” for firing in a brick kiln, producing pearl ash.
The pearl ash was used locally to make soaps, dyes, and for scouring wool after shearing.
Nearly every town in the region during the early 1800s had an “ashery”. For several years pearl ash was
in demand and exported to larger hubs. Seventeen tons were produced in Warren County in 1820.
4.

Mining

Mining was the main commercial industry for the town of Johnsburg in the 1900s. The mining industry
didn’t arrive to the Upper Hudson River region until the coming of the railroad. The railroad from
Saratoga to North Creek, was completed in 1871 and by 1878, Henry Hudson Barton started the Barton
Mines. Barton began the world’s first garnet mining operation in North Creek, using garnet ore taken
from Gore Mountain. A mineralogist from Philadelphia, Barton developed an industrial abrasive from the
garnet ore. Frank Hooper opened The Hooper Mines in North River in 1898. Both garnet mines helped
to stimulate the sagging economic conditions. Barton Mines is still in operation, sending garnet ore to
Philadelphia.

5.

Hunting, Fishing, and Hiking

By the 1840’s, the reputation of the Adirondacks as a destination that would provide the best of hunting
and fishing brought a rapid increase in the demand for guides. Many tourists arrived in droves to the
mountainous region. The Adirondack Railway carried passengers as far as North Creek. Those visitors
interested in hunting, fishing, or hiking, depended on a guide to escort them through the forest.
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Figure 8 Alvah Dunning, a famous hermit guide
of the Raquette Lake region. Stoddard photo

Most visitors came to hunt or fish. Many guides traveled via guide boat along the waterways, scouting
out the best fishing holes and finding the largest wild game. For two or three dollars a day, the guide
would perform dozens of tasks to take care of his sports. From skinning and gutting game; to cooking,
building the shanty; finding dry firewood; patching the boat; predicting the weather; suggesting the right
fishing lure; storing food safely away; and keeping his sports dry, warm, and well fed; the guide did it all.
He may even have caught the fish and killed the game for his clients. A first-rate guide not only made
sure there was enough food to eat and performed the necessary tasks around camp, but also was a
philosopher, storyteller and an overall character.
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Figure 9 The guide boat - a common vehicle of transportation in the Adirondacks
in the 1800’s and early 1900’s. Stoddard photo

Some tourists were interested in hiking the hundreds of mountains scattered throughout the region. In
order to catch a glimpse of the panoramic views from atop the lofty peaks of the Adirondacks, individuals
would hire a guide to lead them to their destination. In the early days of hiking, guides needed to cut
trails through the forest and around the waters during their journey to the summits. Once the trails were
cleared, the guides’ job was much more straightforward than other contemporary guiding. Compared to
hunting and fishing trips, hiking tours were relatively short and specific in nature.

6.

Great Camps

By the mid-nineteenth century, the Adirondacks were gaining a reputation as a destination for the
wealthy. As the once very popular Saratoga, ‘Queen of the Spas’ began to run dry, and as gambling
attracted less morally desirable individuals to the town, the social elite ventured on to new summer
getaways in the Adirondacks. High society flocked to the grand hotels of the time to socialize on the
impressive porches, dine on fresh trout and venison, and enjoy the magnificent surroundings. Before
long, the hunger for greater privacy gave way, and campsites, mountain clubs, and backwoods camps
were being established around the flourishing hotels.
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Figure 10 An example of the grand hotels of the Adirondacks,
Hotel Ampersand is located at Saranac Lake. Stoddard photo

Figure 11 The interior of the ‘Sagamore’ provides an example
of the lavish amenities housed in some of the great camps.
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The unique architecture of these Great Camps stemmed from the available natural materials that the forest
could supply and the financial ability of the well-to-do to command absolute comfort. The rustic log
construction of the Adirondack style architecture, unspoiled nature, and remote setting of many of these
camps attest to the ability of one to live in harmony with nature without destroying it.

Figure 12 Echo Camp, located on the shore of Raquette Lake.
Built by William West Durant in the 1880s. Stoddard photo

Many of these architectural treasures remain standing today, under various ownership, both public and
private. There are an estimated thirty-five great camps still in existence. Table 12 below lists some of the
legendary great camps.
Table 12
Great Camps of the Adirondacks
Raquette Lake Area
Saranac Lake Area
Camp Pine Knot (the first)
Pinebrook & Moss Ledge
Camp Fairview
Knollwood Club
Camp Cedars
Otto Kahn's Camp
Carnegie Estate
Adolph Lewisohn's Camp
Echo Point Camp
Sekon & Wenonah
Stott, Ten Eyck, & Inman Camps
St. Regis Lakes Area
Camp Wild Air
Katia
Cobblestones & Pagodas
Longwood

Others
Santanoni Lodge
Kamp Kill Kare
Nehasane
The Read Camp
Kildare Camp
Camp Carolina
The Meigs Camp
The Litchfield Chateau
Topridge
Camp Uncas
Sagamore Lodge
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7.

The Railroad

The first initiative to build a railroad into the Warren and Saratoga Counties began in 1848 with the
incorporation of the ‘Sacketts Harbor and Saratoga Railroad Company’. Two rail lines from Saratoga
were proposed, one following the Sacandaga and Black River valleys to Lake Ontario, the other tracing
the banks of the Hudson River, and Beaver or Moose River before reaching the Black River valley. The
company had acquired 250,000 acres of Adirondack State lands at 5 cents an acre, plus had agreements
with numerous private owners to donate lands along the proposed route. But with only a small portion of
the railway graded, the company was in financial straights. To renew interest in the railroad, in 1857, the
name was changed to the ‘Lake Ontario and Hudson River Railroad Company’. In 1860, the name was
altered again to ‘The Adirondack Estate and Railroad Company’. Before long the plight was hopeless
and the courts transferred the ownership to Albert N. Cheney and his associates. Cheney offered the
railroad to some New York capitalists associated with the building of the Union Pacific Railroad. Among
them was Dr. Thomas C. Durant, known as a prominent figure in the planning and building of the
Michigan and Southern, Chicago and Rock Island, and Mississippi and Missouri railroads, who
reorganized the business in 1863 and named it the ‘Adirondack Company’. The company’s stockholders
were granted complete tax-exemption for twenty years, and with the acquisition of the MacIntyre Iron
Company at Tawahus, their holdings were more valuable. Durant chose the route of his railroad to begin
in Saratoga, travel through the heart of the mountains and terminate in Ogdensburg. By 1868, the
building of the railroad was well underway, and service was provided along the twenty-two miles of track
to Hadley. Another fourteen miles of rail was completed by 1869, and service continued to Thurman.
Service to The Glen and Riparius arrived in 1870, and by 1871 all sixty miles of the track was laid,
terminating in North Creek.
In an effort to keep the railroad in running order, the company continued to suffer financially. The
operating cost of the rail from Saratoga to North Creek exceeded $6,000,000. By 1874, the expense of
construction, together with high operating costs and large debts, brought the advancement of the line to an
end. Durant had acquired a $9,700,000 debt by 1881 and sold the company to his son, William West
Durant, at a cost of $350,000. W. W. Durant filled the position of president for the new ‘Adirondack
Railroad Company’, while his father continued to lead the operations until his death in 1885.
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Figure 13

The completion of the railroad as far north as North Creek made this backwoods logging and mining
community the gateway to the Adirondacks. Passengers could depart the rail and hire a stagecoach to
transport them to the resorts and hotels of the Central Adirondack Wilderness. Durant could use the rail
to ship out wood products, leather, and iron ore and receive the basic goods to stock the shelves of stores,
boarding houses, and hotels. Other communities along the rail line also profited from the transport of
goods in addition to passengers. The Glen and North Creek boasted large resort hotels. Riparius
provided room and board to the workers on the Adirondack Railroad construction crews, and was the
connecting point for Schroon Lake. Lake Luzerne and Hadley were home to hotels and inns that attracted
many prominent figures.
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Figure 14 The Corinth Station was located off the upper end of
Hamilton Avenue. In 1865, the first Adirondack Railroad arrived.

The Adirondack Railroad Company was purchased by the Delaware and Hudson Canal Company in
1889. The rail was operated locally until 1902 when it was merged with the Delaware and Hudson
Railroad. The new line was renamed the ‘Adirondack Branch’ of the D&H Railroad.
With the 1932 Winter Olympic Games at Lake Placid on the horizon, interest in skiing inspired a local
group to clear old logging roads on Gore, Peter Gay, and Burnt Mountains. Facilities were built to
transport skiers to the summit of Gore Mountain at Barton’s Mines, the first of their kind. At the end of
the trails, a ski lodge was built. The construction of the earliest eastern downhill ski center at the Ski
Bowl, on the slopes of Gore Mountain, was complete. By 1939, in the wake of the Great Depression, the
first of the “snow trains” arrived from Albany and New York City.
The advent of World War II brought an end to the ski trains and the beginning of the war construction
effort. The discovery of low-grade iron deposits, north of Newcomb in Tahawus, brought pressure to
extend the railroad 33 miles to the north through Forest Preserve lands. After great debate and two years
of construction, in 1944, the rail line to Tahawus was in place and ready to transport titanium. The remote
location of the mine and the danger of fire associated with coal-burning engines, resulted in the use of the
first diesel locomotives on any D&H line, to pull the loads over the steep northern passages.
Before long, the increased use of the automobile led to improved roads into the Adirondacks. Travelers
relied less and less on the train for transport to the remote woods. Passenger train service to North Creek
was halted in 1956.
The Tahawus mine, owned by the National Lead Company, continued its mining operation until 1990.
Canadian Pacific Rail System bought the railroad and began proceedings to abandon the line. But Warren
County saw value in the railroad and acquired the state’s preferential right for negotiation to purchase the
39 mile long line. The County received $1.6 million in federal grant money through the Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) that enabled the purchase of the right-of-way from
Corinth to North Creek.
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In June 1999, Warren County began leasing the rail line between North Creek and Riparius, to the Upper
Hudson River Railroad Company. This company operates a 2 hour roundtrip, 8.5-mile scenic tour along
the Hudson River twice a day, beginning and ending in North Creek.
More funding has been set aside for the improvement of the railroad between Saratoga and North Creek.
U.S. Representative Jerry Solomon was instrumental in accessing federal funds through ISTEA. Five
million dollars is to be allocated to improvements of the rail line between Saratoga and North Creek.
Additional monies will be dedicated to the Saratoga Springs rail station renovation reconstruction project
($5 million), and the planning and implementation of a commuter train Demonstration Project between
Saratoga Springs and Albany ($6 million).
The operation of the Upper Hudson River Railroad has sparked the interest of Essex County officials.
The Essex County Industrial Development Agency is seeking $2 million in federal funding to buy and
renovate the 29 miles of track from North Creek to Tahawus.

8.

The Inauguration

On September 14, 1901, Vice-President Theodore Roosevelt made an ascent of Mt. Marcy while
vacationing in the high peaks region. When resting for lunch near Lake Tear-of-the-Clouds, a guide
emerged from the woods with a telegram for the Vice-President. The message informed Roosevelt that
President McKinley’s health had made a turn for the worse. (The President had been shot one week
earlier by an anarchist and was thought to be recovering and out of danger.) After descending the
mountain and reaching the clubhouse, no further news was awaiting the Vice-President and he reluctantly
decided to spend the night. The plans to depart early the next morning were abruptly changed when news
arrived that McKinley was dying. Roosevelt insisted on leaving immediately for Buffalo and was in need
of a guide to lead him through the darkness of the night. Traveling at night was very dangerous along the
rough and treacherous roads of this isolated wilderness. One guide offered his services only after the
Vice-President threatened to go afoot with a lantern. This now historic night ride through the remote
forest ended in North Creek, forty miles away. Upon arrival to the rail station at 4:39 a.m., Roosevelt was
informed McKinley had died, and he would now become the next President of the United States. In route
to Buffalo, New York, aboard a special train and private car, Roosevelt was officially inaugurated as the
26th President of the United States.
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Figure 15 The plaque displayed at the North Creek Railway Station,
noting the historical significance of the site.

The Adirondack Park
By 1872, Verplanck Colvin was appointed to conduct the first official survey of the Adirondack
Mountains. During his travels, he witnessed the affects of the logging industry on the Hudson River, a
river valued as an essential component of the state’s commercial transportation. Colvin urged for the
protection of Hudson River watershed. Pressure from Colvin and other conservationists to protect the
scenic and wilderness resources of the Adirondack forests from the clear cut harvesting and frequent
forest fires caused by the lumber industries, and the over harvesting of indigenous wildlife resulted in the
formation of the Adirondack Forest Preserve in 1885. During this period of time, the state had been
claiming ownership of abandoned logging land. By 1885, New York State owned well over 500,000
acres of land. A real victory for the conservationists for Section 8 of the law read: “The lands now or
hereafter constituting the forest preserve shall be forever kept as wild forest lands. They shall not be sold,
nor shall they be leased or taken by any corporation, public or private”. In 1892, the Adirondack Park
was established and stated “The land shall be forever reserved, maintained, and cared for as a ground
open for the use of the people for their health and pleasure and as a source of water and timber supply.”
As the Park was entirely within the Forest Preserve, the laws of the 1885 legislation also protected it.
Continued efforts by conservationists to stop the destruction of the forests resulted in an amendment to
the constitution that addressed the Adirondack Park. It stated that “No longer shall the timber thereon be
sold, removed or destroyed”. By the turn of the century, the passing of the Adirondack Park amendment
and the depletion of the timber resources sent the timber industry into decline. The last of the logs to float
down the Hudson came in 1950.
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J.

Building Inventory

Few buildings within the designated corridor have been identified as underutilized and structurally sound.
In 1992, with funding from the Environmental Bond Act of 1986, the Station House was purchased by the
North Creek Railway Depot Preservation Association. Known for its place in history, when VicePresident Theodore Roosevelt learned about the death of President McKinley, the Station House is listed
on the National Register of Historic Places. The station house has been developed into a museum and
interpretive facility as part of the Upper Hudson River Railroad Station and scenic railroad tour.
Several portions of the original station complex were sold by the Delaware and Hudson Company to
private individuals. Those structures include the passenger station, freight house, office, stables, and
wagon shed. The shed, stables, and office area are currently owned by Kellogg and Associates located in
White Plains, NY. Although these buildings are in varying stages of disrepair, they have been deemed
salvageable. The condition of the remaining structures - engine house, water tower, tool house, and
turntable – were assessed in a 1991 report by Robert Joy and Associates as a component of the application
for funding by the Preservation Association. The document described the structures as restorable.
Of the stations that once existed along the ‘Adirondack Railroad’ corridor, only one station other than the
North Creek Station still remains standing. The Riparius station was sold by the D&H Company in 1967,
but recently was acquired by Warren County in 1997 and has been restored to working order.
The history of the Upper Hudson River Corridor region is abundant. Many historic buildings, structures,
and sites date back to the early 1800’s when the first settlers arrived.
1.

Register of Historic Places

The National Register of Historic Places is an official list of cultural resources worthy of preservation.
The Register is part of a national program to coordinate and support public and private efforts to identify,
evaluate, and protect our historic and archeological resources. The properties listed on the Register
include districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that are significant in American history,
architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture.
New York State’s Office of Parks, Recreation, and Historic Preservation (OPRHP) have listed two sites
within the Upper Hudson River Corridor on the National and State Register of Historic Places. The two
sites listed on the register include the North Creek Railway Station Complex and the parabolic bridge that
crosses over the Sacandaga River. The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and the New York
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State Historic Preservation Act of 1980 provide a certain level of protection for the listings, income tax
credit for substantial rehabilitation, and priority consideration from federal and state agencies for space
rental or leasing.
The North Creek Complex includes the passenger station (owned by the North Creek Railway Station
Preservation Society); three buildings once used as part of a former stagecoach company (owned by
Kellog and Associates, Inc.); and a tool shed, turntable, engine house, and freight station.
The parabolic bridge crosses the Sacandaga just before its confluence with the Hudson. The bridge,
located within Saratoga County and owned by the Village of Hadley, is closed to vehicular and pedestrian
traffic.

K.

Recreation and Tourism Facilities

The recreation and tourism resources that are available in Warren and Northern Saratoga Counties are an
enormous draw for the tourism economy. A variety of outdoor sports and activities that can be performed
in the Upper Hudson River communities are described below.
Canoeing/Kayaking:
Lower Hudson River – About a 17 mile section of the Hudson below the confluence with the Schroon
River is appropriate for canoeing. A canoe access site at Thurman Station Bridge on Rt. 418 can be
the starting point.
Golfing:
1,000 Acres Golf Club - 465 Warrensburg Rd., Stony Creek; USGA 18 holes with full
accommodations
Bend of the River Golf Club - Off Rt. 9N, Hadley; USGA 9 holes
Cronin’s Golf Resort - Golf Course Rd, Warrensburg; USGA 18 holes with restaurant and bar
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Figure 16

Horseback Riding:
Bailey’s Horses – N.Y. Rt. 9N, Lake Luzerne; Offers guided trail rides of one and two hours. Open
daily from mid-May until Columbus Day and in the winter by appointment.
Bennett’s Riding Stables – N.Y. Rt. 9N, Lake Luzerne; A variety of guided trail rides offered
including a 2 ½ mile mountain trip. Open daily in the summer, weekends in the spring and fall, and
other times by appointment.
Circle B Ranch – Friends Lake Rd., Chestertown; Offers anywhere from a one-hour trip to an all day
ride. Open year round with sleigh rides available in the winter.
Mountain Biking & Cycling:
Garnet Hill Lodge Mountain Biking – 13th Lake Rd., North River; Over 30 miles of trails for bikers of
all skill levels. Bike rentals and helmet rentals available.
Gore Mountain – Peaceful Valley Rd., off N.Y. Rt. 28, North Creek – Lift served mountain biking
available up 1,500 vertical feet. Open for mountain biking daily from July 4th through Columbus
Day.
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Hiking:
Siamese Ponds Wilderness Area – Access to the wilderness area from the east can be gained via the
Old Farm Clearing and Thirteenth Lake. Follow Thirteenth Lake Rd. off of NY 28 at the Hamilton
County line just north of North River. At the road junction at 3.4 miles, a turn to the right will lead to
the Thirteenth Lake parking area, and a turn to the left will lead to another junction that to the right
will lead to Old Farm Clearing. The trails in this area are listed below:
Trail
Peaked Mt. Pond
William Blake Pond
Balm of Gilead Mt.
Hooper Mine
Old Farm Clearing Trail
Elizabeth Point Trail
East Branch of Sacandaga
from Old Farm Clearing
East Branch Trail toward
Botheration Pond
Puffer Pond
Hour Pond
Twin Ponds Footpath

Miles
3.0
0.8
0.9
0.4
1.2
0.3
9.6
1.0
4.0
1.2
0.7

Access from the south can be gained along NY Rt. 8 from the NY Rt. 28 junction in Wevertown. Below
is a list of the trails in this part of the wilderness area.
Trail
Auger Falls
Extract Brook
County Line Brook
East Branch Gorge &
Square Falls
East Branch of Sacandaga
To Old Farm Clearing
Shanty Brook & Mud Ponds
Siamese Ponds
Second Pond
Bog Meadow
Curtis Clearing
Fox Lair Walk

Miles
1.4
2.0
5.5
1.2
9.6
3.8
2.3
2.7
3.7
1.7
1.0
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Other trails in the region:
Trail
Charles Lathrop Pack
Demonstration Forest
Nature Trail
Warren County Parks &
Recreation Nature Trail
Palmer Pond

Miles

1.4
1.4
1.3

Hunting:
Siamese Ponds Wilderness Area/Thirteenth Lake – Located in the towns of Lake Pleasant, Wells,
Johnsburg, and Thurman and includes 112,000 acres of wilderness, & 36 ponds and lakes. Also
excellent for fishing and hiking.
Downhill Skiing and Snowboarding:
Gore Mountain – Peaceful Valley Rd., off N.Y. Rt. 28, North Creek; State-owned and ORDAoperated, this mountain has 46 trails and a 2,100 vertical drop from its summit. A full service facility
with many accommodations. Open daily from mid-November to mid-April depending on snow
conditions.
Cross-country Skiing:
Cunningham’s Ski Barn – 1 Main St., North Creek; Offers 30km of groomed trails along the Hudson
and through stands of Adirondack hardwood, along with backcountry skiing in its new Beaver
Meadows trail system. Ski shop, full line of rentals, snack bar and lessons available.
Friends Lake Inn Nordic Ski Center – Friends Lake Rd., Chestertown; 32 km of groomed and
wilderness backcountry skiing with a variety of terrain. Enjoy the Friends Lake Inn after a day of
skiing.
Garnet Hill Cross-Country Ski Center – 13th Lake Rd., North River; Offers 55km of groomed trails
with both set-track and skating lanes that originate at the base lodge of a 4-mile downhill ski route
with a gradual drop of 500 vertical feet. Night skiing offered on limited terrain. Lessons, rental
equipment, and large ski shop available. Accommodations available in three lodges and full-service
dining in the Log House.
Gore Mountain Cross-Country Ski Center – Peaceful Valley Rd., North Creek; Offers 11 km of
groomed cross-country trails that originate from the base lodge of the downhill area. Lessons, rentals,
food service, an extensive ski shop, and lodging accommodations available.
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Ice Fishing:
Hudson River – Walleye, Northern Pike, and Yellow Perch available.
Schroon Lake – Lake Trout, Landlocked Salmon, Yellow Perch, Pickerel, Black Crappie available.
Whitewater Rafting & River Tubing:
Adirondack River Outfitters – Rt. 9N, Lake Luzerne; Offers spring runs on the Hudson River Gorge
and Lower Moose River; Offers summer runs on the Sacandaga River; Offers fall runs on the Hudson
River Gorge.
Beaver Brook Outfitters – Rts. 28 & 8, Wevertown; Offers daily trips on the Hudson River Gorge,
April through June as well as a two-day overnight excursion.
Hudson River Rafting Company – 1 Main St., North Creek and Main St., Lake Luzerne; Trips offered
on the Hudson, Sacandaga, Black, Ausable and Moose Rivers.
Wild Waters Outdoor Center – Rt. 28, Riparius; Provide spring and fall trips on the Hudson River
Gorge and Moose Rivers as well as summer trips on the Sacandaga River.

Figure 17 Beaver Brook Outfitters,
located on Rt. 28 in Weavertown.
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L.

Scenic Views

The Upper Hudson River Corridor abounds with majestic forests, rare plant and animal communities,
diverse scenic topography, the distant picturesque high peaks, and of course, the beauty of a well
preserved waterway. All of these features add to the scenic beauty of the river corridor and to the
enjoyment of a ride on the railway. The preservation of these resources is important to the success of a
tourism railroad.
Heading north from Corinth, the rail corridor lies west of the Hudson providing forest views as it passes
over historic bridges. Before arriving at the site of the historic Hadley Railway Station, the railroad
travels high above the Sacandaga River, offering glimpses of rafters and kayakers braving the rapids.

Figure 18 The view from the railroad bridge over the Sacandaga River.
Note the historic parabolic bridge as well as the kayakers.

Between the village of Hadley and the Warren County line, the views are still generally forested with an
occasional peek at quaint Adirondack homes.
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Figure 19 A forested portion of the rail line. This view is similar to
many views found between Corinth and Stony Creek.

Figure 20

Beyond the Warren County line, the railroad begins to hug the riverbank, expanding the view of the
Hudson and allowing more distant mountainous views.
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Figure 21

More historic bridges are crossed as the railway heads northward and passes the small nodes of
development at 1,000 Acres Ranch Resort & Golf Course, the historic sites of Thurman Station and The
Glen, the new Riverside Railway Station, and onward into the village of North Creek.

Figure 22
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Below is a listing of opportunities and constraints based on completion of the inventory.
Regional Setting and History
History to build upon to attract visitors - Question is how? Museum? Living Museum? First hand
experience?
Adirondacks still attract visitors for same reasons - hiking, fishing, boating, camping, scenery, skiing
Rail line still connects to Tahawus
“Regional Destinations” still able to provide services
Hudson River
Very scenic river
Many recreational opportunities
Good water quality supporting fish habitats
Connections to American Heritage Rivers Initiative
Land Use
Limited public lands in northern portion of study area
NIMO has sold many properties to private individuals for residential development
Key vacant lands near suggested nodes - Riparius, The Glen, Thurman Station, Warrensburg
Commercial services limited to developed centers
The Nature Conservancy owns property between railroad and river thus preserving scenic quality
Open Space Institute owns key property in Hadley and Lake Luzerne near Rockwell Falls and
confluence of two rivers
NYS and Warren County own large tracts on east side of river
Building Stock
Lack of historic building stock in suggested nodes of activity
Historic buildings located outside of node
North Creek, Warrensburg, Hadley Lake Luzerne, village of Corinth
Structures that remain are sound and tell story of railroad
Transportation
Heavy reliance on automobile with only one major road
Good access from I-87
Traffic counts suggest Exit 23 as a primary destination
All road segments have high tourism fluctuation
Scenic Byway material lists multiple activities in and around study area
Very limited bus service
Warren County and Saratoga County have full service airports
No state designated bike routes
No multi-modal operations
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Natural Resources
No major wetlands in potential node sites
Topography creates distinctive landscape and beautiful views
Steep slopes limit development opportunity at old Stony Creek Station
Abundance of open space and long open vistas.
Partial obstructions from second growth between railroad and river
Environmentally Sensitive Features and Ecology Communities
Ice Meadows present both opportunities and constraints in terms of protection
Ability to build upon sensitive ecological communities - partnerships with non-profit organizations
Good water quality supporting numerous fish habitats
Recreational Resources
Abundance of recreation and tourism facilities enormous draw
Four season activities
Some cross-promotion between private guides and companies
Recreation not dependent upon private companies; plenty of public access
Multiple opportunities outside of study area and within Adirondack Park (i.e., Adirondack Museum,
other ADK trails, etc.)
Many companies provide rental equipment
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III.

THE MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

This section provides a preliminary definition of the market to be served by the Upper Hudson corridor. It
begins with a description of the existing tourism market in Warren County. Using data from the County
Planning Department and existing studies the analysis estimates the current volume of visitation in the
County. It also provides an overview of the market segments served by the Adirondack region. Finally, the
first section of the analysis concludes by estimating the economic impact of expanding visitation to Warren
County that might occur as a result of the development of the Corridor.
In the second half of this analysis, existing economic and demographic trends are analyzed for both the
Adirondack region and the national tourism market to identify potential target markets that may be served by
the Upper Hudson Corridor.

A.

The Existing Tourism Market

According to research conducted by the Warren County departments of Planning and Transportation,
Warren County attracted 8,962,877 visitors in 1998. Of these visitors, 4.6 million (52 percent) were on
day trips. Of the 4.3 million who stayed at least one night, 3.2 million stayed in hotels or motels.
Another 1.1 million camped.
Warren County's research indicates that 52.3 percent of its visitors were from within New York State.
New Jersey counted for an additional 17.1 percent, and Massachusetts and Connecticut each contributed
about 9 percent of the estimated 8.9 million visitors in 1998.
Research also suggests that the County has been successful attracting families and couples. According to
a survey of tourism operators in the County, couples with children typically account for 35 percent of all
visitors to tourism operations. Couples without children and retired couples each comprise 23 percent of
tourism visitors. Over 80 percent of the tourism operators surveyed indicated that visitation by families,
couples and retired couples is either a stable or growing source of business for their operations.
Table 3-1.
Trend in Visitation by Family Group, 1997
Trends over last 3 years
Family Categories
Visitors
Increasing
Steady
Decreasing
Young Singles
14%
23%
58%
18%
Couples with Children
35%
41%
47%
11%
Couples without Children 23%
31%
59%
10%
Retired Couples
23%
35%
53%
12%
Other
5%
Source:

Holmes & Higgins, Tourism, Business, Community and Environment in the Adirondack Park February, 1999.
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B.

Estimated Economic Impacts of Increasing Overnight Stays in Warren County:

With 8 million annual visitors, tourism is already making an important contribution to the Warren County
area. This section provides an estimate of the significant benefits that can be attained just by extending
the stays of those already visiting the County. Table 3-2 provides an estimate of the daily expenditures of
visitors to the County who make an overnight stay. Based upon the assumptions in the table regarding
daily expenditures for lodging, souvenirs, gas, and food/retail, it is estimated that a typical overnight
visitor spends $39.10 in the County. The table also provides estimates for the current number of annual
day visitor and overnight visitors to the County.
Table 3-2.
Average Daily Expenditure for Overnight Visitor
(Assumes 2.5 persons per auto & per accommodation)
(Assumes 1/3 camp @$35/night, 2/3 stay in lodging @ $80/night)
Souvenirs:
Gas:
Lodging:
Food/retail:

$2.50
1.60
26.00
9.00

Total:

$39.10

Sources:
Gore Mountain Support Group. Measuring Gore Ski Center’s Impact on the Regional Economy, 1999,
Warren Co. Department of Public Works. Corridor Management Plan and Environmental Assessment, 1994.
Warren Co. Departments of Planning and Tourism, Interdepartmental Working Paper, March, 1999

1998 Visitation, May to October
Overnight
3,673,688
Source:

Day Trips
3,979,828

Warren Co. Departments of Planning and Tourism, Interdepartmental Working Paper, March, 1999

Table 3-3 uses the data in Table 3-2 to estimate the economic impact associated with the prospects of
current visitors extending their stay in the County. The data suggest that if must one percent of all
overnight visitors extend their stay one night, it would add an additional $1.4 million to the local
economy. If that single-day extension rate could be improved to five percent of overnight visitors, it
could yield $7.2 million locally. Similarly, if one percent of all day visitors extended one night, the
County's economy could realize $1.6 million. If five percent of the day visitors stayed overnight, the
County would realize a $7.8 million gain.
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Table 3-3.
Estimated Economic Impacts of Extending Stay of Current Visitors
Assume 1% of Overnight Visitors Extend One Night
36,737 x $39.10 = $ 1.4 million
Assume 5% of Overnight Visitors Extend One Night
183,685 x $39.10 = $ 7.2 million
Assume 1% of Day Visitors Stay One Night
39,800 x $39.10 = $ 1.6 million
Assume 5% of Day Visitors Stay One Night
199,000 x $39.10 = $ 7.8 million
Source: Compiled by The Saratoga Associates.

C.

Identifying Potential Target Market Segments for Tourism

As described in the inventory section, the Upper Hudson Corridor has the capacity to provide a variety of
outdoor recreation experiences, from whitewater rafting to horseback riding. In addition, the region has a
wealth of historical resources related to the emergence of the Adirondack Park as an important area for
resource-based industries, artistic expression, and recreation. This suggests that the Upper Hudson River
Corridor has the capacity to increase visitation among three key segments of the travel market: Adventure
Travelers, History and Cultural Travelers, and Weekend Travelers.
Adventure Travelers
One-half of U.S. adults (50%) or 98 million took an adventure vacation within the past five years.
Ninety-two million took a soft adventure vacation. Thirty-one million took a hard adventure vacation.
Twenty-five million did both.
Adventure travelers participated in an average of three different soft adventure activities in the last
five years. The top soft adventure activities in the last five years were camping (64.7 million adults or
33%), hiking on gradually changing terrain (44.8 million adults or 23%) and biking (27.2 million
adults or 14%).
Adventure travelers participated in an average of three different hard adventure activities in the last
five years. The most popular ones were whitewater rafting/kayaking (14.8 million adults or 8%),
snorkeling/scuba diving (12.4 million adults or 6%) and off-road biking or mountain biking (10.8
million or 5%).
With the variety of activities involved, spending varied widely among adventure travelers. On
average, hard adventure travelers spend more than soft adventure travelers ($465 vs. $325 per trip,
median). For soft adventure, Mature Adults ($390 median), people living in the Northeast ($450
median) and upper income households ($441 median) spend the most.
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In a 1994 study of North American travel consumers, 77% had already taken a vacation involving
activities related to nature, outdoor adventure, or learning about another culture in the countryside or
wilderness. Of the 23% remaining who had not, all but one respondent stated that they were
interested in doing so.
History and Cultural Travelers
Over one-fourth of U.S. adults (53.6 million adults) reported taking at least one trip in the past year
which included a visit to an historic place or museum. Seventeen percent of U.S. adults (33.0 million
adults) reported taking a trip in the past year, which included a visit to a cultural event or festival.
When combined, one-third of U.S. adults (65.9 million adults) reported taking either a historic trip, a
cultural trip or both in the past year.
The key difference which distinguishes historic/cultural travelers from other travelers, is their reason
for traveling. They are over twice as likely to travel for entertainment. Also key to understanding this
group is how they travel. They are less likely to drive their own cars and more likely to fly. They are
also more likely to shop while traveling. Visits to national and state parks are also popular among
these travelers.
Cultural travelers take more trips to visit family and friends, whereas historic travelers journey more
often for entertainment. Cultural travelers drive their own cars more than historic travelers who fly
more frequently. Cultural travelers take more trips by themselves; historic travelers journey more
often with children. On average, cultural travelers take more daytrips and stay a shorter time than
historic travelers. Historic travelers take longer trips and more often spend the night in hotels, while
private homes are used by more cultural travelers. Historic travelers participated more often in
virtually every activity, particularly visits to national and state parks. Historic travelers spent, on
average, $688 during their trips, significantly more than the $557 spent on average by cultural
travelers.
Weekend Travelers
Weekends account for half of all travel. Weekend travel comprised 52 percent of the 1.16 billion
person-trips taken in 1996, up 10 points from 1986 (42%). Weekend travel is defined as an overnight
trip of 1 to 5 nights away, including a Friday and/or Saturday night stay.
Weekend travel volume rose by a dramatic 70 percent from 1986 (356.8 million person-trips) to 1996
(604 million person-trips). During the same ten year period, the U.S. adult population increased by a
much smaller 10 percent.
Non-weekend travel volume also grew, but by a more modest 15 percent from 1986 (484.5 million
person-trips) to 1996 (557.2 million person-trips). Non-weekend travel comprised 48 percent of the
1.16 billion person-trips taken in 1996, down 10 points from 1986 (58%).
In 1986, the volume of non-weekend travel (484.5 million person-trips) was 36 percent greater than
that of weekend travel (356.8 million person-trips). By 1996, it reversed. The absolute volume of
weekend travel was 8 percent higher than non-weekend.
Forty-one percent of weekend travel (246.1 million person-trips) includes children on the trip, greater
than the 30 percent among non-weekend travelers (167.2 million person-trips).
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Most weekend travel is by auto. Eighty-five percent of weekend travel (510.7 million person-trips) is
by an auto, truck, RV or rental car, 11 points higher than non-weekend travel (412.3 million persontrips or 74%). Average trip length is shorter for weekend travel, 706 miles round-trip, than for nonweekend travel, 986 miles round-trip, consistent with higher air use among non-weekend travelers
(23% vs. 13%).
Over one-half of respondents reporting weekend travel are married (56%), and about one-third are
single (31%). The majority work full-time (69%), some work part-time (10%), and the rest are retired
(11%) or homemakers/students/not employed (10%). The average age of respondents reporting
weekend travel is 40, with a large share of 18-34 years olds (42%). The average household income
among weekend travelers is $60,000. About four in ten weekend travelers (42%) have children at
home. The gender mix among weekend travelers is 56 percent men/44 percent women.
D.

Target Markets: the Potential for Extending the Local Tourism Market in the
Upper Hudson Corridor

While much of the potential for tourism in the Upper Hudson Corridor lies in retaining existing visitors as
well as attracting new ones from outside the area, local visitation can be an important component of the
Upper Hudson Corridor tourism experience. This section reviews regional demographic, social and
economic trends to define key local market segments.
Population Growth
As shown in Figure 3-1, since the 1960s, Saratoga County has become an increasingly significant source
of population in the region. While the populations of Essex, Warren and Washington counties have all
hovered near the 50,000 mark for most of the 20th Century, Saratoga County has more than doubled its
population in the past forty years. Much of this growth has been spurred by the construction of the
Northway. Since the 1960s workers from the Albany area have sought relatively cheaper housing costs
and small town atmosphere associated with much of Saratoga County. At the same time, Warren and
Washington counties have matched each other in both population count and rate of increase over the last
few decades. Essex County's population has remained virtually unchanged this past century. Hamilton
County has experienced more robust growth, but its population remains a fraction of any of its neighbors.
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Figure 3-1. Population Growth, 1930-90
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Essex

33,959

34,178

35,086

35,300

34,631

36,176

37,152

37,548

Hamilton

3,929

4,188

4,105

4,267

4,714

5,034

5,279

5,193

Saratoga

63,314

65,606

74,869

89,096

121,764

153,759

181,276

197,606

Warren

34,174

36,035

39,205

44,002

49,402

54,854

59,209

61,261

Washington

46,482

46,726

47,144

48,476

52,725
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60,481

12,588,066

13,479,142

14,830,192
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18,184,774

NYS (right scale)
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Income Distribution
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 trace the implications of Saratoga County's explosive population growth has had on
the region's income distribution. According to the 1990 Census data displayed in Figure 3-2 on the
following page, Saratoga County is the only county in the region to have a higher proportion of its
population with household incomes between $50,000 and $100,000 than New York State as a whole. The
households of the other counties on the region have incomes in the $10,000 to $50,000 range. As shown
in Figure 3-3 on page III-9, estimates for 1997 compiled by GeoLytics show that every county in the
region has a lower per capita income than New York State as a whole. However, Saratoga County is
alone in the region in exceeding the statewide median household income. Saratoga County also has the
highest average household income in the region, although, at $49,707 it trails the statewide average of
$52,500. It should be noted that the dramatic differences between median and average household income
for New York State suggest that the higher average income is driven by a relatively few number of
households earning very high levels of income.
The fact that Saratoga County exceeded the state in median household income but trailed in average
household income suggests that household income is more evenly distributed in the County than in New
York State as a whole. In any case, it is clear that Saratoga County is the most significant source of
purchasing power in the Upper Hudson region.
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Figure 3-2. Distribution of Household Income, 1990
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Figure 3-3. Measures of Income, 1997 Estimates
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Local Tourism Spending
While this analysis has not been able to directly measure local spending on tourism by local residents,
GeoLytics estimates of residential spending for admissions and fees clearly suggest that, consistent with
its higher levels of income, Saratoga County leads the region on tourism spending. According to Figure
3-4 on the following page, spending on admissions and fees by Saratoga County residents made up 62
percent of all such spending in the five-county area in 1997. Warren County residents were the next
largest segment of such local spending, accounting for 18 percent of total dollars spent on admissions and
fees.
This pattern persists when such spending is examined on a per-household basis. According to Figure 3-5
on page III-12, during 1997, households in Saratoga County spent an average of $450 per year on
admissions and fees. Warren County households averaged $391 on such spending. Saratoga and Warren
were the only counties in which the per-household average spending exceeded the average statewide.
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Figure 3-4.
Total Residential Spending
on Fees & Admissions, 1997
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Figure 3-5.
Resident Spending on Fees & Admissions Per Household, 1997
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Age Structure
Two of the most important market segments for most tourism railroads in particular are school children
and senior citizens. Therefore, it is important to understand the age structure of the region in order to
identify potential opportunities to reach those potential riders. The region has a relatively large cohort of
school-age children. As shown in Figure 3-6 on the following page, each of the counties exceeds New
York State in the proportion of population in the 6-to-17-year-old category. (The single exception is
Hamilton County that has a lower proportion of 12-to-17-year-olds than New York State as a whole.) As
indicated in Figure 3-7, 55 percent of the region's school-age population is found in Saratoga County,
with Warren and Washington counties each accounting for 17 percent.
The region also has a relatively large senior population. Every county but Saratoga exceeds the statewide
average for the proportion of residents aged 65 to 74. Saratoga County accounts for 46 percent of the
region's seniors, with Warren County providing 21 percent of the region's senior population, followed by
Washington County with 18 percent.
This analysis clearly indicates the key role of Saratoga County in the local tourism market. It is the most
populous and affluent county in the region. Its households also provide the highest level of spending for
admissions and fees. Saratoga is also the cornerstone for the key local target markets involving school groups
and senior citizens. In addition, Warren and Washington counties are significant, if secondary, sources of
seniors and school children.
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Figure 3-6. 1997 Estimate, Age Distribution
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Figure 3-7.
Share of Population age 6-17
by County, 1990
Essex
10%

Washington
17%

Hamilton
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Warren
17%
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55%
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E.

Target Markets: the Potential Regional Tourism Market for the Upper Hudson
Corridor

While it is important to the success of the corridor to realize the local market opportunities in the corridor,
its real success will depend upon tapping into markets that extend beyond the corridor itself. As indicated
earlier, Warren County already attracts visitors from several states. In addition to New York, it visitors
come from New Jersey, Connecticut, and Massachusetts. The next logical step for building the tourism
market for the Upper Hudson Corridor is to identify ways of increasing the share of visitors from those
points of origin. This analysis will examine those markets to identify which geographic and demographic
segments have the greatest potential for the Upper Hudson Corridor and recommend approaches for
improving the Corridor's market share in each of these segments.
This analysis was conducted using the microdata files of the 1995 American Travel Survey conducted by
the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) of the US Department of Transportation. The data used are
from the person-trip file. The survey results have been weighted by the BTS to produce estimates of total
travel activity for each of the jurisdictions included in the survey. This analysis used person-trips as a
measure of travel activity. As its name suggests, person-trips measure the number of people taking trips.
For example, if a family of four took a vacation in Warren County, it would be measured as four person
trips.
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Figure 3-8.
Share of Population age 65 & over
by County, 1990
Essex
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Washington
18%

Hamilton
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The survey data are organized to provide information at the level of metropolitan statistical area (MSA).
This analysis examined data for the major metropolitan areas included for the four states which are the
major points of origin for Warren County tourists. The metropolitan areas included are listed in Table 34.
Table 3-4.
Metropolitan Areas included in Analysis of
American Travel Survey Microdata.
New York City/Long Island
New York NY PMSA
Nassau-Suffolk NY PMSA
Upstate New York
Albany-Schenectady-Troy NY MSA
Binghamton NY MSA
Buffalo-Niagara Falls NY MSA
Dutchess County NY PMSA
Newburgh NY PMSA
Rochester NY PMSA
Syracuse NY MSA
Utica-Rome NY MSA
New Jersey
Atlantic-Cape May NJ PMSA
Bergen-Passaic NJ PMSA
Jersey City NJ PMSA
Middlesex-Somerset-Hunterdon NJ PMSA
Monmouth-Ocean NJ PMSA
Newark NJ PMSA
Trenton NJ PMSA
Massachusetts
Boston MA PMSA
Lowell MA PMSA
Springfield MA MSA
Worcester MA PMSA
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Connecticut
New Haven-Meriden CT PMSA
New London-Norwich CT MSA
Stamford-Norwalk CT PMSA
Bridgeport CT PMSA
Hartford CT MSA
Source: U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics. American Travel
Survey Microdata File, 1995.

The Role of Historic/Cultural Tourism and Adventure Tourism
According to the American Travel Survey (ATS), there were approximately 56.4 million vacation persontrips made by residents of the metropolitan areas of the four states included in this analysis. The most
frequently cited reason for such trips was to visit friends or relatives (21 million person-trips). The
second most common type of vacation trip was for rest and relaxation (15 million). The next two most
common type of vacation trip involved sightseeing to visit an historic or scenic attraction (5.7 million),
and active participation in some form of outdoor recreation including outdoor sports, hunting, fishing,
boating, etc. (5.5 million person-trips).
Given the nature of the tourism resources in the Upper Hudson Corridor, this analysis will focus on
person-trips involving sightseeing and outdoor recreation as proxies for historic/cultural tourism and
adventure tourism respectively. Note that for all geographic areas, sightseeing and outdoor recreation are
engaged in with much less frequency than "visiting friends" or "rest or relaxation." However, there are
two reasons why its is useful that the analysis retain its focus on sightseeing and outdoor recreation.
First, although visiting friends or relatives is the most common reason for vacation travel, a traveler's
decision to visit friends or relatives is driven by the location and/or plans of those friends or relatives and
therefore beyond the influence of a particular destination or promotion effort. Second, while "rest and
relaxation" is the second most common reason cited for vacation travel, that activity is high compatible
with venues that feature both historic/cultural tourism and outdoor recreation. As will be discussed
below, it is logical to focus on "rest and relaxation" travelers as a secondary market segment for
destinations targeted at historic/cultural tourism and outdoor recreation.
Table 3-5 on the following page indicates that the person trips associated with either outdoor recreation or
sightseeing for each of the geographic areas under study ranges from 1.5 million (Connecticut) to 2.5
million annually (New York City and Long Island). The data in Table 3-5 suggest that, with the
exception of Connecticut, the geographic areas represent equally attractive markets from which to draw
tourists for either sightseeing or outdoor recreation. However, when these person-trip numbers are
adjusted for the household income of the traveler, a different picture emerges.
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Table 3-5. Estimated Vacation Person-Trips by Purpose and Region of Origin. 1995.
NYC &
Total Long Island
Upstate New Jersey Massachusetts
Total
56,375,647 14,991,542 10,032,121 12,259,376
12,192,043
Business
1,888,220
608,114
397,600
309,034
260,134
Visit friends and relatives
21,004,919
5,793,806
3,937,049
4,550,007
4,206,058
Rest or relaxation
15,229,973
4,283,957
1,992,364
3,577,080
3,640,718
Sightseeing
5,714,821
1,514,816
1,040,663
1,262,446
1,190,517
Outdoor recreation
5,529,372
1,000,608
1,130,571
980,635
1,704,507
Entertainment
3,532,222
888,885
740,368
949,075
564,531
Shopping
469,134
87,933
30,821
38,872
163,773
Personal business
3,006,986
813,424
762,687
592,228
461,805
Other
Source: U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics. American Travel Survey Microdata File, 1995.

Connecticut
6,900,564
313,338
2,517,999
1,735,854
706,379
713,052
389,364
147,735
376,842
-

Table 3-6 displays the level of household income associated with each type of person-trip (total person
trips, rest or relaxation, outdoor recreation, and sightseeing) for all person-trips in the four-state market
area. As indicated in the table, the household income for "rest or relaxation" travelers (column B) is
distributed in a pattern similar to the income distribution of all travelers (column A). However, the
income distribution for travelers involved in either sightseeing (column C) or outdoor recreation (column
D) has higher proportions of person-trips from households with incomes above $100,000.
This trend toward upper income travelers involved in sightseeing and/or outdoor recreation is even more
pronounced in the New York/Long Island area and in the New Jersey metropolitan areas. Note that
among New York City/Long Island residents, over 60 percent of the outdoor recreation travelers came
from households with incomes above $100,000. While the trend is not as stark in New Jersey, 29 percent
of all outdoor recreation travelers came from households with six-figure incomes, compared to only 22
percent of all New Jersey vacation travelers. While Connecticut shows a similar prevalence of highincome outdoor recreation travelers, note that outdoor recreation travelers in Massachusetts tend to have
lower incomes than all vacation travelers from that state. Note that the proportion of sightseeing and
outdoor recreation travelers from Upstate New York coming from high-income households matches the
proportion of total Upstate travelers from high-income households. However, the Upstate travelers
generally tend to have fewer high-income households than travelers from the New York City area.
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Table 3-6. Estimated Vacation Person-Trips by Trip Purpose by Household Income of
Traveler and Geographic Area of Trip Origin, 1995.

Total Market Area

(A)
Total Person Trips

(B)
Rest or relaxation

(C)
Sightseeing

(D)
Outdoor
recreation

Total
Less than $25,000
$25,000 to $39,999
$40,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $59,999
$60,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 or more

56,375,647
9.4%
10.8%
11.8%
12.3%
20.7%
17.9%
17.0%

15,229,973
7.1%
9.4%
13.1%
11.0%
19.6%
21.4%
18.4%

5,714,821
6.6%
9.3%
12.6%
13.5%
19.0%
19.0%
19.9%

5,529,372
3.2%
12.3%
8.3%
12.4%
17.5%
22.1%
24.2%

NYC and Long Island
Less than $25,000
$25,000 to $39,999
$40,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $59,999
$60,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 or more

14,991,542
8.3%
12.1%
11.2%
10.0%
18.3%
20.0%
20.1%

4,283,957
5.5%
8.9%
14.7%
11.3%
16.6%
25.9%
17.0%

1,514,816
2.1%
2.6%
7.5%
13.3%
22.3%
22.0%
30.2%

1,000,608
0.9%
5.1%
0.7%
5.7%
2.8%
24.4%
60.3%

Upstate New York
Less than $25,000
$25,000 to $39,999
$40,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $59,999
$60,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 or more

10,032,121
9.6%
13.1%
16.6%
22.0%
21.2%
9.5%
8.0%

1,992,364
8.5%
14.6%
25.9%
15.2%
20.6%
13.0%
2.1%

1,040,663
7.3%
16.2%
15.9%
21.9%
16.2%
10.6%
11.7%

1,130,571
2.4%
20.9%
23.2%
29.6%
11.2%
5.1%
7.5%

New Jersey
Less than $25,000
$25,000 to $39,999
$40,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $59,999
$60,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 or more

12,259,376
8.6%
6.1%
10.5%
10.3%
19.1%
22.5%
22.9%

3,577,080
4.9%
4.0%
9.2%
7.9%
20.2%
26.2%
27.7%

1,262,446
7.7%
12.8%
11.5%
9.2%
15.7%
20.9%
22.2%

980,635
3.8%
8.7%
4.0%
7.1%
13.5%
33.4%
29.4%
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Massachusetts
Less than $25,000
$25,000 to $39,999
$40,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $59,999
$60,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000 or more

12,192,043
10.9%
12.2%
11.0%
9.4%
24.9%
14.8%
16.8%

3,640,718
9.8%
11.4%
11.2%
11.4%
20.6%
14.6%
20.9%

1,190,517
6.8%
7.4%
15.7%
10.8%
21.5%
21.3%
16.4%

1,704,507
5.6%
16.2%
6.1%
9.6%
31.5%
15.4%
15.6%

6,900,564
1,735,854
706,379
713,052
Connecticut
Less than $25,000
10.1%
8.2%
13.0%
0.7%
$25,000 to $39,999
10.6%
11.3%
10.8%
4.8%
$40,000 to $49,999
10.0%
6.9%
15.2%
6.1%
$50,000 to $59,999
12.1%
11.0%
14.0%
8.5%
$60,000 to $74,999
20.8%
22.1%
17.9%
20.3%
$75,000 to $99,999
23.0%
24.1%
17.5%
46.1%
$100,000 or more
13.4%
16.4%
11.6%
13.5%
Source: U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics. American Travel Survey Microdata File, 1995.

The data in Table 3-6 lead to two conclusions: First, while four of the geographic areas have roughly the
same raw number of travelers involved in sightseeing and outdoor recreation, two areas (New York City
and New Jersey) have a significantly higher number of outdoor recreation travelers from high-income
households. Therefore, those geographic areas are likely to be the most attractive target markets for
tourism promotion efforts. This is particularly true given the fact that the ATS indicates that over 85
percent of vacation travelers travel less than 1,000 miles to go on vacation. According to data from the
ATS, this also holds true for the upper-income outdoor recreation travelers from New York City and New
Jersey. Clearly, if properly promoted, the Upper Hudson Corridor could become a compelling destination
for travelers from these areas.
As indicated in column B of Table 3-6, the income distribution of "rest or relaxation" travelers is more or
less comparable to the overall income distribution of all travelers. While these travelers are not
concentrated in upper income households, their sheer numbers still make them a viable target market.
(Again, the category includes 15 million person-trips among the four-state metropolitan areas, three times
the number of person-trips found in either outdoor recreation or sightseeing.) As such, it is important to
ensure that rest and relaxation travel be an important secondary component of any marketing message
about the Upper Hudson Corridor. This would enable these promotions to build upon the area's natural
connections to outdoor recreation and sightseeing without losing its appeal to the "rest or relaxation"
travelers.
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Understanding Travel Patterns among Upper Income Travelers
Tables 3-7, 3-8 and 3-9 examine the groupings by which travelers upper income households pursue their
interests. Specifically, the tables indicate the extent to which these travelers make trips alone, with other
adults, or with children.
Table 3-7 shows the travel patterns for those from households earning more than $100,000 per year who
travel to participate in outdoor recreation. Overall the two most common ways to travel for outdoor
recreation is as two adults with no children (36.8 percent of all person-trips) or as two or more adults with
children (33.2 percent of all person-trips). Thus, as a general rule, couples and families are an important
source for outdoor recreation travel among upper income households. But note how this changes with
geography. In New Jersey, the most common form of travel for outdoor recreation is by one adult
traveling without children (42.3 percent), while in Connecticut, two or more adults traveling with children
account for 62.5 percent of all person trips.
Table 3-7. Estimated Vacation Person Trips for Outdoor Recreation by Type of Travel Party by Geographic Area of
Trip Origin for Persons from Households with Incomes over $100,000 in 1995.

Total Person-Trips

Total Market
Area

NYC & Long
Island

Upstate

New Jersey

Massachusetts

Connecticut

1,339,062

603,567

84,949

288,240

266,027

96,279

One adult, no children under 18
years in travel party (as % of total
person-trips for Area)

23.4%

10.3%

36.7%

42.3%

32.4%

12.9%

Two or more adults, no children
under 18 years in travel party

36.8%

41.4%

34.9%

22.2%

49.7%

17.4%

4.3%

4.1%

9.6%

1.3%

5.3%

7.2%

33.2%

41.3%

18.8%

32.6%

9.2%

62.5%

3.4%

0.0%

One adult, children under 18 years
in travel party
Two or more adults, children under
18 years in travel party
No adults, one or more children
under 18 years in travel party

2.3%
2.9%
0.0%
1.6%
Source: U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics. American Travel Survey Microdata File, 1995.

The pattern is slightly different for those from upper-income households traveling for sightseeing
purposes. In such situations, it is more common for the person-trips to be generated by two or more
adults traveling with children (47.4 percent of all person-trips). In the New York City/Long Island area,
two or more adults traveling with children account for 54.2 percent of all sightseeing person-trips. In the
New Jersey metropolitan areas, single adults account for only 11.4 percent of sightseeing person-trips. In
this case, like the other geographic areas in the study, adult couples and adults with children generate the
bulk of sightseeing trips from upper-income households in New Jersey.
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Table 3-8 shows the travel patterns for upper-income households traveling for rest or relaxation. Again,
two or more adults traveling with children account for the vast majority of person-trips made for rest or
relaxation. There is some variation concerning whether adults with children or with no children generate
the most person trips. However, the general trend toward couples and families holds true across all
geographic areas included in this analysis.
Table 3-8. Estimated Vacation Person Trips for Sightseeing by Type of Travel Party by Geographic Area of Trip
Origin for Persons from Households with Incomes over $100,000 in 1995.

Total Person-Trips

Total Market
Area

NYC & Long
Island

Upstate

New Jersey

1,136,966

457,835

121,894

279,882

Massachusetts Connecticut

One adult, no children under 18
years in travel party (as % of
total person-trips for Area)
9.6%
10.3%
0.0%
11.4%
Two or more adults, no
children under 18 years in
travel party
38.7%
31.9%
58.1%
48.6%
One adult, children under 18
years in travel party
2.4%
0.0%
0.0%
4.5%
Two or more adults, children
under 18 years in travel party
47.4%
54.2%
41.9%
34.4%
No adults, one or more children
under 18 years in travel party
1.9%
3.6%
0.0%
1.1%
Source: U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics. American Travel Survey Microdata File, 1995.

195,745

81,610

7.4%

18.7%

31.2%

32.2%

0.0%

18.4%

61.4%

28.3%

0.0%

2.4%

Table 3-9. Estimated Vacation Person Trips for Rest or Relaxation by Type of Travel Party by Geographic Area of
Trip Origin for Persons from Households with Incomes over $100,000 in 1995.

Total Person-Trips

Total Market
Area

NYC & Long
Island

2,805,844

728,068

Upstate New Jersey
41,088

Massachusetts Connecticut

989,763

One adult, no children under 18
years in travel party (as % of total
person-trips for Area)
15.7%
18.8%
0.0%
14.4%
Two or more adults, no children
under 18 years in travel party
37.4%
38.7% 100.0%
43.6%
One adult, children under 18 years
in travel party
3.2%
0.0%
0.0%
4.9%
Two or more adults, children under
18 years in travel party
43.5%
42.5%
0.0%
36.5%
No adults, one or more children
under 18 years in travel party
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.6%
Source: U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics. American Travel Survey Microdata File, 1995.
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762,003

284,921

16.5%

12.7%

18.9%

53.0%

4.1%

3.0%

60.4%

30.9%

0.0%

0.4%

Weekend Travelers
Consistent with national trends, weekend travel was the dominant form of tourism for the metropolitan
areas included in this analysis. As shown in Table 3-10, weekend travel accounted for 53 percent of all
person-trips for all geographic areas. Note, however, that in Upstate New York and Massachusetts,
weekdays generated the majority of person-trips. In general however, the ATS data reinforced the notion
of the importance of weekend-based vacation travel, particularly for the New York City/Long Island area,
where it accounted for almost 60 percent of all person-trips.
Table 3-10. Estimated Vacation Person Trips by Day of Travel and Geographic Area of Origin, 1995.
Total Market NYC & Long
Area
Island
Upstate New Jersey Massachusetts
Total
56,375,647
14,991,542 10,032,121 12,259,376
12,192,043
Weekend trip
53.2%
59.5%
48.3%
53.8%
48.8%
Not a weekend trip
46.8%
40.5%
51.7%
46.2%
51.2%
Source: U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics. American Travel Survey Microdata File, 1995.

Connecticut
6,900,564
53.2%
46.8%

Conclusions
The results of this analysis of data from the American Travel Survey suggest several conclusions for
efforts to expand tourism in Warren County. These marketing efforts should:
generally focus on families and couples from upper income households. The one potential exception
to this rule is the promotion of outdoor recreation to the New Jersey area. In that area, adults
traveling alone are the largest generators of person-trips. The marketing message could be tailored to
singles for that geographic area. Alternatively, the promotion effort may concede that a
couples/family-based campaign may do less well in New Jersey than in the New York City/Long
Island area.
focus primarily on the New York City/Long Island and New Jersey areas, which contain the highest
concentrations of person trips by upper-income households.
primarily promote opportunities for outdoor recreation and sightseeing. This is the logical niche for
the Upper Hudson Corridor. However, given the fact that "rest or relaxation" travelers remain a much
larger generator of vacation person-trips, it is important that opportunities for rest and relaxation be
included as a secondary message in all of these promotional efforts.
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IV.

ACTION PLAN

A.

Creating an Integrated Tourism Experience Along the Upper Hudson Corridor

According to the 1995 Report of the Federal Task for on Cultural Tourism, sustainable Tourism in the
United States may be achieved:
Where visitation is a recognized part of a local or regional economy. A heritage site or park cut off
from a region's wealth and civic life may not have the help it needs when priorities change at the state
capital or in Washington.
Where people visit places where people work and live.
Where visitors tour along a circuit so that smaller places get their share of visitors but at the same
time are not destroyed by over-visitation.
Where there is a local or regional identity of which residents are proud and of where that identity is
interpreted in many ways at many sites.
Where there is an understanding that tourism requires accomplished hosts as well as visitors who
spend the night, and where a community's hospitality is genuine.
Where traditions--family, church, civic, and cultural--are cherished by everyone and are considered
by residents and public officials and business as the lifeblood of their community, not only for its
economic benefits but also for the qualities that it adds to the community.
As Table 4-1 Indicates, the previously mentioned survey of tourism operators in the Adirondack Park
suggests that the Adirondacks have the potential to tap into the growing tourism segments related to
outdoor recreation and heritage tourism. When asked about the strengths and weaknesses of Adirondack
Park tourism, the strengths most often listed by tourism operators related to outdoor recreation and family
vacations. The weaknesses generally concerned items related to infrastructure and promotions (e.g.,
signage, tour bus accommodations, and parking). However, the operators also indicated that the region
suffered from a lack of historic and cultural learning opportunities.
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Table 4-1.
Business Operators Perceptions on Strengths and Weaknesses
of Adirondack Park Tourism

Strengths

Most Frequently Mentioned:
Weaknesses

A Chance to see wildlife
Access to Lakes and Rivers
Summer Recreation Opportunities
Family Vacation Experience
Access to Trails
Winter Recreation Opportunities
Adventure Vacations

Tour bus accommodations
Directional Signage
Historical & Cultural Learning Opportunities
Advertising/promotion outside area
Parking in Business Districts

Source: Holmes & Higgins, Tourism, Business, Community and Environment in the Adirondack Park February, 1999.

Thus, while the "raw materials" for cultural and heritage tourism exist in the Adirondack Park and Warren
County, they need to be packaged in comprehensive interpretive and promotional programming. In the
publication, Getting Started: How to Succeed in Heritage Tourism, The National Trust for Historic
Preservation developed five principles that help create a sustainable heritage tourism industry in
communities.
Focus on authenticity and quality of experience
Preserve and protect resources
Make sites come alive
Find the fit between a community or region and tourism
Collaborate
This section of the report discusses an approach for developing the heritage tourism potential of the Upper
Hudson Corridor that combines history and culture with the region's traditional strengths in outdoor
recreation.

The "First Wilderness" Experience: Realizing the Potential for Heritage Tourism in the Upper
Hudson Corridor.
"If there is one thing the history of the Adirondacks teaches, it's that the meaning of
wilderness, like love, changes as soon as it's defined."
Paul Schneider. The Adirondacks: A History of America's First Wilderness. Henry Holt & Company, 1996
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Adventure travelers and historic cultural travelers share a common goal. Both groups wish to experience
the essential character of the places they visit. For the adventure traveler, that character is found
somewhere in the natural landscape. For the historic/cultural traveler, the essence of a place can be found
in how people have cultivated and/or exploited that landscape over time. In both cases, these visitors are
seeking a high-quality vacation built around both historic and current facts about the place. Neither of
them wants a pre-digested theme park or pre-programmed set of activities that could take place in
virtually any suburban location in the United States.
These travelers are seeking authenticity. The places that attract them can offer an experience built upon
the area’s distinctive character. The basis for its attractiveness is an interpretation of the place that
integrates the natural and built environment with arts, crafts, and stories from the area.
As described in the inventory, the Adirondacks were the first place where Americans realized that
wilderness was going to be a distinguishing and permanent feature of their civilization. By the 1880s,
more had been written about the Adirondacks than any other wilderness area in America. By the 1890s,
the Adirondack Park was created as the largest protected wilderness area east of the Mississippi. Since
then, the Adirondack Park has challenged each generation to define the role of wilderness in our
increasingly urbanized civilization.
The Saratoga-to-North Creek corridor helped establish the Adirondacks as the First Wilderness. It is the
logical starting place for those wishing to explore the possibilities of the First Wilderness. In 1771, the
Jessup brothers’ 1 million-acre Totten and Crossfield Purchase from the Mohawks was the first sizeable
European purchase in Adirondacks. In 1813, the Fox Brothers invented log driving along the
Schroon/Hudson Corridor.
Indeed, the Adirondacks may have been the place that colored how Americans thought of all their
wilderness areas. For example, in 1837, during a trip to Schroon Lake with Thomas Cole, Asher Durand
decided to become a landscape painter and began a career that helped define the American notion of
wilderness. He helped create the Hudson River School of landscape painting based upon that original
experience of the Adirondack wilderness.
In the 1870s, under the leadership of Dr. Thomas C. Durant, the Adirondack railroad was the first line to
provide access to the Adirondacks from the New York City area and gave impetus to the development of
the Great Camps and eco-tourism. It opened the Adirondacks to urban visitors a generation before similar
railroads were completed in the Catskills. Following in the steps of his father Thomas, William West
Durant had dreams of extending his line from Saratoga to Ogdensburg, and transforming the Adirondacks
to a resort area replete with hotels, golf courses, and great camps. However, due to mismanagement and
family squabbles, he failed to extend the tracks any farther than North Creek in Warren County. By the
1890s, the Adirondack Park was designated as a permanent wilderness area. A short time later, Durant
left the Adirondacks altogether. Thanks to Durant's railroad (and his failure to extend it to Ogdensburg),
this corridor was the place where American popular culture first confronted and first embraced the idea of
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a permanent wilderness. Since that time, each generation of residents and visitors must wrestle with the
task of defining the role of wilderness in American society. That is the core of the attraction the
Adirondacks still hold for campers, hikers, hunters, skiers, and all those who visit this area today.
Principles for Implementing the "First Wilderness" Experience
As indicated above, the First Wilderness experience can serve as a vehicle to highlight the attractiveness
of the Upper Hudson Corridor to high-income travelers interested in outdoor recreation, sightseeing and
rest or relaxation. However, successfully implementing this concept will require more than just the
creation and printing of a brochure with a logo. The five principles annunciated by the National Trust for
Historic Preservation provide an excellent framework for discussing how to implement the First
Wilderness Heritage Corridor.
Focus on authenticity and quality of experience
A severe climate and a rugged terrain have shaped human life in the First Wilderness. In many areas, this
has led to human settlement patterns that are rustic and robust. These conditions communicate something
distinct about the First Wilderness. Consequently, redevelopment efforts must avoid "prettification" that
is more closely associated with Vermont or Massachusetts. To date, the hamlets of North Creek and
Warrensburgh have managed to maintain that rustic character in their redevelopment efforts. Similar care
should be taken throughout the corridor.
In addition, part of the First Wilderness experience is about the creative tensions between desires for
development versus conservation. These should not be glossed over, but should become an essential part
of the interpretive story. Much more profound conflicts have been successfully included in interpretive
programs in other areas. For example, tour guides at certain Civil War historic sites sometimes welcome
visitors by explaining that the Civil War has been referred to in the South as the "War of the Northern
Aggression," introducing the visitor to the notion that divergent views of history still exist. An
appropriate approach should be taken to recognize ongoing tensions or conflicts as part of the experience.
Preserve and protect resources
Part of the legacy of the First Wilderness is the Adirondack Park and the commitment to preserve natural
resources. This effort should be reflected in the First Wilderness experience. It is equally important to
preserve and protect resources that reflect the economic, cultural, and historic legacies of the First
Wilderness. The authenticity of the experience is strengthened if--consistent with environmental
protection--it includes the continuation of traditional ways of making a living and socializing. While
local residents may consider their annual firefighter's picnic or ice cream social to be fairly ordinary, it
may be a very valuable guide to help a tourist appreciate the traditional ways of life that help make up the
First Wilderness. Highlighting and promoting such events will enhance the tourist experience and may
also serve to infuse new interest and vitality in these local activities.
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Make sites come alive
A site that is actually used by a community is a much more compelling heritage tourism experience.
Fragile or endangered materials and/or facilities should certainly be protected. However, if it is consistent
with sound environmental and historic preservation practices, communities should continue to actively
use those sites that illustrate their history and/or culture. To take a far-flung example, part of the appeal
of the great European cathedrals to tourists is that these centuries-old structures are still being used for
religious services and community gatherings. If traditional places of community life and work can be
kept in use, they serve as much stronger attractions to tourists.
Find the fit between a community or region and tourism
Historic/cultural tourism succeeds when the resources communicate what is special about this place, its
environment, and its way of life. Such places quickly lose their appeal if efforts to accommodate tourists
overwhelm the character of the place. Several places in southern Vermont have suffered from this
dynamic. At the same time, if the Corridor is to benefit from tourism, visitors must feel welcome and
comfortable. Through coordinated programs of signage and hospitality training visitors can be directed to
the features or event that make the area special. This will provide visitors with an enjoyable experience
while at the same time, minimizing any unanticipated disruptions to community life caused by errant or
uninformed visitors.
Collaborate
A successful heritage tourism experience comes from the creation of consistent messages and wellcoordinated series of experiences for each visitor. This can only be done through the close collaboration
of existing organizations and enterprises. No one single agency could keep track of all the ingredients
that make a compelling heritage tourism experience. Even if one agency undertook every tourist-related
activity in the area, the resulting experience would be cut off from the local groups and businesses that
give the community its distinctive character. So collaboration is essential if visitors are to have an
experience that truly reflects community character.
At the same time, collaboration is essential for effective marketing and promotion of historic/cultural
experiences. The First Wilderness experience involves outdoor recreation, railroading, dining, local
cultural events, and other opportunities to explore the community. Each one of these enterprises must be
prepared to refer its visitors to other destinations within the area. Similarly, the "market presence" of
such an experience can only be maximized if the participating organizations and enterprises undertake
joint marketing and promotional efforts. For example, a local historical society or local restaurant is each
more likely to attract new clientele if they are identified as key components of a First Wilderness
Experience. This would enable them to each capture new visitors who are attracted by a First Wilderness
campaign that is aggressively promoted in markets that either the society or the restaurant could never
afford to reach through its own advertising budget.
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B.

Integrating Communities Into the First Wilderness Experience

The purpose of the Action Plan is to establish development principles and specific plans, which will lead
to the redevelopment of the Northern Hudson River Corridor through complementary development of
specified nodes along the rail line. The recommendations contained herein have been created with the
assistance of a working group made up of representatives of all of the communities participating in the
study. They are intended to be catalytic while building on the different components of the "First
Wilderness" experience. The components include:

Historic Interpretative Program
Native Americans
Logging
Tanning
Potash
Mining
Tourism
The Arts

Recreation, Tourism Venues & Orientation
Railroad
Rafting/Canoeing/Kayaking
Skiing
Hiking & biking
Horseback Riding
Hunting &Fishing

Orientation to Commerce & Industry
Mining
Timber
Trapping
Others

Natural Resources/Environment
Interpretative Program
The Upper Hudson Watershed;
Fisheries and Wildlife;
Unique natural features (Ice Meadows,
Wilcox Lake Old Growth Birches, etc.)

The overall intent is to tie each of these components together to provide the opportunity for the tourist to
experience wilderness as a setting for day-to-day life. As discussed earlier the First Wilderness Heritage
Corridor has a variety of themes that compliment each other. MAP 5 – STATION THEMES graphically
illustrates the primary activity at each study node. In addition to the components listed above, each of the
recommendations builds on the need to provide tourist amenities to create a comfortable and enjoyable
visit. This includes providing cross-promotional information that can help to extend a person's visit,
directional signage and way-finding system, historic and cultural learning opportunities, parking, and
services, amenities and lodging.
The Action Plan begins with a brief summary of the key components of each node, outlines the specific
recommendations, highlights needs and other pertinent issues, discusses potential funding programs, and
outlines the specific steps and estimated time frame for completing the project. The last component of the
Action Plan illustrates development guidelines for each of the nodes including providing architectural
language that describes the detail of the proposed train stations and platforms.
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Types of Nodes
Prior to discussing the specific nodes, it is helpful to understand the classification of stops along the
corridor. Because each community will likely serve a different niche along the railroad, three different
rail stops are recommended.
The first is a Destination Stop, which is a dense cluster of activities for people to explore for two to four
hours. The components of a destination stop include:
A formal station and platform to orient visitors to the train, ticketing, and the attractions.
Ample parking for arriving/departing passengers.
Restrooms/gift shop/snack bar.
Walk to restaurants/shopping (w/in 1,000’.)
Easy access to museums/galleries, etc.
The second stop is an Attraction Stop, which provides access to an already well-developed tourist
destination that can provide a 1 to 4-hour experience. The components of an attraction stop include:
Platform with directional signage to the attraction.
A existing tourist attraction.
Parking for arriving/departing passengers (useful but not essential).
Restrooms/gift shop/snack bar.
Easy access to the destination by walking (w/in 1,000’), shuttle bus, etc.
The third stop is a Whistle Stop, which a low-density stop with a single feature for tourists to explore for
1 hour. The components of a whistle stop include:
Platform, information kiosk, modest facilities (restrooms/snack bar)
Easy access to a single space for activity (e.g., picnic grounds, museum/historic site, “train robbery,”
boat ride, etc.)
Some parking provided ancillary to the existing space.
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C.

Recommendations
1.

Town of Johnsburg
a)

North Creek - Destination Stop
(1)

Link to "First Wilderness" Experience

The North Creek Destination Stop builds on the First Wilderness experience by capitalizing on a key
historic event (i.e., Teddy Roosevelt), downhill and cross country skiing, and the fact that the hamlet of
North Creek is a full service hamlet complete with lodging, restaurants, and retail shops. The project site
is located on the newly acquired Mundy property that is on Main Street directly across from the
Copperfield Inn. The property is a linear parcel perpendicular to Main Street thus connecting Main Street
to the North Creek train station and the Hudson River.
The overall purpose of this node is to build upon the recommendations made in the North Creek Action
Plan and to provide the next level of services, attractions, and historic interpretive program. Specifically,
the purpose of this project is three-fold. The first is to provide a visual and physical linkage for
pedestrians from Main Street to the train station and visa-versa. The second is to connect to the Hudson
River waterfront and the proposed riverfront trail that will provide a linkage south to the trail along North
Creek and eventually the town park. And the third purpose is to provide a small "village green" along
Main Street to offer a space for visitors to relax while in the hamlet of North Creek.
(2)

Specific Recommendations

Acquire Mundy Property
Although this project builds upon the North Creek Action Plan recommendations, the main focus is on the
Mundy property across from the Copperfield Inn. The entire project described herein is built upon the
concept that the Mundy property will be fully acquired by Warren County and the town of Johnsburg.
The town should work to ensure the property transfer and begin to seek public investment to complete the
components of the project.
Demolish Buildings and Grade Site
To prepare the site for development, the old gas station should be demolished and the site should be
graded. The intent is not to create a flat and level site, but rather soften the grade from Main Street to the
train station. This would create a site that would be inviting for private development.
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Create a "Village Green"
A small portion of the parcel parallel to Main Street should be retained as a "village green." The space
should be decorated with benches, historic/pedestrian scaled lights, trash receptacles, greenery and
flowers. The intent is to create a small pocket park where residents and visitors can site and relax.
Create a Paved Walkway From Main Street to the Train Station
A walkway paved with decorative concrete or stamped asphalt and aligned with pedestrian scaled lighting
should be constructed through the Mundy property connecting Main Street to the train station and Hudson
River and visa-versa. To help direct the pedestrian, directional signage should be placed on Main Street
and at or near the train station platform. The intent is to provide the wayfinding system that clearly and
easily directs the visitor around the hamlet. Although there will be a visual linkage, appropriate
directional signage can remove any "guesswork" and make the visitor's experience more enjoyable.
Create historic interpretive program
Building on the wayfinding system, an historic interpretive program can be created that is centered around
Teddy Roosevelt, mining, railroad, skiing, and other Adirondack themes. The intent is to provide historic
and cultural learning opportunities to the visitor. This concept builds upon recent research that indicated
that "tomorrow's" tourist wants to undertake adventure, be in charge, and understand the local culture and
history. This is opposed to "yesterday's" tourist that wanted a safe vacation that followed the masses
without experiencing the local fare.
Infill Retail
To help provide a strong connection between Main Street and the train station and Hudson River, small
retail shops are proposed along one side of the walkway and perhaps along one side of the village green.
The intent is to create activities to help move pedestrians back and forth through the site. The concept is
similar to creating small retail storefronts on narrow streets or along alleyways in an effort to create an
interesting and inviting space. Any infill development should be in keeping with the current architectural
style and scale of the hamlet (see Design Guidelines in the following section.)
Parking
A portion of this project involves creating parking between the railroad tracks and the backside of the
properties along Main Street. This area should be used for parking provided that a low, decorative,
transparent fence is constructed between one row of automobiles and the railroad tracks and designated
pedestrian crossings over the railroad tracks to the waterfront are created. The intent is to provide badly
needed parking spaces without creating a visual and/or physical barrier between the hamlet and the
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Hudson River. The parking area should be appropriately landscaped and have a pedestrian walkway
along the west side near the Main Street properties so as to remove the pedestrian from walking in the
aisle designated for automobile travel.
Link to the Train Turnstile, Waterfront Trail, and the Proposed Adirondack Cultural Retail Center
The proposed walkway through the Mundy property should cross the railroad tracks and connect to the
Hudson River waterfront. This in turn would link Main Street, the train station, the train turnstile, the
proposed Adirondack Cultural and Retail Center, which is from the North Creek Action Plan, and
eventually the trail along North Creek that leads to the town park. To help preserve water quality and the
river bank, the trail should be set back from the river's edge and be paved with a stone dust rather than
asphalt paving.
(3)

Needs and Considerations

Secure Funding and Conduct Detailed Property Survey
To stimulate private investment in the property, secure public investment and conduct a survey and
engineering study of property. To be more proactive in redevelopment, the town and/or county may
consider constructing the pedestrian walkway and village green and seeking public investment for the
infill retail activities.
Complete Streetscape Improvement Program
In addition to the pedestrian walkway, historic streetlights, trees, benches, banners, flowers, and trash
receptacles should line the walkway through the site and surround the village green. Public investment in
these amenities will help create a more inviting environment for the pedestrian and spur private
investment in and near the site.
Establish Design Guidelines
To ensure infill activity meets with existing character, utilize the design guidelines in the North Creek
Action Plan and this document. The intent is to encourage architectural style that is similar to the hamlet
and the Adirondack region rather than a suburban form.
Adirondack Park Agency Requirements
All of the recommended projects are within the hamlet land use areas and therefore the APA has no
jurisdiction over their construction. The project area is, however, adjacent to the Hudson River some
minimal shoreline restrictions exist. Not more than 30% of the trees over 6' in height may be removed
within 35' of the mean high water mark. Up to 30% of the shorefront may be clear of vegetation within 6'
of the mean high water mark.
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Integrate North Creek Action Plan
Because of the progress over the past six years it is important to continue to build upon the
recommendations in the North Creek Action Plan. The existing committee should be made aware of the
recommendations in this report and integrate them into their current activities.
(4)

Incentive Programs

For Public Development:
NYS Empire State Development Programs: Economic Development Fund, Regional Economic
Development Partnership Program - grants and loan/grant combinations – tourism related activities.
NYS Bond Act funding, NYS OPRHP and Department of State: LWRP grant funding.
NYS Legislative Member Items.
Local/Regional Foundations: The Hudson River Foundation, Whitney Trust Foundation, if applicable etc.
In-kind donations and force account to reduce outlay of actual cash $:
Use of Town force account for labor
Use potential for donation of materials, equipment, additional labor
Integrate into BOCES/School system training programs
Utilize NYS Department of Corrections work program for clearance, clean-up, painting and day
labor, etc
For Private Development: Utilize services of Regional Economic Development organizations, to help
promote business development to access:
NYS Empire State Development Programs: Economic Development Fund, Regional Economic
Development Partnership Program.
US Department of HUD: Economic Development/job creation: If there are plans to incorporate
private sector job creation into project development or benefit to low and moderate income persons,
grant funding is possible through CDBG program.
US Department of Agriculture funding through Local and Regional Economic Development
Corporations.
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(5)

Time Frame and Phasing Options

Recognizing that, due to financial and time constraints, not all of the components of the project will be
completed at one time, a phasing plan is recommended. The intent is to identify immediate (within one to
two years), short-term (between three and five years), and long-term (between six and 10 years)
components. Understanding the timing of each component will help the town anticipate future grant
programs.
Immediate Action Items (within one - two years)
Action Item
Create site design of property and complete construction documents
for the pedestrian walkway and village green. Include historic
lighting, street trees, flowers, banners, benches, and trash
receptacles. Directional signage should be installed at both ends of
the pedestrian walkway.
Secure public investment to demolish buildings and grade site.
Coordinate with Warren County Tourism Bureau to develop Visitors
Interpretation Kiosk
If funding is received for rehabilitation of the train turnstile, connect
the pedestrian walkway across the tracks.
o Design
o Construction
Contingency for all items @ 20%

Estimated Cost
$50,000

$100,000
$15,000

$3,000
$15,000
$180,000

Short-Term Action Items (between three and five years)
Action Item
Work with local committees and the train museum to develop an
historic interpretive program. Build on Theodore Roosevelt, mining,
railroad, skiing, the railroad, and other Adirondack themes.
o Design
o Construction
Secure public funding to create parking along the west side of the
railroad tracks. Include the design of a transparent fence that is in
keeping with Adirondack architectural style, sidewalks and
landscaping.
o Design
o Construction
o Contingency @ 20%
Begin solicitation of private developers for infill retail activities.

Estimated Cost

$5,000
$10,000 per sign

$40,000
$500,000
$100,000
N/A
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Long-Term Action Items (between six and 10 years)
Action Item
Estimated Cost
Continue efforts to develop the Adirondack Cultural Retail Center $TBD
on the Kellog property
Connect all activities along the waterfront with a stone dust $TBD @ 6.50 l.f.
pathway. Connect the waterfront trail to the trail along North Creek.
Add 20% contingency to final cost.

b)

Riparius - Whistle Stop
(1)

Link to "First Wilderness" Experience

The Riparius Whistle Stop builds on the First Wilderness experience by capitalizing on the history of the
railroad. In addition to serving as a site for tourist hotels, Riparius is known as the location of much of
the housing for the workers on Durant's railroad. Riparius is also known as the gateway to Schroon Lake
where Thomas Cole and Asher Durand first began to paint landscapes thus beginning the Hudson River
School of Painting.
The project site surrounds the existing train station and caboose, and follows Riparius' "Main Street." The
overall purpose of this node is to build upon the existing features and infill with retail activities and
enhanced pedestrian amenity. Specifically, the purpose of this project is three-fold. The first is to
develop parking so that incoming passengers and board the train in Riparius. The second is to enhance
pedestrian safety and amenity by completing a circulation system. And the third purpose is to promote
appropriate infill retail and tourism services.
(2)

Specific Recommendations

Work with Businesses to Develop Parking
A portion of this project involves creating parking near the south end of the node and possibly on the
construction staging once the reconstruction of the bridge is completed. All parking areas should be
appropriately landscaped to offer shade in the summer months and have a pedestrian walkway along the
side to direct the pedestrian to the train station and the activities along Riverside Station Road. Parking is
badly needed in this node as it can provide for the opportunity for visitors to board the train at this
location rather than traveling to North Creek.
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Enhance Pedestrian Safety and Provide Amenity
Currently, the primary road that parallels the train station does not have any sidewalks, crosswalks, or
other pedestrian amenity. The project entails completing a streetscape improvement program including
installing sidewalks, historic lights that match the light selection in North Creek, banners, street trees,
benches, and flowers. The intent is to create an exciting pedestrian atmosphere that invites the pedestrian
to walk up and down the street.
In addition to sidewalks, a small pocket park is recommended across from the Caboose. The park should
be lined with greenery and have benches so that visitors have a place in which to relax prior to reboarding the train. The park should be connected with a highly visible crosswalk.
Create Passive Park Along the Hudson River Waterfront
The NYS Department of Transportation owns a small parcel of land directly south of the Chester Town
Bridge. This land could be used for a small passive park to allow informal fishing access to the river.
Although privately owned, a similarly sized parcel north of the bridge could be utilized for the same
purpose.
Create Visitor Orientation Kiosk
To help direct the pedestrian, directional signage should be placed on Main Street and at or near the train
station platform. The intent is to provide the wayfinding system that clearly and easily directs the visitor
around the hamlet. Although there will be a visual linkage, appropriate directional signage can remove
any "guesswork" and make the visitor's experience more enjoyable.
Create Historic Interpretive Program
Building on the wayfinding system, an historic interpretive program can be created that is centered on the
railroad workers daily life, Asher Durand, the Schroon Lake Region, and other Adirondack themes. The
intent is to provide historic and cultural learning opportunities to the visitor. This concept builds upon
recent research that indicated that "tomorrow's" tourist wants to undertake adventure, be in charge, and
understand the local culture and history. This is opposed to "yesterday's" tourist that wanted a safe
vacation that followed the masses without experiencing the local fare.
Infill Retail
To help encourage pedestrian circulation along Riverside Station Road and to help extend the visitor's
length of stay, small retail shops are proposed along the primary street. The intent is to create activities to
help move pedestrians back and forth through the node. The concept is similar to creating small retail
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storefronts in an effort to create an interesting and inviting space. Any infill development should be in
keeping with the current architectural style and scale of the hamlet (see Design Guidelines in the
following section.)
Link to Chestertown and the Schroon Lake Region
NYS Route 8 out of Riparius offers easy connections to Chestertown, Loon Lake, Friends Lake, I-87,
Schroon Lake and Brant Lake. This node can be used as a gateway to these areas in an effort to entice the
visitor to stay longer.
(3)

Needs and Considerations

Complete Streetscape Improvement Program
To enhance pedestrian circulation seek funding for historic streetlights, trees, benches, banners, flowers,
and trash receptacles. These amenities should be installed along Riverside Station Road and a small
section of NYS Rout 8 just north of Riverside Station Road. Public investment in these amenities will
help create a more inviting environment for the pedestrian and spur private investment along the primary
roadways.
Proactively Create Parking Areas
While the NYS Route 8 bridge over the Hudson River will be undergoing reconstruction, the state will be
using a small parcel of land just north of the bridge for a staging area. During construction, the town and
county should talk with the state to try and obtain this area as a public parking lot. If successful, the lot
should be landscaped and connected via sidewalks to Riverside Station Road, the train station, and retail
activity.
Establish Design Guidelines
To ensure infill activity meets with existing character, utilize the design guidelines in this document. The
intent is to encourage architectural style that is similar to the hamlet and the Adirondack region rather
than a suburban form.
Create Passive Park on South Side of Bridge
NYS Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) owns a small parcel of land just south of the bridge. To
help offer additional public access to the Hudson River, the town and county should work with NYSDOT
to create a passive park with modest fishing access on this site.
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Coordinate with the Warren County Tourism Department
For each node in Warren County, the town should coordinate with the Tourism Department to create a
coordinated Visitor Orientation Program. This should include a kiosk and wayfinding system and should
have the same vernacular from node to node. This can help create a comfortable experience by helping
the visitor to easily find his or her way around the corridor.
Develop a Historic Interpretive Program
Secure funding to create a historic interpretive program. This can be integrated with the visitor
orientation kiosk. The purpose is to educate the visitor on the extensive history of the railroad and this
portion of the Adirondack Region.
Adirondack Park Agency Requirements
All of the recommended projects are within the hamlet land use areas and therefore the APA has no
jurisdiction over their construction. The project area is, however, adjacent to the Hudson River some
minimal shoreline restrictions exist. Not more than 30% of the trees over 6' in height may be removed
within 35' of the mean high water mark. Up to 30% of the shorefront may be clear of vegetation within 6'
of the mean high water mark.

(4)

Incentive Programs

For Private Development: Utilize services of Regional Economic Development organizations, to help
promote business development to access:
NYS Empire State Development Programs: Economic Development Fund, Regional Economic
Development Partnership Program.
US Department of HUD: Economic Development/job creation: If there are plans to incorporate
private sector job creation into project development or benefit to low and moderate income persons,
grant funding is possible through CDBG program.
US Department of Agriculture funding through Local and Regional Economic Development
Corporations.
For Public Development:
NYS Empire State Development Programs: Economic Development Fund, Regional Economic
Development Partnership Program - grants and loan/grant combinations – tourism related activities.
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NYS Bond Act funding and Department of State: LWRP grant funding.
NYS Legislative Member Items.
Local/Regional Foundations: The Hudson River Foundation, Whitney Trust Foundation, if applicable etc.
In-kind donations and force account to reduce outlay of actual cash $:
Use of Town force account for labor
Use potential for donation of materials, equipment, additional labor
Integrate into BOCES/School system training programs
Utilize NYS Department of Corrections work program for clearance, clean-up, painting and day
labor, etc
(5)

Time Frame and Phasing Options

Recognizing that, due to financial and time constraints, not all of the components of the project will be
completed at one time, a phasing plan is recommended. The intent is to identify immediate (within one to
two years), short-term (between three and five years), and long-term (between six and 10 years)
components. Understanding the timing of each component will help the town anticipate future grant
programs.
Immediate Action Items (within one - two years)
Action Item
Secure funding to design and complete construction documents for
streetscape improvements along Riverside Station Road and a
portion of NYS Route 8 (for 2-3 block area.) Include historic
lighting, street trees, flowers, banners, benches, and trash
receptacles.
o Design
o Construction
o Contingency
Begin talks with NYSDOT regarding use of staging area on north
side of the bridge for a parking lot and land on south side of bridge
for a passive park.
Work with the Warren County Tourism Bureau to create a visitor
interpretation kiosk

Estimated Cost

$8,000
$100,000
$20,000
N/A

$15,000
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Short-Term Action Items (between three and five years)
Action Item
Secure additional funding for completing streetscape improvements.
Work with local committees and the train museum to develop an
historic interpretive program. Build on the daily life of the railroad
workers, Asher Durand, the Schroon Lake Region, and other
Adirondack themes.
o Design
o Construction
Secure public funding to create parking along the south side of the
train station. (10 - 15 spaces)
o Design
o Construction
o Contingency @ 20%
Begin solicitation of private developers for infill retail activities.

Estimated Cost
$TBD

$5,000
$10,000 per sign

$8,000
$100,000
$20,000
N/A

Long-Term Action Items (between six and 10 years)
Action Item
Estimated Cost
Continue efforts to develop additional retail activities
N/A
Connect all activities along the waterfront with a stone dust $TBD @ $6.50 l.f.
pathway. Add 20% contingency to final cost.
c)

The Glen - Whistle Stop
(1)

Link to "First Wilderness" Experience

The Glen Whistle Stop builds on the First Wilderness experience by capitalizing on the existence of a
whitewater rafting company and access to the river. Whitewater rafting is available from Riparius to The
Glen, recapturing the outdoor adventure that made the First Wilderness so appealing to tourists. In
addition to whitewater rafting, a rare plant community, known as the Ice Meadows, can be viewed along
the shore at The Glen. This significant ecological feature inhabits the Hudson’s shore from Riparius to
Thurman. Without protection, these features may not have been preserved.
The project site surrounds an existing business and is at the crossroads of NYS Route 28, the railroad, and
the Hudson River. The overall purpose of this node is to build upon existing services and provide either
access to the railroad from this node or provide a stop along the railroad so that the passenger can partake
in a different activity. Specifically, the passenger can choose to take a whitewater rafting trip and/or learn
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about the Ice Meadows, which is a sensitive ecological community that extends from The Glen south to
Thurman. A number of pedestrian improvements are recommended to link the visitor to the whitewater
rafting business and the Ice Meadows, both of which are across a major roadway into the study area.
Differing from the previous two stops, which build on train stations, the purpose of a whistle stop is to
prove a simple platform that allows the passenger to disembark for usually a single activity. The platform
at this node is proposed within the railroad right-of-way on the south side of NYS Route 28.
(2)

Specific Recommendations

Work with Warren County to Establish a Station Platform
The majority of the lands within this node are under private ownership and as a result, it is difficult to site
the location of the station platform. Fortunately, the railroad tracks are directly behind and close
proximity to an existing business. It is proposed that the station platform be constructed in the 100'
railroad right-of-way that is owned by Warren County.
Work with Existing Business to Provide Parking
Although this project does not involve creating large parking areas, the existing parking is associated with
the whitewater rafting business. To ensure adequate access to the station platform, the town should
coordinate with the private business to provide parking. The parking areas should be connected via
pedestrian walkways to the east side of NYS Route 28 and the Hudson River.
Enhance Pedestrian Safety and Provide Amenity
Rather than focusing on public amenity at this node (i.e., historic lights, banners, benches, etc.), a clearly
defined pedestrian circulation system should be established. The primary purpose is to move the
pedestrian safely across NYS Rt. 28 and to provide access to the river and the Ice Meadows viewing
platform.
Coordinate with The Nature Conservancy
The Nature Conservancy (TNC) is the main organization promoting and protecting the Ice Meadows.
They have an interest in promoting, in an environmentally sensitive manner, the Ice Meadows and
educating visitors as to their importance. The town and county should coordinate with TNC to construct
a viewing platform in a way that does not harm any ecological communities. An interpretive program
should also be created to help educate the visitor.
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Coordinate with the APA
This entire node is located in a Rural Use Land Classification, which allows a much lower density of
development than in other areas. Although this project does not propose a large amount of infill
development, small buildings may be constructed to provide new visitor services. All development in this
node must be coordinated with the APA. Additionally, any development near the shoreline of the river
must meet the setback and clearing requirements in the APA's Shoreline Restrictions (see Inventory.)
(3)

Needs and Considerations

Coordinate with County for Station Platform
The town should coordinate with the county to secure funding for the construction for a modest platform.
The platform should be covered and located within the county's 100' right-of-way. Modest signage
should be installed to direct the visitor to the whitewater rafting business and the Ice Meadows.
Complete Pedestrian Circulation
To enhance pedestrian circulation seek funding to construct highly visible crosswalks across NYS Route
28. The circulation system should link to the put-in/pull-out area of the whitewater rafting company as
well as the viewing platform for the Ice Meadows.
Coordinate with Private Business for Parking
Parking is available on site; however, it is located on private property. Although the private business
owner will benefit from the parking availability, the town may wish to coordinate with the business to
ensure that visitors have access to parking even if they are not taking a whitewater-rafting trip.
Establish Design Guidelines
To ensure infill activity meets with existing character, utilize the design guidelines in this document. The
intent is to encourage architectural style that is similar to the the Adirondack region rather than a
suburban form.
Adirondack Park Agency Requirements
This node is located in a Rural Use Land Classification. The overall intensity of this classification is 75
principal buildings per square mile and the average lot size is 8.5 acres. A review of APA's authority by
land use type reveals that the APA does not have jurisdiction over uses relating to open space recreation.
However, in constructing a public/semi-public building, marina/boat launch, or campground, the APA has
reviewing authority as a Class B regional action.
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Coordinate with the Warren County Tourism Department
For each node in Warren County, the town should coordinate with the Tourism Department to create a
coordinated Visitor Orientation Program. This should include a kiosk and wayfinding system and should
have the same vernacular from node to node. This can help create a comfortable experience by helping
the visitor to easily find his or her way around the corridor.
(4)

Incentive Programs

For Private Development:
NYS Empire State Development Programs: Economic Development Fund, Regional Economic
Development Partnership Program - grants and loan/grant combinations – tourism related activities.
NYS Bond Act funding and Department of State: LWRP grant funding.
NYS Legislative Member Items.
Local/Regional Foundations: The Hudson River Foundation, Whitney Trust Foundation, if applicable etc.
In-kind donations and force account to reduce outlay of actual cash $:
Use of Town force account for labor
Use potential for donation of materials, equipment, additional labor
Integrate into BOCES/School system training programs
Utilize NYS Department of Corrections work program for clearance, clean-up, painting and day
labor, etc
(5)

Time Frame and Phasing Options

Recognizing that, due to financial and time constraints, not all of the components of the project will be
completed at one time, a phasing plan is recommended. The intent is to identify immediate (within one to
two years), short-term (between three and five years), and long-term (between six and 10 years)
components. Understanding the timing of each component will help the town anticipate future grant
programs.
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Immediate Action Items (within one - two years)
Action Item
Secure funding for train station platform within county right-of-way
($80.00 sq. ft.)
Begin discussions with NYSDOT regarding construction of highly
visible crosswalks across NYS Route 28.
Begin discussions with The Nature Conservancy regarding an
interpretation program for the Ice Meadows.
Work with the Warren County Tourism Bureau to create a visitor
interpretation kiosk

Estimated Cost
$10,000
N/A
N/A
$15,000

Short-Term Action Items (between three and five years)
Action Item
Work with TNC to secure funding for the design and construction of
viewing platforms. Include an interpretation program designed by
TNC.
Secure public funding to create additional parking on the east side of
the Glen-Athol Road. (10-15 spaces)
o Design
o Construction

Estimated Cost
$TBD (base cost
$80.00 sq. ft.)

on

$8,000
$100,000

Long-Term Action Items (between six and 10 years)
Action Item
Estimated Cost
Continue efforts to develop additional retail activities
N/A
Connect all activities along the waterfront with a stone dust $ TBD @ 6.50 l.f.
pathway. Add 20% contingency to final cost.
2.

Town of Thurman
a)

Thurman Whistle Stop
(1)

Link to "First Wilderness" Experience

The Town of Thurman is situated on the Hudson River just four miles from the center of Warrensburg.
While Warrensburg provides a multitude of tourism activities and services, Thurman is much more rural
and, although there are few tourism services, it offers a different venue to expand the tourists experience.
Over the past few years Warren County has developed a paved bikeway from Glens Falls to Lake George.
A recent proposal is to extend the bikeway through Warrensburg to Thurman thus providing a connection
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to the Thurman node. Given the interest in bicycling in the region and the potential to accommodate
bicycles on the train, this multi-modal form of access can be an exciting means of enjoying the tourism
trail experience.
An additional form of multi-modal access to this node can also include a trolley service from
Warrensburg. Providing a link between these two communities can provide the opportunity for tourists to
utilize the services and activities that cannot be found in Thurman.
History also plays an important role in Thurman, which sits at the confluence of the Schroon and Hudson
rivers. Along the Schroon/Hudson Corridor in 1813, the Fox Brothers developed the technique for
driving loose softwood logs, which replaced the technique of floating the logs downriver on rafts.
Although it is sometimes thought that the technique of floating logs may have been invented in areas
more heavily logged such as Maine or the Northwest, it was invented in the Adirondacks. Utilizing this
technique offered the opportunity for the Adirondack region to compete in an important market. Building
on this history can provide yet another opportunity to expand the tourism experience in Thurman.
In the closing 18th Century, John Thurman, Thurman’s founder, played a leading role in developing
industry and cultural life in Warren County. As an example, Thurman once had a station stop along the
railroad providing a key connection to the region thus spurring its development.
Differing from North Creek and Riparius, which build on train stations, the purpose of a whistle stop is to
prove a simple platform that allows the passenger to disembark for usually a single activity. The platform
at this node is proposed within the railroad right-of-way on the east side of Stony Creek Road/County
Route 2.
(2)

Specific Recommendations

Thurman is fortunate in that the proposed node is at a very visible intersection, scenic in nature, and in
close proximity to Warrensburg.
The site is made up of two parcels with the actual train stop
located within the railroad right of way. Because of the close proximity of the site to the Hudson River
and the Ice Meadows, this area has been known to flood with ice flows during heavy winter months. Due
to this constraint, it is suggested that a covered wooden platform be constructed rather than a full-scale
train station.
Work with Warren County to Establish a Station Platform
The majority of the lands within this node are under private ownership and as a result, it is difficult to site
the location of the station platform. Fortunately, the railroad tracks are in close proximity to the
intersection of Stony Creek Road and State Route 418 offering some land to develop the platform. It is
proposed that the station platform be constructed on the west side of the railroad tracks in the 100'
railroad right-of-way that is owned by Warren County. This location situates a modes wooden structure
outside of, or at the furthest edge, of the floodplain.
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Develop Small Parking Area
Although this project does not involve creating a large parking area, it does propose a small parking area
directly to the south of the station platform. To lessen the impact on stormwater runoff and water quality,
the parking area should be paved with a stone dust surface thus allowing infiltration of rainwater. The
parking areas should be connected via pedestrian walkways to the station platform and across Stony
Creek Road to the area proposed for modest tourism activities.
Enhance Pedestrian Safety and Provide Amenity
Because there is no development in this area, it is not unexpected that there are no pedestrian amenities
such as sidewalks, crosswalks, and bike paths. The project entails completing a streetscape improvement
program including installing sidewalks near the station platform, highly visible crosswalks connecting to
the tourism amenities on the west side of Stony Creek Road, benches, flowers, and a connection to the
bikeway. The intent is to create an exciting pedestrian atmosphere that invites the pedestrian to walk
around the area and have the ability to cross the road safely.
Create Visitor Orientation Kiosk
To help direct the pedestrian, directional signage should be placed near the train station platform. The
intent is to provide the wayfinding system that clearly and easily directs the visitor around the town and to
the services available in Warrensburg. In addition to a listing of shops, restaurants, attractions,
accommodations, and other tourism services, the kiosk could display a schedule for the trolley connecting
Warrensburg and Thurman. It is important to note that appropriate directional signage can remove any
"guesswork" and make the visitor's experience more enjoyable.
Create Historic Interpretive Program
Building on the wayfinding system, an historic interpretive program can be created that is centered on the
invention of the "log drives", civil war history in Warrensburg, and other Adirondack themes. The intent
is to provide historic and cultural learning opportunities to the visitor. This concept builds upon recent
research that indicated that "tomorrow's" tourist wants to undertake adventure, be in charge, and
understand the local culture and history. This is opposed to "yesterday's" tourist that wanted a safe
vacation that followed the masses without experiencing the local fare.
Modest Tourism Services
An additional parcel that may be able to complement the Thurman Nodes is located on the west side of
Stony Creek Road. As the station stop grows, this parcel can be used to provide tourist goods and
services, a museum, a bike rental shop and other similar activities. If, in future years, a full-scale train
station is desired, this parcel may be more appropriate as it is out of the floodplain.
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The intent is to create activities to help extend the tourist stay in the region by offering additional
activities and services. Any infill development should be in keeping with the current architectural style
and scale of the region (see Design Guidelines in the following section.)
Link to Warrensburg and the Lake George Region
NYS Route 418 out of Thurman offers easy connections to Warrensburg, Interstate 87, and the Lake
George Region. As mentioned in the inventory section of the report, Exit 23 off of I-87 is one of the
primary access points into the Adirondack region for people traveling from the south. Due to the close
proximity of Warrensburg to the Thurman Node a trolley is proposed to link the two communities
together. The trolley can be coordinated with the train times so that visitors have the opportunity to
access services that may not be available in Thurman. To expand on this concept further, the trolley may
also connect to the Village of Lake George or Bolton Landing.
Coordinate with the APA
One half of this node is located in a Rural Use Land Classification, which allows a much lower density of
development than in other areas. The area on the west side of Stony Creek Road is in the Moderate
Intensity District allowing a slightly higher density. Although this project does not propose a large
amount of infill development, small buildings may be constructed to provide new visitor services. All
development in this node must be coordinated with the APA. Additionally, any development near the
shoreline of the river must meet the setback and clearing requirements in the APA's Shoreline Restrictions
(see Inventory.)

(3)

Needs and Considerations

Coordinate with County for Station Platform
The town should coordinate with the county to secure funding for the construction for a modest platform.
The platform should be covered and located within the county's 100' right-of-way. Prior to construction,
a survey of the floodplains in the area should be completed and if the area is within the floodplain, the
structure should be designed appropriately.
Incorporate Parking with Platform
In addition to the station platform, a small parking should be developed at the southern edge of the
platform. In the interest of water quality protection, the parking area should not be paved but rather
surfaced with a stone dust to allow rainwater to penetrate the ground and go through a natural filter
process before reaching the groundwater.
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Complete Pedestrian Circulation
To enhance pedestrian circulation seek funding to construct highly visible crosswalks across Stony Creek
Road. The circulation system should link the station platform to the parcel on the west side of Stony
Creek Road as it develops with modest tourism services. A small amount of sidewalks should also be
added to prevent pedestrians from walking in the road right-of-way.
Complete Modest Tourism Amenities
To help orient visitors to Thurman, Warrensburg and other recreational activities (i.e., boating, hiking,
bicycling, etc.), create visitor orientation kiosk. In addition to a signage program consider providing
modest facilities with screened portable toilets in close proximity to the station platform.
Initiate Critical Dialogues
Although the station platform is being recommended in the railroad right-of-way and thus owned by
Warren County, the town should initiate a dialogue with the private property owner regarding the future
use of the land for parking and modest tourism services. Utilizing this document as a guide, the town and
private landowner can prepare a master plan for the site.
Build On Warren County Bike System
To expand opportunities for multi-modal access to the Thurman Node, work with county officials to
connect to proposed Warren County bike path. A completed connection will provide access to
Warrensburg, the village of Lake George, Queensbury, and Glens Falls.
Establish Design Guidelines
To ensure infill activity meets with the existing character of the region, utilize the design guidelines in
this document. The intent is to encourage architectural style that is similar to the Adirondack region
rather than a suburban form.
Continue Positive Relationship with Warrensburg
The Town of Warrensburg is a critical component of this node as it offers full tourism services in close
proximity to the proposed station platform. A continued dialogue between Thurman and Warrensburg
can help establish necessary elements to create the link (i.e., trolley) between the communities.
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Adirondack Park Agency Requirements
This portion of the node targeted for the station platform is located in a Rural Use Land Classification.
The overall intensity of this classification is 75 principal buildings per square mile and the average lot
size is 8.5 acres. A review of APA's authority by land use type reveals that the APA does not have
jurisdiction over uses relating to open space recreation. However, in constructing a public/semi-public
building, marina/boat launch, or campground, the APA has reviewing authority as a Class B regional
action.
Coordinate with the Warren County Tourism Department
For each node in Warren County, the town should coordinate with the Tourism Department to create a
coordinated Visitor Orientation Program. This should include a kiosk and wayfinding system and should
have the same vernacular from node to node. This can help create a comfortable experience by helping
the visitor to easily find his or her way around the corridor.
(4)

Funding Needs

For Private Development: Utilize services of Regional Economic Development organizations, to help
promote business development to access:
NYS Empire State Development Programs: Economic Development Fund, Regional Economic
Development Partnership Program.
US Department of HUD: Economic Development/job creation: If there are plans to incorporate
private sector job creation into project development or benefit to low and moderate income persons,
grant funding is possible through CDBG program.
US Department of Agriculture funding through Local and Regional Economic Development
Corporations.
For Public Development:
NYS Empire State Development Programs: Economic Development Fund, Regional Economic
Development Partnership Program - grants and loan/grant combinations – tourism related activities.
NYS-DOT: TEA 21 – Enhancement Program Funding Phase II funding round (80 –20
matching $) / partner with County and other municipalities within corridor, where possible.
NYS Bond Act funding and Department of State: LWRP grant funding.
NYS Legislative Member Items.
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Local/Regional Foundations: The Hudson River Foundation, Whitney Trust Foundation, if applicable etc.
In-kind donations and force account to reduce outlay of actual cash $:
Use of Town force account for labor
Use potential for donation of materials, equipment, additional labor
Integrate into BOCES/School system training programs
Utilize NYS Department of Corrections work program for clearance, clean-up, painting and day
labor, etc
(5)

Time Frame and Phasing Options

Recognizing that, due to financial and time constraints, not all of the components of the project will be
completed at one time, a phasing plan is recommended. The intent is to identify immediate (within one to
two years), short-term (between three and five years), and long-term (between six and 10 years)
components. Understanding the timing of each component will help the town anticipate future grant
programs.
Immediate Action Items (within one - two years)
Action Item
Begin dialogue with Warren County and secure funding for train
station platform within county right-of-way
Coordinate with Adirondack Park Agency for a permit for
construction in rural use classification and along a designated
recreational river
Construct covered wooden handicapped accessible platform and
boarding ramp ($80.00 sq. ft.)
Organize site (landscaping and parking). Use porous paving
material to eliminate impervious surface. (10 - 15 spaces)
o Design
o Construction
Work with Warren County Tourism Bureau to create visitor
orientation kiosk to orient visitors to the hamlet of Thurman,
Warrensburg and recreational activities (i.e., boating, hiking,
bicycling, etc.)
Provide modest facilities with screened portable toilets
Acquire balance of property outside of the railroad right of way on
the east side of Stony Creek Road

Estimated Cost
N/A
N/A

$10,000

$8,000
$100,000
$15,000

$50,000
$TBD
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Short-Term Action Items (between three and five years)
Action Item
Connect to proposed Warren County bike path
Consider a trolley to link to Warrensburg
Stimulate and coordinate private investment development on west
side of Stony Creek Road. Include tourism services, shops, bicycle
rental, interpretive museum, etc.

Estimated Cost
$TBD (base on $6.50 l.f.)
N/A
N/A

Long-Term Action Items (between six and 10 years)
Action Item
Estimated Cost
Continue efforts to develop additional tourism services both in the $TBD
town and on the west side of Stony Creek Road
Connect to additional activities (i.e., camping facilities north and N/A
south of the node) along the waterfront with a stone dust pathway.
3.

Town of Stony Creek
a)

Stony Creek Station Attraction Stop
(1)

Link to "First Wilderness" Experience

Whereas previous nodes relate directly to a hamlet of nearby service center, the Stony Creek Station is
proposed at an existing attraction site. The Thousand Acres Ranch Resort is one of the few remaining
“dude ranches” that has survived since the “dude ranch” craze of the 1930’s. It is a full service resort that
is open year-round. Although it is not close to a hamlet center, it offers a multitude of activities including
horseback riding, fishing, canoeing, tubing, volley ball, etc. The Thousand Acres Ranch Resort also
includes an 18-hole picturesque golf course that borders the Hudson.
With regard to history in this area, according to Mohawk legend, a young woman named Lenawee
sacrificed her life at Stony Creek to placate the gods and thereby end a pestilence that had already claimed
the lives of her betrothed along with many others in the tribe. As proposed in the other nodes, this stop
may be able to build on this and other historical events that took place along this portion of the Hudson
River.
(2)

Specific Recommendations

Thousand Acres Ranch Resort is a full service resort complete with lodging, recreational activities for the
entire family, and food services. In and of itself, it is a complete attraction that is a destination for
thousands of visitors on a year-round basis. The proposed node at this location would simply build on
this attraction and allow another means of access to the resort.
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Construct a Station Platform
Rather than construct an entire train station, it is proposed that a covered wooden platform be constructed
to simply allow passengers to disembark from the train. This would be the access point to the resort for
train passengers.
Install Directional Signage
Upon leaving the train, directional signage would direct the passenger to the resort's reception area where
the standard public amenities would be located (i.e., restrooms, gift shop, visitor information.) The idea is
to build upon the existing services at the 1000 Acres Resort.
Connect to Hamlet of Stony Creek
As the hamlet of Stony Creek develops, a trolley connection can be made to other tourism services
outside of the resort grounds. This may include antique shops, bed and breakfasts, restaurants, and other
"local fare."
(3)

Needs and Considerations

Construct covered wooden platform and boarding ramp
Stimulate and coordinate private investment to construct a modest platform to allow passengers to
disembark and utilize the services of the resort. Consider incorporating a roof to allow passengers to be
shielded from the elements while waiting for the train.
Clarify Parking Near Reception Area
Because other proposed nodes will likely serve as the primary access points to the train, this resort will
not likely be a destination for tourists arriving by vehicle. However, it is likely that more people may
come to the resort by the vary nature that an new activity will be added. In this regard clarify parking and
complete pedestrian improvements to connect to the reception area and Hudson River.
Consider Link to Stony Creek
To provide an expanded array of tourism services, the town may wish to work with the resort to provide a
trolley service linking to the hamlet.
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(4)

Funding Needs

Primary Sources of funding: Construction (private ownership):
Funding for private development would come in the form of loans; loan guarantees, interest rate subsidy
and the like. Public improvements may be funded by grants so long as the property is in municipal/public
or n-f-p ownership.
For Private Development:
NYS Empire State Development Programs: Economic Development Fund, Regional Economic
Development Partnership Program.
US Department of HUD: Economic Development/job creation: If there are plans to incorporate
private sector job creation into project development or benefit to low and moderate income persons,
grant funding is possible through CDBG program.
US Department of Agriculture funding through Local and Regional Economic Development
Corporations.
For Public Development:
NYS Empire State Development Programs: Economic Development Fund, Regional Economic
Development Partnership Program - grants and loan/grant combinations
NYS Department of State: LWRP grant funding.
NYS Legislative Member Items.
Local Regional Foundations: The Hudson River Foundation, if applicable.
In-kind donations and force account to reduce outlay of actual cash $:
Use of Town force account for labor
Use potential for donation of materials, equipment, additional labor
Integrate into BOCES/School system training programs
Utilize NYS Department of Corrections work program for clearance, clean-up, painting and day
labor, etc.
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(5)

Time Frame and Phasing Options

Recognizing that, due to financial and time constraints, not all of the components of the project will be
completed at one time, a phasing plan is recommended. The intent is to identify immediate (within one to
two years), short-term (between three and five years), and long-term (between six and 10 years)
components. Understanding the timing of each component will help the town anticipate future grant
programs.
Immediate Action Items (within one - two years)
Action Item
Estimated Cost
Secure funding for train station platform within county right-of- $10,000
way ($80.00 sq. ft.)
Establish signage to direct visitor to reception area
$5,000
Short-Term Action Items (between three and five years)
Action Item
Estimated Cost
Expand on services that may relate more directly to the types of N/A - pvt. initiative
tourists using the train
Long-Term Action Items (between six and 10 years)
Action Items
Create link with hamlet of Stony Creek
4.

Estimated Cost
N/A

Towns of Hadley and Lake Luzerne
a)

Hadley Station: Present - Whistle Stop, Future - Destination Stop
(1)

Link to "First Wilderness" Experience

In large measure, this node can be characterized by the influence of water resources. The towns of
Hadley and Lake Luzerne sit at the confluence of the Sacandaga and the Hudson provide these
communities with a diversity of water-related recreation, including rafting, tubing, kayaking, canoeing,
power boating, and swimming. There are outdoor recreation businesses that currently have operations
along both rivers and each community has, over the past few years, developed a trail system along the
shoreline. Another benefit to this node is the different types of water based recreation. In addition to
whitewater rafting, there are flatwater recreation opportunities where canoes and powerboats can travel
between Lake Luzerne and Corinth thus linking to the southern node in the study area.
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With regard to history, these two communities played critical roles during the logging days of the
Adirondack Park. Prior to logging the land however, this area was the site of the first major European
land purchase. Acting through the shipwrights Totten and Crossfield, the Jessup Brothers purchased the
first major European land holding in the Adirondacks.
(2)

Specific Recommendations

The Towns of Hadley and Lake Luzerne have a variety of activities that when combined, offer a complete
package to build on the experience and develop a destination stop.
Secure Funding to Conduct Train Station Feasibility Study
The train tracks enter the Town of Hadley and cross over County Route 4 heading south to Corinth. It is
proposed that the four corners area at County Route 4 be investigated for the possibility of constructing a
train station. The east side of the tracks and north side of County Route 4 was the site of the original train
station. It is conceivable that this area may be considered for the future station.
Construct a Station Platform
To assist passengers disembark the train, a station platform should be constructed. In the interest of cost
savings, the platform can be somewhat modest offering stairs and a handicap access rather than a large
platform running the length of the station.
Incorporate On-Site Parking
As the station if designed and planned, on-site parking should be incorporated as the site develops as a
destination stop. Rather than parking in Lake Luzerne, it is likely that passengers will want to park
directly at the point where they will enter the train.
Create Visitor Orientation Kiosk
To help direct the visitor, an information kiosk should be placed at the train station. The intent is to
provide the wayfinding system that clearly and easily directs the visitor around both communities and to
the multitude of activities. Appropriate directional signage can remove any "guesswork" and make the
visitor's experience more enjoyable. An identical sign should be created and located in the town of Lake
Luzerne. This will provide a visual link between the communities and direct the visitor to the train station
regardless of the point of entry.
Create Historic Interpretive Program
Building on the wayfinding system, an historic interpretive program can be created that is centered around
logging, the railroad, hiking, water-based recreation, mills, and other Adirondack themes. The intent is to
provide historic and cultural learning opportunities to the visitor. This concept builds upon recent
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research that indicated that "tomorrow's" tourist wants to undertake adventure, be in charge, and
understand the local culture and history. This is opposed to "yesterday's" tourist that wanted a safe
vacation that followed the masses without experiencing the local fare.
Infill Retail
To help provide a strong connection between the train station and Lake Luzerne, small retail shops are
proposed along one side of the County Route 4. The intent is to create activities to help move pedestrians
back and forth between the communities. The concept is similar to creating small retail storefronts on
"main" streets in an effort to create an interesting and inviting space for the pedestrian. Any infill
development should be in keeping with the current architectural style and scale of the hamlet (see Design
Guidelines in the following section.)
Link to Water Resources
In addition to linking the two communities, signage should be installed that links the pedestrian to the
walkways along the Sacandaga River, and Hudson River. The route could be located down Old Corinth
Road to connect to a waterside trail and Kayak pullout at the confluence of the Sacandaga and Hudson
Rivers.
Enhance Pedestrian Safety and Provide Amenity
Because there is little tourist-oriented development in this area, it is not unexpected that there are no
pedestrian amenities such as sidewalks, crosswalks, and bike paths. The project entails completing a
streetscape improvement program including installing sidewalks near the proposed station platform,
highly visible crosswalks connecting to west side of County Route 4, benches, pedestrian scaled historic
lighting, and flowers. The intent is to create an exciting pedestrian atmosphere that invites the pedestrian
to walk around the area and have the ability to cross the road safely.
(3)

Needs and Considerations

Initiate Critical Dialogues
Although a general area has been selected for the construction of the train station, each of the four corner
lots are privately owned. To initiate the development of the train station, the town should initiate a
dialogue with selected private property owners regarding the future use of the land for station
development. Utilizing this document as a guide, the town and private landowner can prepare a master
plan for the site.
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Acquire property for Station Development or Seek Private Partnership
The Town of Hadley can initiate a private partnership with a selected landowner at one of the four corners
where the railroad tracks crossover County Route 4 to develop a train station. Alternatively, the town can
acquire the property, perhaps in partnership with Saratoga Economic Development Council (SEDC), and
develop it as a public initiative.
Secure Funding for a Train Station Site Plan
Utilize funding sources identified below to conduct a feasibility study on the potential to construct the
train station. In an effort to comprehensively address the site, consider the site organization (i.e., parking
and signage) as well as the building renovations.
Secure Funding to Construct a Boarding Ramp
To enable passengers to disembark the train, design and construct a boarding ramp. Although the design
does not have to be elaborate, it should be handicapped accessible.
Incorporate Visitor Services in Station Development
To help create a positive experience for the traveler, the station should incorporate basic services such as
restrooms and a small snack bar. The intent is to make the visitors experience as comfortable as possible
so that they make a return visit.
Complete Pedestrian Circulation
To enhance pedestrian circulation seek funding to construct sidewalks between Hadley and Lake Luzerne
and highly visible crosswalks at key intersections. The circulation system should link the station to the
shops in Lake Luzerne and the shoreline areas of the Hudson and Sacandaga Rivers. Historic pedestrian
scaled lighting, banners, benches, flowers, and directional signage can help enhance the pedestrian
environment and help increase circulation.
Create Visitor Orientation Kiosk
To help orient visitors to Hadley, Lake Luzerne, and area recreational activities (i.e., boating, hiking,
bicycling, etc.), create visitor orientation kiosk. An identical kiosk should be located in Lake Luzerne to
help direct the visitor to the station.
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Establish Design Guidelines
To ensure infill activity meets with the existing character of the region, utilize the design guidelines in
this document. The intent is to encourage architectural style that is similar to the Adirondack region
rather than a suburban form.
Continue Positive Relationship with Lake Luzerne
The Town of Lake Luzerne is a critical component of this node as it offers full tourism services in close
proximity to the proposed station. A continued dialogue between Hadley and Lake Luzerne can help
establish necessary elements to create the link (i.e., trolley) between the communities.
(4)

Funding Needs

Primary Sources of funding: Acquisition and Construction:
NYS-DOT: TEA 21 – Enhancement Program Funding Phase II funding round (80 –20 matching $)
NYS Empire State Development Programs: Economic Development Fund, Regional Economic
Development Partnership Program - grants and loan/grant combinations
NYS Department of State: LWRP grant funding.
NYS Legislative Member Items.
US Department of HUD: Economic Development/job creation: If there are plans to incorporate
private sector job creation into project development or benefit to low and moderate income persons,
grant funding is possible through CDBG program.
Secondary matching funds, funds with contingencies:
The Great American Station Foundation. Annual competition, up to $25,000 for active train stations,
(may not be applicable due to ownership/active status restrictions).
Local Regional Foundations: The Hudson River Foundation, the Glens Falls Foundation, International
Paper Company Foundation, etc.
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In-kind donations and force account to reduce outlay of actual cash $:
Use of Towns’ force account for labor
Use potential for donation of materials, equipment, additional labor
Integrate into BOCES/School system training programs
Utilize NYS Department of Corrections work program for clearance, clean-up, painting and day
labor, etc.
Utilize Saratoga County Board of Supervisors’ Economic Development Fund: For planning and/or
marketing components of program.
(5)

Time Frame and Phasing Options

Recognizing that, due to financial and time constraints, not all of the components of the project will be
completed at one time, a phasing plan is recommended. The intent is to identify immediate (within one to
two years), short-term (between three and five years), and long-term (between six and 10 years)
components. Understanding the timing of each component will help the town anticipate future grant
programs.
Immediate Action Items (within one - two years)
Action Item
Partner with Saratoga Economic Development Council and open
dialogue with private property owners with regard to station
development
Secure funding to conduct site plan analysis of selected area
Acquire property if necessary and/or enter into partnership
agreements for station and platform construction
Secure funding for train station and platform construction, site
design, and parking
Establish design guidelines to ensure infill activity meets with
existing character

Estimated Cost
N/A

$15,000
$TBD
$ 1 million
N/A
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Short-Term Action Items (between three and five years)
Action Item
Create visitor orientation kiosk to orient visitors to Hadley, Lake
Luzerne and recreational activities (i.e., whitewater rafting, flat
water rides to Corinth, etc.)
o Design
o Construction
Pedestrian improvements to connect Lake Luzerne, kayak pullout,
and other areas of interest
Stimulate and coordinate private investment for infill development

Estimated Cost

$5,000
$10,000 per sign
$75,000
N/A

Long-Term Action Items (between six and 10 years)
Action Item
Estimated Cost
Consider a trolley to link to Lake Luzerne
N/A
Continue efforts for infill development between Hadley and Lake N/A
Luzerne
5.

Town of Corinth
a)

Corinth Destination Stop
(1)

Link to the "First Wilderness" Experience

The Corinth Destination Stop is the southern terminus of the study area and builds on the First Wilderness
experience by capitalizing on key historic events, flat-water recreation opportunities, and recently
completed community projects.
With regard to history, Corinth was once known as Jessup’s Landing, the site where logs were gathered
from the Hudson, landed, and hauled over land in order to bypass Palmer Falls. South of the falls, the
logs were sent to the site of the “Big Boom", and floated downriver. When the railroad opened, Corinth
was a major sawmill site.
Unlike Hadley/Lake Luzerne area, the waters of the Hudson are calm as they flow pass Corinth providing
opportunities for canoeing, kayaking, and power boating. The flat water extends north from Corinth to
Hadley/Lake Luzerne offering potential opportunities to link the two stops via water rather than relying
on road transportation. Access to the flat-water is provided at the Corinth Village beach that is also the
beginning of Jessup's Pathway, a local trail system that was recently developed.
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Although not located in the more developed downtown area, Alpine Lake provides a lakeside camping
resort facility that is a direct descendant of the tourism experience encouraged by Durant’s railroad in the
19th Century. This camping area can broaden the experience by providing different opportunities rather
than concentrating recreational/tourism activities in the downtown area.
(2)

Specific Recommendations

The Village and Town of Corinth have two separate areas that, when combined, offer a complete package
to build on the experience and develop a destination stop.
Existing Railroad Station
The Station is located off of West Mountain Road approximately 1 mile from the village center and is
currently owned by Canadian Pacific. The building itself is in a state of disrepair, however, it is
somewhat structurally sound and has the potential to be renovated. There is a parking area surrounding
the station, which can provide parking for between 10 - 15 cars.
Secure Funding to Conduct Train Station Feasibility Study
Although somewhat intact, the historic train station is in a state of disrepair. If restored, the train station
can become a significant feature along the rail line, as the architectural style of the building is indicative
of the old train stations that existed at the turn of the century. To determine the amount of restoration
work that needs to be completed, the town and village should secure grant funding to conduct a feasibility
study. If the final report indicates that the building can be restored, the study should be used as the basis
for additional grant funding.
Construct a Station Platform
To assist passengers disembark the train, a station platform should be constructed. In the interest of cost
savings, the platform can be somewhat modest offering stairs and a handicap access rather than a large
platform running the length of the station.
Clarify On-Site Parking
Currently there is a parking area surrounding the train station but the surface condition is deteriorated and
the parking spots are not delineated. As the station is restored and the stop is further developed, the
parking area should be re-paved and striped thus maximizing the amount of parking on-site.
Create Visitor Orientation Kiosk - Train Station Location
To help direct the visitor, an information kiosk should be placed at the train station. The intent is to
provide the wayfinding system that clearly and easily directs the visitor around the village and town and
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to the multitude of activities. Appropriate directional signage can remove any "guesswork" and make the
visitor's experience more enjoyable. The style and information contained on the kiosk should be the same
as the proposed kiosk in the village (see description below.)
Establish Trolley Connection
It is important to remember that the existing train station is one mile from the center of downtown
Corinth. This, unfortunately, is not a walkable distance for most people, therefore, when this train stop is
developed, the town/village or private operation should offer a linkage between the train station and
downtown. This linkage could take on many forms such as a motorized trolley such as can be found in
downtown Saratoga Springs, a small bus, a horse-drawn carriage, or some other form of transportation.
The intent is to link visitors to the activity center of this node, which is the downtown area of Corinth.
Village Orientation Stop
As a compliment to the train station, a village orientation stop is proposed across from the village beach
on town owned land. The intent is to provide a small parking area with services to orient the visitor to the
activities in the area.
Create a trolley stop across from the Village beach
Utilizing village owned land across from the village beach, create a trolley stop with visitor parking. The
stop should provide enough room for the trolley, or other selected transportation system, to drop off
passengers and turn around.
Create Visitor Orientation Kiosk - Downtown Location
To help direct the visitor, an information kiosk should be placed at the trolley stop. The intent is to match
the kiosk located at the train station and provides a wayfinding system that clearly and easily directs the
visitor to the assortment of attractions including restaurants, recreational amenities, local shops, etc.
Appropriate directional signage can remove any "guesswork" and make the visitor's experience more
enjoyable.
Create Historic Interpretive Program
From the trolley stop, the visitor can walk a loop that begins at the village beach, continues along Jessup's
Pathway to Pagenstecher Park, down Palmer Avenue and back to Main Street. This loop can build on the
history of Corinth, the railroad, the Adirondacks, and the Hudson River and to provide historic and
cultural learning opportunities to the visitor. This concept builds upon recent research that indicated that
"tomorrow's" tourist wants to undertake adventure, be in charge, and understand the local culture and
history. This is opposed to "yesterday's" tourist that wanted a safe vacation that followed the masses
without experiencing the local fare.
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This loop can offer a variety of walking environments including scenic views down the gorge and
attractions along Main Street. To promote this type of activity, the village should create a signage system
that serves two purposes. First it should clearly delineate the walkway and second interpret the history of
the area. In addition to signage, the village should complete streetscape improvements (i.e., street trees,
benches, pedestrian lights, banners, flowers, etc.) along Main Street to create a safe and enjoyable
pedestrian environment.
Infill Retail
To help further encourage pedestrian circulation along Main Street and to help extend the visitor's length
of stay, new retail shops are proposed in vacant buildings. The intent is to create activities to help move
pedestrians back and forth through the community. Any infill development should be in keeping with the
current architectural style and scale of the hamlet (see Design Guidelines in the following section.)
(3)

Needs and Considerations

Train Station
Acquire property from Canadian Pacific
The town and village should work with Saratoga County to acquire the train station property from
Canadian Pacific Railroad. This is a key event if any of the other recommendations are to be completed.
Secure Funding to Study and Renovate the Train Station
Utilize funding sources identified below to conduct a feasibility study on the potential to renovate the
train station. In an effort to comprehensively address the site, consider the site organization (i.e., parking
and signage) as well as the building renovations.
Secure Funding to Construct a Boarding Ramp
To enable passengers to disembark the train, design and construct a boarding ramp. Although the design
does not have to be elaborate, it should be handicapped accessible.
Create visitor orientation kiosk that matches village trolley stop
Create a visitor orientation kiosk that highlights the activities within the town and village. Information
should include a listing of restaurants, recreational activities, accommodations, local shops, etc. The
intent is to enable the visitor to extend the length of time they are in the community.
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Village Trolley Stop
Secure Funding to Design a Trolley Stop on Town Property Across from the Village beach
If village land is used across from Corinth Beach, no property acquisition is needed. However, a study
should be completed to design a trolley stop with parking, landscaping, visitor interpretation kiosk with
brochures. The kiosk should match the kiosk located at the train station.
Establish Historic Interpretive Program and Walking Trail
The village has a nice opportunity to create an historic interpretive trail from the trolley stop to
Pagenstecher Park, down Palmer Avenue to Main Street. To create an inviting pedestrian environment
the trail should be clearly marked with directional and interpretive signage. When the trail utilizes streets,
a streetscape improvement program should be completed including street trees, pedestrian scaled lighting,
benches, banners, flowers, trash receptacles, etc.
Consider Seeking Funding to Create a Tour-Boat Between Corinth and Hadley/Lake Luzerne
Although this may require private investment, talking with area tour operators may inspire the
establishment of a tour-boat operator between Corinth and Hadley/Lake Luzerne. The flatwater between
the two communities can be ideal for such a venture.
Consider linking trolley to Alpine Lake Campground and Other Regional Attractions
In addition to establishing a link between the train station and the trolley stop, the town and village may
consider utilizing the trolley to link to other area attractions. The intent is to provide a option to extend
the visitor's stay by using the many assets the region has to offer. Other links to consider my be the
village of Lake George, Glens Falls, and Saratoga Springs.
(4)

Funding Needs

Primary Sources of funding: Acquisition, Renovation and Construction:
NYS-DOT: TEA 21 – Enhancement Program Funding Phase II funding round (80 –20 matching $)
NYS Department of Parks, Recreation, Historic Preservation (50-50 matching $);
Historic preservation funding is available if building/site is listed or eligible for listing on the State or
National Registers of Historic Places, property owned by municipality or n-f-p corporation or some
form of joint interest in the property.
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NYS Empire State Development Programs: Economic Development Fund, Regional Economic
Development Partnership Program - grants and loan/grant combinations
NYS Department of State: LWRP grant funding.
NYS Legislative Member Items.
US Department of HUD: Economic Development/job creation: If there are plans to incorporate
private sector job creation into project development or benefit to low and moderate income persons,
grant funding is possible through CDBG program.
In addition, the Village of Corinth may use its program income from its CDBG Economic
Development program to help fund project development. Use of funds must benefit low/moderate
income persons (At date: 62 % of Village of Corinth is low/moderate income persons).
Secondary matching funds, funds with contingencies:
The Great American Station Foundation. Annual competition, up to $25,000 for active train stations.
Local Regional Foundations: The Hudson River Foundation, the Glens Falls Foundation, International
Paper Company Foundation, etc.
In-kind donations and force account to reduce outlay of actual cash $:
Use of Town/Village force account for labor
Use potential for donation of materials, equipment, additional labor
Integrate into BOCES/School system training programs
Utilize NYS Department of Corrections work program for clearance, clean-up, painting and day
labor, etc.
Utilize Saratoga County Board of Supervisors’ Economic Development Fund: For planning and/or
marketing components of program.
(5)

Time Frame and Phasing Options

Recognizing that, due to financial and time constraints, not all of the components of the project will be
completed at one time, a phasing plan is recommended. The intent is to identify immediate (within one to
two years), short-term (between three and five years), and long-term (between six and 10 years)
components. Understanding the timing of each component will help the town anticipate future grant
programs.
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Immediate Action Items (within one - two years)
Action Item
Coordinate with Canadian Pacific and Saratoga County to acquire
the train station
Conduct feasibility study for restoring train station
Design and construction of trolley stop across from village beach
o Design
o Construction
Conduct study to design historic interpretive trail sign system in
village
Program kiosk design that can be used at trolley stop and train
station
Streetscape improvement design and construction document for 4-8
block area on Main Street
o Design
o Construction

Estimated Costs
$TBD
$40,000
$10,000
$150,000
$19,000
Committee

$75,000
$1 million

Short-Term Action Items (between three and five years)
Action Item
If train restoration is successful,
Construct handicapped station platform ($80.00 sq. ft.)
Develop parking at train station (10-15 spaces) and miscellaneous
landscape enhancements
Create visitor orientation kiosk at train station and trolley stop
Independent of train,
Encourage private investment in a tour-boat operator between
Corinth and Hadley/Lake Luzerne

Estimated Costs
$10,000
$100,000
$15,000
Committee/Village/
Town

Long-Term Action Items (between six and 10 years)
Action Item
Establish trolley connection between train station and downtown
Corinth
Establish links with other area and regional destinations (i.e.,
Alpine Lake Campgrounds, Saratoga Springs, Lake George, Glens
Falls, etc.)

Estimated Costs
$TBD or private investment
Committee/Village/
Town
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V.

DESIGN GUIDELINES

A.

Purpose and Intent

The standards contained herein are intended to provide a basis for communities in the study corridor in
addressing various site development issues. The standards provide design criteria and suggest
development approaches which will help the towns and developers consider issues of site organization,
architecture, parking, site design, pedestrian circulation, and signs. The purpose of these design standards
is to:
maintain or improve the visual attractiveness of the Northern Hudson River Corridor;
encourage innovation and quality in architectural and site design;
minimize land use conflicts; and
encourage strong pedestrian connections between station/platform nodes and activity centers.
These design standards provide basic information, but do not attempt to address all the design issues
relevant to a proposed site plan. The standards should, however, present a clear enough understanding of
critical issues that both the developer and review boards will be able to recognize. When circumstances
require, additional assistance or review by a specialized consultant, to be paid for by the applicant, may
be necessary to assure proper decision-making.
The interpretation of the development standards should remain the responsibility of the regulatory boards
within each community.

B.

Site Organization

Proposed land development should address the opportunities and limitations present on a site and its
adjacent surroundings. Site opportunities should be maximized to enhance the quality of the
development, and conscientious steps should be taken to lessen potential negative impacts on the site and
the surrounding community. A comprehensive site analysis should be undertaken and a land use plan
prepared prior to any land clearing and subsequent development. The impacts of the proposed
development on adjacent properties should be allocated a high priority by consideration during the design
phase of the site planning process.
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1.

Building Setbacks and Relationship with Adjacent Development

Consistent setbacks from the street are strongly encouraged. New buildings in developed areas (i.e.,
North Creek, Hadley, Lake Luzerne, and Corinth) should conform to the dominant setback while
preserving views to the surrounding mountains and the Hudson River. The following graphic depicts the
build-to lines along major roadways within the gateway. Any exception to the build-to line must be
reviewed by the community and serve a public function. For example, a building may be set back from
the line if an outdoor café, dining deck, benches, or bicycle racks are located in front. The intent is to
create an active space that invites the pedestrian in. In rural areas where no development pattern has been
established, new development should be closer to the road with any proposed parking at the side or back.
The intent is to prevent a highly suburban form, such as shopping plaza with large parking areas in front,
from building in communities where the predominant character is traditional hamlet form.
In the more dense areas of the corridor, such as those areas closer to the hamlet centers, new infill
development should match the existing hamlet character and be built to the backside of the sidewalk.
This can be accomplished by changing (or proposing) site plan language from a minimum setback to a
maximum setback of zero (0) feet. If this cannot be achieved the setbacks should be at least a minimum
distance equal to the height of the buildings.
Where buildings are located in this manner, the line creates a defined edge to the public space, which
contributes to the traditional hamlet character. Parallel or perpendicular relationships with the street is
typical within the hamlets and, combined with the sidewalks and street trees (see later discussion) the
canopied corridor creates an aesthetically pleasing environment. Also, buildings with display windows and
porches at the sidewalk provide added activity and interest to attract pedestrians.
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Where nonresidential uses are adjacent to residential uses, the specific siting of the nonresidential
building should be responsive to the character and use of surrounding residential properties. A minimum
side yard setback of 30 feet should be observed for buildings, parking or storage. Buffer plantings should
be established to lessen the impacts of adjacent land uses and to create a transition between buildings of
contrasting scales.

C.

Architecture

New architecture should relate to the surrounding environment in regard to texture, scale, mass,
proportion, and color. A strong visual relationship between the building, the site, and adjacent
development is vital for overall design compatibility. The exterior appearances of a building should
complement the historic character of the Adirondacks.
1.

Architectural Form

Architectural standards should be applied consistently throughout the development. Emphasis should be
placed on creating an interesting visual impression, particularly from public rights-of-way and adjacent
lands. The use of different textures, complementary colors, shadow lines, detailing, and contrasting
shapes to create an appealing facade is strongly encouraged. The use of single colors and/or blank walls
is discouraged. All proposed buildings or structures should be sensitive to the existing community
character. This includes:
Maintaining the existing proportional relationship between buildings, open space, and building
setbacks.
Avoiding contrast of color, height, materials, and facade of new development with the predominant
style of adjacent buildings.
Providing strong, clear boundaries between neighborhoods, different land uses, and land use
intensity.
Retaining architectural form and strengthening the character of hamlet centers and historic train
station design.
Constructing buildings to achieve a human scale and interest.
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2.

Building Height and Roof Design

The scale of the development should not overpower neighboring buildings. Through the use of variations
in building height, roofline and grade definition, the perceived height of the building or project can be
effectively reduced.
Construct new buildings in the corridor with a maximum two story eaves height. Story heights should
remain within the range of those in surrounding buildings. Two story mixed-use buildings are
encouraged.
New infill buildings should fill space defined by adjacent buildings, harmonize with surrounding character, and maintain facade

New Building
Envelope

rhythms and street lines

The two roof types that are generally encouraged in the corridor are Gable and Hip. However, roof types
closer to the center of hamlets should match the rooflines of the commercial buildings in the immediate
area. The Gambrel or Mansard roof types are generally not encouraged, however, limited use of these
roof types will lend variety. Structures with sloping roofs should take measures to ensure that the fall of
snow, ice, or rain does not create a hazard for pedestrians. Sloping roof structures can employ the use of
dormers and gables to five the facade a more visual prominence. Generally, roofs should reflect the
historic character of what currently exists in the hamlet centers.
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3.

Facade Composition (i.e., rhythm)

Facade pattern, or rhythm, concerns the arrangement of facade elements, such as windows and bays, in a
recognizable and consistent pattern. A consistent spacing of windows along a building wall is one
example.
Where there are adjacent structures, the facade should be in keeping with the rhythm of the adjacent
structures. Keep the pattern simple so that it is easily understandable by the observer. Within the pattern,
however, interesting details can be added to further enrich the design. Detail can be added to highlight the
main entrance to a building that is within an important sight line of the pedestrian, bicyclist, and
automobile. For example, as one enters the town of Thurman via NYS Rt. 481, any new development
will be directly in the sight line of the on-coming traffic. Facade composition on this building is an
import factor to consider when reviewing architectural details.
4.

Building Materials

Keep the quality of exterior materials sufficiently durable to guarantee low maintenance, stability, and a
reasonable life span. Include facade materials that are durable such as common red brick, special
masonry units, natural stone and wood. Undesired facade materials include beige brick, plain (bare)
masonry units, vinyl siding, metal siding, and rough cut or smooth plywood.
Trim should consist of finished grade painted or stained wood rather than bare, lumber grade, wood.
Windows should have anodized aluminum or wood frame and not bare aluminum frame. On facades of
buildings, install canvas awnings rather than plastic internally lit awnings. And any paving should consist
of brick, stone, or patterned concrete rather than asphalt. In low traffic areas, stamped asphalt can be
considered.
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5.

Mechanical Equipment

Rooftop mechanical equipment should be screened from public view by the use of architecturally
compatible materials.
Ground level mechanical and service equipment (such as air- conditioning equipment, and utility boxes
and meters) should be screened from public view by the use of landscaping, walls, fencing or other design
treatments compatible with the finishes of the principal structure.
6.

Hazardous Glares/Reflections

Highly reflective surfaces, such as a large amount of glass, that create hazardous glares are discouraged.
Windows should be placed and added so as to encourage interaction between the interior of the building
and the passer-by.

D.

Parking
1.

Off Street Parking

As the corridor is developed, the design and location of parking lots should be such that conflicts between
the motorist and the pedestrian are avoided while at the same time creating a visual attractiveness within
and around the site.
Parking areas should be located in close proximity to the proposed land use. Where possible, all parking
areas should be sited behind the structure and a planting buffer should be established adjacent to the
highway.
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Parking should be placed in the rear and/or side of the building. Setback provides room to preserve existing vegetation or
establish new buffer planting along the roadway.

2.

Curb Cuts and Curbs

Carefully place curb cuts to assure vehicular safety and to maintain vehicular flow. Adequate sight
distances, determined by traffic speed, must be established at all curb cuts. Minimize and control curb
cuts for commercial areas. One or two access points should serve clusters of commercial establishments.
Maintain adequate setbacks along the road to permit buffer plantings to screen parking areas from
highway view.
3.

Bicycle Parking

Increasingly, communities are beginning to witness travel within the corridor by bicycle. As the corridor
begins to develop, the towns may consider short- and long-term bicycle parking at or near each node. For
example, a restaurant may have bicycle racks for short-term parking while a fully developed train station
use may provide bicycle lockers for long-term parking.
Locate bicycle parking within fifty feet of an entrance to the building or within a convenient distance of,
and clearly visible from the primary entrance to the building. If bicycle parking is not visible from the
street, post a sign indicating the location of all parking facilities.
4.

Parking Area Lighting

Provide adequate exterior lighting within parking areas. Place particular emphasis on parking lot
entrances, exits and barriers. Position all lighting to minimize glare and illumination beyond the
development.
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E.

Site Design

Landscaping is an integral element of the site development plan. It should complement the building
architecture and may provide the following:
air movement
air purification
shading
noise and dust abatement
wind buffering
oxygen regeneration
groundwater recharge
glare reduction
1.

visual screening
definition of spaces
highlight architectural features
accentuate major entrances
regulate circulation
enhance property values
site beautification

Landscape Plan

Require a comprehensive landscape plans with all development proposals. The plans should locate all
existing vegetation to remain and the location, species, and size of all new stock.
2.

Preservation of Existing Features

Mature tree stock takes years to reestablish once removed from a site and replacement is a difficult and
expensive process. Existing vegetation can provide a sense of permanence and continuity to a new
development.
Existing Vegetation. Recognize existing vegetation in the design development process for all new
development. Encourage and include the preservation of mature plant species, hedge rows, and
woodlots as a design element in the comprehensive site landscape plan.
Tree Protection. When developing a site, make every effort to protect existing tree stock over 8" in
diameter. Uncontrolled removal of trees and vegetation may speed up the process of erosion,
sedimentation and stormwater runoff. Note trees to be saved on the site plans and outline appropriate
measures to protect the tree stock from damage during construction.
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3.

Buffers

Landscape buffers between dissimilar or conflicting land uses are encouraged. Well-designed landscape
treatments lessen adverse visual impacts between different types of land uses, reduce noise levels,
mitigate effects from fumes, and increase privacy levels. Landscape buffers can take a variety of forms
including open space separation, buffer plantings of various heights and widths, berms and fences. When
residential uses are adjacent tourism commercial uses, they should be separated by a buffer edge which
protects residential activities while providing pleasant visual experiences when viewed from the public
right-of-way.
Generally, buffer and highway plantings should include a variety of local species and have low
maintenance requirements. Their appearance should be natural, and clustering is preferred over planting
in rows.

Commercial
4.

Vegetation Buffer

Residential

Public Spaces

Public open spaces, such as pedestrian plazas and landscaped areas, provide pedestrians with additional
points of interest within a pedestrian scaled environment. When equipped with street furniture, they also
offer an opportunity to rest and relax. Examples of public spaces can include parks, plaza, arcades, and
porches. Pedestrian amenities such as lighting, special paving, planting, flower gardens, artwork and
special recreational features can also enhance public spaces.

Plantings, like architectural elements, should be used to create spaces, which are pleasant for people. Planting can provide
shade, privacy, visual interest, etc.
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5.

Street Trees

Streets within the nodes should be aligned with trees. New trees should consist of species with broad
canopies and 4” minimum caliper trunks and should be planted at 30 to 35 foot intervals. Street trees can
be planted within the first 10 feet of the front yard, in the lawn area between the sidewalk and the curb, or
in the shoulder when designed to break up on-street parking areas.
Within the hamlet centers, street trees should be used to enhance the node and connect tourism amenities.
Street trees provide summer shade and reduce heat build-up from asphalt areas. Trees and shrubs add
variety to the streetscape and help distinguish public from private spaces.
6.

Maintenance

Design all landscaping within the site to facilitate ongoing maintenance. Where appropriate, low
maintenance plants are encouraged. To ensure survival and usefulness of new plant materials in the near
future, the following minimum sizes are recommended for this region:
Plant Type
Large deciduous trees
Conifers
Small flowering trees
Large shrubs
Small shrubs

Size
3" to 2”> caliper (diameter)
6' to 8' height
1> caliper (diameter)
30" to 36" height
18" to 24" height

The selection of landscaping materials should be compatible to the Adirondack climate, soil types, and
water availability.
7.

Landscaping (interior and perimeter)

Intersperse the paved areas of large parking lots with landscaped views containing trees and/or other
natural growing materials. Parking lot landscaping can break up large expanses of parking area and soften
the appearance of paved surfaces. In addition, it can provide shade for pedestrians and vehicles.
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Break up continual parking with planters

.

Access Road

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
Perimeter planting of conifers
or a hedgerow screens cars

Planters and curbed planting beds help control traffic movement and parking and contribute to the
attractiveness of developments.

It is preferable to place off-street parking behind structures and away from the highway. Heavily screen
parking lots when they must front a public right-of-way. Landscaping can be an effective way to screen
parking and paved surfaces from view and to soften the appearance of parking areas. Additionally,
landscaping provides protection from moving cars for the pedestrian.
To be effective, landscaping provisions should be specific about the results to be achieved (e.g., “ a
continuous, unbroken, year-round visual screen within three years of planting”). Alternatives to
landscaping, such as walls or opaque fences, can also be allowed. To ensure that such walls are attractive,
combine them with landscaping or other design provisions. The planting strip should be at least seven
feet in width.
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Shop

Bakery

Drug Store

Planting buffers around parking lots improve views onto the site.

8.

Lighting

The lighting of a site should provide security and visual interest while not projecting adverse glares onto
adjacent properties. On-site lighting should be located to avoid harsh glares which distract the motorists
line of sight and should reflect the historic character of the Village.

Historic and invisible light fixtures should be used to provide security and functional lighting. Discourage excessive lighting for
promotional/visibility purposes. Historic light fixtures are appropriate as architectural or site landscape accent features.
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F.

Pedestrian Circulation

Convenient and safe pedestrian access to and from commercial and residential development is essential
for the well-being of a community. This is especially true when connecting stations and platforms to
adjacent hamlet centers or activity centers (i.e., recreational businesses.) The absence of a
sidewalk/walkway system discourages pedestrian traffic or renders the pedestrians watchful of vehicles,
but mostly, it deprives communities of places for people to casually visit with other people.
1.

Landscape Buffers Between Sidewalks and Street Right-of-Ways

Landscape areas between curbs and the sidewalks and/or public right-of-way lines as an alternative to
paving. Street trees are the most suitable plants within the public right-of-way corridor and should be
spaced at approximately 50 feet apart for large trees and 30 feet for small to medium trees, closer spacing
may be used in areas with low traffic speeds and frequent pedestrian use to strengthen street edges. Trees
lessen glare and allow the motorist to concentrate on the street.

Plant materials and landscaping in the public right-of-way provides shade for pedestrians and minimizes glare for drivers.
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2.

Sidewalks

Sidewalks should be encouraged within the nodes. They must be wide enough to accommodate the
existing and projected volume of pedestrian and bicycle activity if they are to offer a quick and
convenient means of travel. A uniform width is preferable over a narrow sidewalk and activities that
impede pedestrian travel should be minimized. Sidewalks should also accommodate the needs of disabled
persons.
Construct sidewalks at a minimum of four feet in width (if passing areas are provided), expanded to five
and six feet along major pedestrian routes. Additionally, construct sidewalks in the commercial areas
(such as along Main Street) at eight to 10 feet wide. On streets with parallel parking, locate sidewalks on
the parking side.
3.

Bicycle Circulation

Encourage bicycle lanes in the nodes. Like sidewalks, prohibit activities that might obstruct the bike
path. For example, in designated bike lanes, do not allow parking, other than for emergency vehicles.
Where permitted, provide bike lanes that are 8 feet wide.
4.

Fire/Emergency Access

All modifications to the site should conform to New York State Fire Hydrant and Emergency Access
Standards.
5.

Utility Access

All new projects are encouraged to install underground utility service systems. When economically
feasible, existing aboveground utility service systems should be placed underground.
6.

Art Features

The use of art features such as sculptures, fountains, distinctive landscaping and murals add a unique
identification and style to a development. Art features should be appropriate to the historic, architectural,
and visual character of the site.
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G.

Signage

Attractive, coordinated, well-designed signs have a positive impact on both local businesses and the
community. They provide a defined identification of individual businesses, stimulate business
performance, create a pleasing environment that will attract people, and enhance the image of the
community.
1.

Type of Signage

Wall mount, hang, or locate signs on the face of an awning within the hamlet centers. Determine signage
needs by criteria established in the building's architecture, the relative size of the sign, and the message.
Signs should be an integral design element of a building's architecture and be compatible with the
building's style in terms of location, scale, color and lettering.
2.

Location and Size of Signage

Smaller signs are preferred in the nodes. The signs should be scaled toward the pedestrian. Color and
type of lettering is more important than size for comprehension. Signs should be located just above
awning height, which is approximately twelve (12) feet above ground. Hanging signs should also be
located at this same height and not exceed 28 square feet. Allow free standing signs only if there is
adequate room and traffic safety is not impeded.

An example of a sign
with a strong visual
relationship to the business image.
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3.

Color

Colors should include a dark background, a contrasting color for lettering, and a color for emphasis (e.g.,
borders, shading, etc.). Color choices should conform to an earth-tone palate (i.e., reds, greens, beige)
and/or to the color palate established by the building facade. Lettering styles should not be fancy so they
can be easily read by the passer-by. Color and lettering exceptions can be permitted for illustrations and
logos.
4.

Lighting

Light all signs from an outside source and disallow internally lit, back-lit, or flashing signs. Signage
lighting that also lights the sidewalk is encouraged.
5.

Materials

Use durable materials such a finished grade wood and avoid using regular lumber grade wood such as
plywood.
6.

Awnings and Signage

As mentioned before, install canvas awnings rather than plastic and/or metal. Do not allow internal
lighting that highlights the awnings. Another advantage of canvas awnings is the ability to utilize them
for signage. In addition to a wall-hung sign, the front brim of the awning can be painted with the business
name.
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VI.

IMPLEMENTING THE FIRST WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE

Building Administrative Capacity
In order to gain maximum benefit from the creation of the First Wilderness experience, the way in which
tourist attractions are developed and promoted should begin to link them so that tourists begin to think of
them as part of a single vacation experience. While strict uniformity is not desired, there does need to be a
unifying consistency in promotions, promotional material, and built environment. The primary tasks will
involve coordinating activities/organizations into a coherent experience for the traveler and promoting the
resulting experience in the tourism market. This suggests that implementation of such an effort has to
occur at the corridor level. Such an effort should build upon the intermunicipal agreement that has made
this initial study possible.
The organization or organizations charged with creating the First Wilderness experience need to interact
with a variety of corridor-related enterprises, oversee a coordinated program of public and private
investments while spearheading a marketing and promotion effort. Given the fact that the current effort
involves local jurisdictions from two counties, it is not reasonable to expect this could be done by existing
county agency. For example, even County TPO, a logical candidate for this role, has much broader
responsibilities than just the corridor, and does not embrace all corridor municipalities within its
geographic jurisdiction. This suggests that a new intermunicipal organization be created to manage the
First Wilderness Heritage Corridor. The choices for such a stand alone agency include the creation of a
public authority or the designation of a local development corporation (LDC). In many ways, a public
authority seems the best choice given the tasks at hand. Such an authority can be created with a separate
administrative structure and even given the authority to issue bonds to finance improvement projects
related to the Corridor.
On the other hand, while it may ultimately be the best solution for Corridor management, the creation of
an authority presents some significant problems. Foremost, its creation would require a special act of the
State legislature. The fate of such legislation becomes subject to statewide political forces, and could
result in substantial delays before it is enacted. In contrast, while a Local Development Corporation may
not have the full range of powers of a public authority, its creation is completely within the jurisdiction of
local governments. As described below , an LDC can be created with all of the powers required to initiate
and sustain the First Wilderness Heritage Corridor it its first years of existence.
Local Development Corporations (LDCs) as authorized under New York State Law possess very broad
powers to implement and effect economic development. An LDC can provide continuity, and long-term
solutions to economic development needs. It would be relatively easy to develop an LDC to further the
tourism development goals of a First Wilderness Heritage Corridor.
A Local Development Corporation can be formed by the participating municipalities through the
following process:
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1. Draft a Certificate of Incorporation - this spells out the name, purpose, and lists the initial
directors.
2. Develop By-Laws for the LDC – this details membership, meetings of members, election of
Directors, terms of office, actions of the Board of Directors, officers, and operations.
3. File Certificate of Incorporation with the New York State Department of State ($100 fee).
4. Hold Organizational Meeting and first Annual Meeting of the members.
5. Elect Members to the Board of Directors
6. File sales tax exemption with the New York State Office of Taxation and Finance
7. Pursue tax-exempt status with the Internal Revenue Service.
The First Wilderness Development Corporation would be charged with encouraging the growth and
success of new and existing tourism related business in the First Wilderness Corridor by creating and
promoting a coordinated and consistent tourism experience for visitors to the First Wilderness Corridor.
The Corporation would accomplish this by serving as the locus of a coordinated marketing and
promotional effort and by serving as a vehicle to secure, lease, acquire, develop and sell real estate
necessary to implement the action plan for the First Wilderness Heritage Corridor.
In its initial year of operation, the LDC would focus on two initiatives:
The LDC will work with the County, local governments, and tourism-related enterprises to develop the
Nodes included in the Action Plan. For the participating communities, the nodes will serve as focal
points of the marketing and promotion efforts involved with the First Wilderness Experience.
Implementing the Action Plan will involve the following activities:
Assisting in the development of tourist interpretive themes for sites along First Wilderness Corridor
Inventorying and contacting local tourism attractions to explore cross-promotional potential
Promote entrepreneurship among local tourism operators
Coordinate activities with other tourism promotion groups
Increase communications within the region
Develop the tourism infrastructure associated with the nodes (platforms, stations, signage, kiosks, etc.)
develop the tourism infrastructure (train stops, signage, kiosks, etc.) to improve the ability of tourists to
experience the Corridor.
Creating a Marketing and Promotional Campaign
The LDC would coordinate the effort to market and promote the First Wilderness Heritage Corridor. One
of the first steps in this process would be to secure the services needed to design a logo for the corridor,
and develop a brochure describing it. The brochure would serve to inform both tourists and participating
tourist-related enterprises about the major themes that will be included in the First Wilderness Heritage
Corridor. The logo would be used in signage and promotional materials to orient tourists to the various
component attractions in the Corridor. It is recommended that, to the greatest extent possible, the tourism
operators consult in the development of the logo so that, as opportunities arise, they will be willing to
include the logo as part of their own promotional materials.
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In addition to developing the logo and brochure, the LDC will work with existing tourism-related
enterprises to promote the First Wilderness Experience. This effort will combine three promotional
strategies:
Brochure exchange
Cross promotion

Cooperative Marketing

mutual agreements to display each other's brochures at each attraction's
admissions area or gift shop.
mutual agreements to promote each other's attractions in specific promotional
efforts. This can range from a simple reference to the other attraction in
advertisements, brochures, etc., to providing admissions discounts to patrons of
other attractions. The Corridor should seek to develop cross-promotional
relationships with existing major attractions like the Adirondack Museum,
Gore Mountain, and Great Escape.
pooling marketing resources to create ad campaigns that promote all
participating attractions simultaneously. The use of the "First Wilderness"
experience could become the theme for a series of cooperative marketing
efforts.

Table 8-1 provides a list of potential marketing relationships to be developed by the First Wilderness
Heritage Corridor.
Table 6-1
Potential Partners for Marketing/Promotion Partnerships
Brochure Exchange
Chambers of Commerce
Adirondack Regional Chamber,
Glens Falls
Bolton Landing
Glens Falls
Gore Mountain Region
Hague/Silver Bay
Lake George
Lake Luzerne
Johnsburg
North Warren
Queensbury
Stony Creek
Thurman/Athol
Warrensburg

Brochure Exchange &
Cooperative Advertising

Brochure Exchange, Cooperative
Advertising, & Cross-Promotion

Nature Tourism
Garnet Mine Tours
Natural Stone Bridge and Caves

Historical/Cultural Tourism
Adirondack Museum
Fort Ticonderoga
Fort William Henry Museum

Adventure Tourism:
Adirondack Rafting Co.
Adirondack River Outfitters
Adventure Sports Rafting
Beaver Brook Outfitters
Hudson River Rafting Company
Hudson Whitewater World

Nature Tourism
Adirondack Park Agency
Adirondack Park Visitor's
Interpretive Center
Ausable Chasm
Adventure Tourism:
Adirondack North Country
Association
Other Excursion Trains:
Adirondack Scenic Railroad
Battenkill Rambler

Historical/Cultural Tourism
Adirondack Mountain Club
Information Center
Chapman Historical Museum
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Table 6-1
Potential Partners for Marketing/Promotion Partnerships
Brochure Exchange

Brochure Exchange &
Cooperative Advertising

Chester Museum of Local History
Lake George Historical Museum
Mill Museum
Schoolhouse Museum
Stony Creek Historical Museum
Warrensburg Museum of Local
History

Brochure Exchange, Cooperative
Advertising, & Cross-Promotion

Other Attractions:
Frontier Town/Great Escape
Lake George Action Park
Santa's Workshop

Adventure Tourism
Glens Falls Feeder Canal Trail
Warren County Bikeway

Building the Railroad into the First Wilderness experience: Achieving the Maximum Sustainable Scale
of Operations
A key component of the First Wilderness experience is the tourism railroad. In order to fulfill its role in
the corridor on a sustainable basis, railroad operations must generate sufficient revenue to cover the costs
of operating the railroad and, most important, maintaining the rail bed. This presents several key
challenges.
First, the existing tourism railroad is a seasonal operation. Even when fully developed as part of the First
Wilderness experience, ridership will fluctuate with the peaks and valleys of visitation to the
Adirondacks. This will make it difficult for the railroad to generate a steady cash flow required to fully
cover costs.
Second, this particular tourism railroad is located in a rural market. In such a setting, one could expect
the railroad to generate $50,000 to $75,000 as part of this integrated tourism experience. However, the
Adirondack region features fairly stiff competition for ridership, including the Battenkill Rambler and the
Adirondack Scenic Railroad. This competitive pressure, coupled with the inherent seasonality of tourism
in the Adirondacks may make it difficult for tourism life to consistently cover operating costs. (Note that
Table 8-1 calls for the creation of an integrated cross-promotional relationship among the region’s
tourism railroads, as a means of ensuring that each will be capable of generating sustainable levels of
ridership).
In order to overcome the obstacles described here, it is imperative that the railroad develop strong
connections into Saratoga County. This will help the railroad’s revenue picture in two ways. Most
importantly, it increases the likelihood of expanding freight operations along the corridor. For many
tourism railroads, freight operations provide the steady revenue sources that cover the costs of rail bed
maintenance. A longer corridor with access to more industrial sites will better position the railroad to
develop this revenue source.
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In addition, by expanding operations into Saratoga County, the tourism side of the railroad will be better
positioned to serve more market segments of riders. The link would make a Saratoga-to-North Creek “ski
train” a possibility, expanding ridership and extending the operating season of the tourism line. It also
would enable the railroad to establish cross promotional relationships with a greater variety of
establishments. For example, the railroad could draw patrons from “dark days” (e.g., nonracing days).
It could also tap into convention business based in Saratoga, and have a stronger proximity to Lake
George-based attractions. Finally, extending the service to Saratoga Springs will also strengthen the
direct connection to the New York City metropolitan marketplace. The train will have a direct link, via
Amtrak to New York City. It will also extend its service to Saratoga Springs, a major destination for
travelers from the New York metropolitan area. This will strengthen the connection between the tourism
railroad and what the marketing analysis has identified as the single most attractive market segment
identified for the First Wilderness Corridor.
In conclusion, it is very important to continue to explore potential approaches for extending the rail
operations into Saratoga County. This extension would greatly strengthen the ability of the railroad to
sustain its operations on an ongoing basis, and become a central contributor to, and beneficiary of, the
First Wilderness experience.
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